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30-day period elapses

Right to appoint ment
may be up for governor

KAPPA TOUR OF HOMES — Carol Jackson (left) and Rosemary Graham,co-chairman of the Kappa Tour
of Homes, put the final touches on holiday decorations for the Sunday afternoon, Dec. 11, tour, sponsored by
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The Dr. and Mrs. H.S. Jackson house, Lynn Grove,
received decorations from the Gene and Jo's Florist. The home of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson, Oxford
Drive, was assited by Shirley Florist and the home of Dr. and Mrs. Michael Ridley was assisted by Juanita's
Flowers, Inc. Each house exhibits the homeowner's own personal decorative touch in observing the holiday
season. Tickets may be obtained from any Kappa member,at Pier I or at any of the homes the day of the tour.

Collins swearing-in ceremony
being shuffled back to Capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP ) — The
official swearing-in ceremony of
Gov.-elect Martha Layne Collins
is being moved back to the Capitol
after having been shuffled between various locations over the
past few inaugurations.
The ceremony shortly after
midnight Dec. 13 will take place in
the State jteception Room, officials of the Collins' inaugural
committee said Friday.
"Our new governor feels the official ceremony should return to
its rightful place," said inaugural
honorary co-chairman Steve Collins, Mrs. Collins' son.
He said while the inauguration
will have a traditional theme,
Mrs. Collins has also stressed that
there be a wide variety of inaugural activities to appeal to a
wide cross section of Kentuckians,
to make it a "people's inauguration."
Mrs. Collins and her family will
attend private church services at
8 a.m. at the Bagdad Baptist
Church in the small Shelby County
community where she was born.
The public activity will begin

Tuesday morning with hot air
balloons taking off from the
Capitol lawn at 7:30 a.m.
The inaugural parade is
scheduled to begin at 11 a.m., winding its way through downtown
Frankfort to the Capitol. Former
two-term Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield will serve as grand
marshal.
The theme of the inaugural
parade will be -A First for Kentucky Making Kentucky First."
Each of the 120 counties has been
asked to represent some local
historical happening as its entry
in the parade.
The new governor will take the
public oath of office at 2 p.m. in
front of the Capitol. The oath will
be administered by Kentucky
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Robert Stephens.
Lt. Gov.-elect Steve Beshear
will also take the oath of office
during the ceremonies. The other
constitutional officers will take office the first of the year.
In keeping with tradition, Mrs.
Collins will go to her office following the ceremonies and sign

governmental papers relating to
the change in administrations and
executive orders officially appointing her new cabinet members
and the state adjutant general.
The new appointees will be
sworn in at that time.
The public is invited to a reception in the Old State Capitol for
Mrs. Collins and Beshear at 4 p.m.
Evening activities will include a
square dance, concert and the inaugural ball.
The square dance will begin at
6:30 p.m. at the Frankfort Civic
Center, followed by a concert by
the Thrasher Brothers at 9 p.m.
Mrs. Collins will lead the traditional grand march at 8 p.m. down
the main staircase of the Capitol
of kick-off the inaugural ball.
Beshear and the other elected constitutional officers will also take
part in the ceremony.
The Lexington Philharmonic
Orchestra will provide the music
for the ball in the Rotunda. Boots
Randolph and his band, in addition to The Men of Note, will entertain in a heated inaugural tent outside the Capitol.

Jammed tape recorder repaired;
Spacelab experiments to continue
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
( AP — Spacelab's astronauts
pressed ahead with dozens of experiments today after fixing a
jammed tape recorder that
threatened to curtail their mission, while scientists on Earth
called the stream of information
from the orbit -excellent."
The emphasis was on materials
processing and medical tests today as Red Team astronauts Ulf
Merbold and Bob Parker and the
Blue Team of Owen Garriott and
Byron Lichtenberg continued the
round-the-clock, two-shift operation that began with liftoff from
Florida on Monday.
The flight plan also called for
them to study stars deep in space,
to probe the atmosphere with electron beams and to take highresolution mapping photos in
several countries, including
Angola, Sudan, Iran, Nigeria,
Libya and Turkey.
Commander John Young and
pilot Brewster Shaw alternated at
the controls of the space shuttle

Columbia, which carries the 23foot Spacelab cylinder in its cargo
bay. Both have been relatively
quiet throughout the flight as the
focus has been on the science
work.
Much of the science was nearly
wiped out Friday when a
transport roller jammed on a
high-speed tape recorder that
stores data from the 73 experiments on board. After several
hours of trouble-shooting, Parker
found the problem and corrected
it by rotating the roller back and
forth.
Charles Lewis, lead flight director for the mission, said the loss of
the recorder would have
significantly affected the data
return and forced the cutback of
several experiments.
The recorder sends data to
Earth at the rate of 32 to 48
megabits per second, equal to 600
10-volume sets of encyclopedias a
minute. By contrast, the slowspeed method available without
the recorder transmits at the rate
of one megabit per second.
Karl Knott, mission scientist for

Recruiting, better pay seen
as ways to avert shortage
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) Kentucky wig' have
make the
teaching field more attractive to
avert a severe teacher shortage in
the next few years, two educators
say.
There was a significant decline
in the percentage of teaching

degrees conferred by universities
in the 1970S compared to the
previous decade,• said statistics
compiled' by the Southern
Regional Education Boardtitof
which Kentucky is a member.
The answer to the problem is
Continued on Page 2)

the European Space Agency,
which built Spacelab, said the
astronauts are reporting 'immediate results on some of the
materials-processing experiments, with one significant
finding logged Friday.
Merbold, a West German
metals expert, used one of
Spacelab's furnaces to create a
metal alloy that may be unique,
Knott reported. Aluminum and
zinc, which do not combine on
Earth because of their different
densities, were melted and mixed
in one of Spacelab's three gravityfree furnaces.
"They obtained material that is
very porous, a metal with great
strength and little weight," Knott
said. Such material might be
useful in making high-structural
strength materials for aircraft in
future orbiting factories, he added.
NASA officials had not yet
decided whether to extend the
mission from nine days to 10, saying that depends on how supplies
last and how the weather shapes.
( Continued on Page 2

YES, MA'AM.ON LY 22
SHOPPING DAYS "Tit_.
CHRISTMA5

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Gov. John Y. Brown, if he has not already appointed someone to fill the vacancy on Murray
State's Board of Regents, has lost his statutory
authority to do so. MSU officials, however, don't see
that as a problem.
As of Friday, neither MSU President Kala Stroup
nor Board of Regents Chairman Richard Frymire
had been informed of an appointment to fill the
vacancy left by former regent Michael Harreld. If
Brown has not made the appointment, the Board of
Regents itself is legally required to do so.
Roger Auge, Brown's press secretary, said Friday that as far as he knew Brown had not made an
appointment, but that he wasn't certain.
Kentucky statute 164.320 requires the governor to
fill a regent's expired term within 30 days of the expiration of the term, and further states, "Appointments to fill vacancies shall be Made in the same
manner and within the same time after the occurrence of the vacancy as regular appointments."
Harreld resigned his seat effective Nov. 1, and the
30-day period for a governor's appointment lapsed
Thursday, Dec. 1.
Harreld resigned in order to accept an appointment to the Council on Higher Education.
If the governor fails to make the appointment
within 30 days, according to the statute, the remaining members of the board of regents of the
particular university.. shall make such appointment within sixty (60) days after the expiration of
such term" or occurrence of vacancy.
Regents Chairman Frymire said he wasn't aware
that 30 days had elapsed since Harreld's resignation, and that he isn't sure if the 30 days should be
dated from the effective date of resignation or from
the day on which Brown received notice of it. In any
case,"It's no big item," he said.

"I think if the governor went over his 30 days I
don't think anyone would deny him the right to
make the appointment....I don't see the statute as
foreclosing his right to make that appointment."
Though the board could make the appointment, "I
think the feeling of the board would be that the
governor is the proper person" to make it.
Frymire said he believes Brown will make the appointment "before he leaves office," which would
be "adequate" for the regents' purposes.
Brown's Deputy General Counsel Jim Dickinson
said though the law requires the appointment to be
made within 30 days, it does not require the governor to inform the university of an appointment
within 30 days.
Dickinson said he would consult with June Taylor
of the governor's office to see whether an appointment had been made, but he did not call back with
the information. Taylor c.ould not .be,reached for
comment.
Stroup, asked if the law does not make it incumbent upon the regents to appoint Harreld's replacement, said she doesn't think that is the way it has
been interpreted in the past by the state's boards of
regents. As for the lapse of the 30-day time limit,
as I understand it, a lot of times that has gone on
for some time- before an appointment was made by
the governor, she said.
Stroup said she hopes an appointment will be
made -within a week or so," and that Brown's staff
has previously enquired about possible regents
from the local area.
The issue of the governor's appointment time
limit previously arose when the terms of regent
Jere McCuiston and former regent William Carneal
expired, during the latter part of former MSU
President Constantine Curris' administration. The
appointments were delayed, but Brown reappointed both men just before the 30 days elapsed.

Thousands expected to apply
for state emergency farm loans
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
Farmers Home Administration's
state director says as many as
10,000 Kentucky farmers may apply for emergency farm loans, but
the number may ultimately depend on tobacco market prices.
"Nobody knows for sure, but we
have discussed the possibility of
anywhere from 5,000 to 10,000 (applicants )," Kendall L. Seaton said
in a news conference Friday.
Many burley growers have not
yet sold their 1983 crop, so their
losses from the summer drought
cannot be calculated,Seaton said.
To be eligible for FrnHA loans,
farmers must have suffered a 30
percent production loss.
Of Kentucky's 120 counties, 115
were declared eligible for the
loans in October.
Farmers unable to obtain loans
elsewhere may borrow up to

flood watch
Flash flood watch today and
tonight
Today and tonight, rain
developing, possibly heavy at
times this afternoon into
tonight posing the threat for
flash flooding. Highs today in
the low 50s and lows tonight in
the mid 40s. Strong south winds
15 to 25mph. Sunday, mostly
cloudy with a few lingering
morning showers. Highs in the
mid 40s. Northwest winds 10 to
15mph.
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$100,000 from FmHA at 5 percent
interest. For larger loans, the
agency will charge 8 percent on
the amount over $100,000.
If other loans are available, but
a farmer chooses to borrow from
FmHA anyway, he will be charged 13.75 percent, Seaton said.
Money will be loaned for one to
20 years, depending on collateral,
he said.
-Most farmers will not be getting loans from us much in excess
of $50,000," Seaton predicted.
-Most of this, as any farmer ... or
any lender would understand,
would be contingent on ability to
pay."
A North Dakota court case led to
an injunction barring the federal
government from foreclosing on
farmers who defaulted on loans.
But Seaton indicated that would
have no effect on Kentucky applicants.
Kentucky has a 6 percent delinquency rate on farm loans, compared with a national average of
29 percent, he said.
The state rate -is the lowest in

the nation and we're proud of
that," he said. -It's because our
farm families pay their debts first
and live on what's left."
Thirty-five percent of farm-loan
applicants in Kentucky are turned
down, which is -about the national
average," he said.
Of that group, most are firsttime applicants who have been
farming less than five years.
"On people who already have
loans with us, I would expect the
rejection rate would be much
lower," Seaton said.
"We have a portfolio of 10,000
farm borrowers in the state," he
said, adding that he expected
about half of them to be in the
group seeking emergency loans.
Seaton said an important
change in the application procedure this year is that paperwork
can begin at the Agriculture
Stabilization and Conservation
Service county offices before crop
losses are certified.
Once a farmer's loss is certified,
-we can get a check to him in
three to four weeks," Seaton said.

•

Former Calloway teacher
seeks $300,000 in damages
A former Calloway County
school teacher is seeking $200,000
in compensatory damages and
$100,000 in punitive damages in a
ivil rights suit filed against the
Calloway County School li.oard
and Superintendent Jack Rose in
United States District Court in
Paducah.
Trial is to start Monday morning.
In the suit, Linda Littlejohn
alleges that her contract was not
renewed for the 1982-83 school
year because she was divorced
and a divorced teacher -...would
damage the image of the school

system," the complaint states.
Rose and the school board
denied the charge in a special
board meeting Friday night.
They and board attorney Don
Jones declined to make further
comments about the suit. It
would be improper to discuss any
details at this time," Jones added.
Littlejohn served as a nontenured fifth grade teacher at
East Elementary during the 198081 and 1981-82 school years. She
was a substitute teacher during
the 1979-80 year. She was
employed those years on one-year
limited service contracts.

Groundbreaking for Benton
by-pass slated for Thursday
Groundbreaking ceremoniesfor
the- start of the new thretinile
be
bypass around Benton
Thursday, Dec. 8, at I-1).m., according to the office of the Kentucky Department of Transportation.
••
The ceremony will be at the.
begInning of the bypass on
Highway 641 at the south edge of
Benton. James Runke, secretary
of transportation for the state of

Kentucky, will be present for the
ceremony.
In the event of bad weather, the
ceremony will be in the Joe
Creason Community Center at
H.H. Lovett Park, Benton.
The contract for the construction of the bypass has been awarded to the R.R. Dawson Bridge Co.
of Lexington and Che JIM Smith
Contracting Co. of Grand Rivers
for the bid of $4,209,970, state'officials said.

•

•

•
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Fundamentalists continue protest

PAGI

•

On Thursday, the rally was
taken to the state capitol in Lincoln.
The ministers, who call
themselves a "crisis management
team," said they were prepared
for any action the county might
take against the school, which has
been closed several times.
Nebraska and Cass County
authorities would not say what action, if any, they were planning
against the school.
The church is in the basement of
the Faith Baptist Church. The
pastor, the Rev. Everett Sileven,
was jailed last year for running
the school without state-certified
teachers.
One of the arrest warrants
names Sileven again, but he cannot be found, authorities said.
"They'll be coming to check to
see if the school is open," Clay
Nuttal, who said he was a minister
from Fruitport, Mich., said about
the authorities. "We have had no

LOUISVILLE, Neb. (AP —
Nearly 100 fundamentalist
ministers rallying in support of an
illegal church school were accused Thursday of pleading their
cause by making harassing
telephone calls to state
la wmahers.
The ministers, from throughout
the United States, gathered
Wednesday in support of Faith
Christian School, which a minister
has reopened in defiance of
Nebraska laws mandating that
teachers be certified by the state.
They also rallied nearby in Plattsmouth, where seven men were
being held in the Cass County Jail
for sending their children to the
school. Arrest warrants are
outstanding for their wives, whom
authorities cannot find.

Two treated
after accident
Passengers in a vehicle driven
by Brad Newsome, Route 1, were
treated and released at the local
emergency room following a onevehicle accident Thursday afternoon.
According to reports filed in the
Murray Police Department,
Newsome ran off the roadway on
West Main Street between Broach
and Williams street, struck a utility pole and a tree.
According to a spokesman for
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Kelly Ridley and Charla
Walston, passengers in the vehicle, were treated and released.
The accident occurred at 3:15
p.m.

City open house dates corrected
Open houses for the City of Murray at 200-201 Andrus Dr. from 2
p.m. until 5 Sunday, Dec. 11, and
not Dec. 4 as reported in Community Calendar.

Parade cancelled;
no reschedule date set
The annual Rotary Club
Christmas parade was cancelled
today because of weather. Parade
chairman Burton Young said this
morning he was not sure if the
parade would be rescheduled.

contact from the state, but we expect it. They must try to close the
school again."
The school was closed when the
fathers were jailed last week but
the ministers reopened it Wednesday.
Nuttal said fewer than 10
students attended Thursday, but,
"That's about a 50 percent
absentee rate, which isn't unusual
given the situation we've got
here."
The ministers angered some
state senators by calling them in
the middle of the night. Sen. Martin Kahle of Kearney said he
received eight calls, starting at II
p.m. and lasting until 6 a.m.
The calls occurred near the top
of each hour, he said, with the
callers urging him to assist in
freeing the fathers of the students.
"This is the worst example of
harassment I have ever seen in
my 15 years of public service,"
Kahle said. "I just don't see what
on earth they hope to gain ... If this
is the Christian attitude, then I
guess I have been wrong all of my
life."
Another popular target of the
Christian leaders, Sen. William
Barrett of Lexington, said the
callers were polite but firm. Barrett received four calls from 10:30
p.m. to 2:30 a.m. He said "harassing might be too strong" a definition for the calls.
"They said such things as, Are
you willing to concede these
( Christian schools) are an overall
part of the state's educational
system?" Barrett said.
Fundamentalist sympathizers
also concentrated on the
statehouse office of Sen. Tom
Vickers of Farnam, chairman of
the Education Committee.

Futrell services to
be Sunday at chapel

twee.: National Weather

Service

THIRTY DAY FORECAST — The National Weather Service's
Climate Analysis Center forecasts probable temperature and
precipitation outlooks for the United States in December.

Flash flood warning
in south; snow,ice
reported in north
By DANA FIELDS
Associated Press Writer
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A cold front arcing from New
Mexico to Maine walloped most of
the nation with snow and freezing
rain today, while spawning fierce
storms that drenched the South
with up to 7 inches of rain and carried the threat of -serious
flooding."
The National Weather Service
said travel was "highly discouraged" in seven northern Alabama
counties early today because of an
"extremely dangerous flash flood
situation." Just hours earlier, a
severe thunderstorm in Monroe,
La., injured two people, partly
destroyed a house and downed
trees.
Meanwhile, a new threat to the
Rocky Mountain states, still staggering from four storms that dropped a record 12 feet of snow in
spots,' was developing as a storm
packing up to 8 more frosty inches
slid in from the Pacific over
southeastern Oregon and California's Sierra Nevadas.
"It's a big one," said Nolan
Duke, a meteorologist at the National Weather Service's Severe
Storms Center in Kansas City, Mo.
Utah, in the midst of what
forecaster Harry Gordon called
"its real sloppy season," got a
brief breather Friday after being
socked with 15 inches of new snow
the day before. But more heavy
snow was expected by tonight.
Sleet, snow and freezing rain
fell in a broad band to the north of
the long cold front. Winter storm
watches and travelers' advisories
warning of extremely dangerous
driving conditions were posted to-

day in the Texas and Oklahoma
panhandles, Kansas, Missouri,
Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, Connecticut and Rhode
Island.
Visibility was severely cut in
snowy Rhode Island. "A little caution and less speed on the roads
could easily make the difference
between a safe trip ... and a lousy
weekend," a forecaster said.
The southern rains prompted
flash flood watches and warnings
in much of Arkansas and Tennessee, northern Alabama, northern Mississippi, northeast
Texas and the mountains of South
Carolina.
The National Weather Service
in Birmingham, Ala., said the
Black Warrior River was at 136
feet — just 4 feet below flood stage
— and rising rapidly at the Holt
Lock and Dam. With continued
rainfall, the weather service said
the river would likely reach 150
feet and produce "serious
flooding" in nearby industries.
Birmingham's streets were
flooded by 3 inches of fast-falling
rain, and Greenwood, Miss., was
hit by 6 inches of rain — 41
/
2inches
of it in just six hours.
Police in San Antonio, Texas,
urged people not to drive there
late Friday night until streets
drained.
"We've already got a snow
cover that looks like January
across northern New England, the
Great Lakes and the upper
Midwest into Kansas, Colorado
and Nevada," Duke said. "That's
quite a snow cover, and it's not going to be melting away anytime
soon."

Teachers...
(Continued from Page 1)
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not recruiting," said J.T. reward potential teachers with
Sandefur, dean of education at more challenge and better pay,
Western Kentucky University. said Ed Sagan, dean of education
"The answer ... is making the pro- at the University of Kentucky.
fession attractive enough that peo"What you have going into
ple will seek it out again."
teacher education is a fairly large
Kentucky awarded 47.1 percent group, (but) more of a middle
fewer bachelor degrees for educa- group," he added.
tion in the '70s than it did in the
By tightening admissions stan'60s, the SREB report shows.
dards in reponse to public conAdditionally, from December cern, '`... we're further reducing
1982 to May 1983, Eastern Ken- the number (of potential
tucky University at Richmond teachers) and bringing about the
conferred more degrees for teacher shortage more quickly
education than any other state than it would have come otherschool. But its total for the period wise," said Sandefur.
— 366 degrees — was 44 percent
That will be a hard task, he said,
lower than the corresponding "when the salaries are so low that
period 10 years before, school if a person has four children and a
records show.
wife, he qualifies for food stamps
Several factors have combined on a beginning teacher's salary."
to causP the pool of potential
Sagan, however, believes
teachers to shrink, educators say. recruiting could play a big role in
Most significant, they say, are turning things around.
tougher admissions policies
"I have a sense," Sagan said,
adopted by teaching colldges and "tharthere are a growing number
thtprofession's wage scales.
of young people and bright
'We're cutting off the (less- students wanting to get into
talented students) through the ad- teaching atftn because they feel,
missions screening and the 'Here is an area where I can niake
former upper bright end of that, some difference' — that altruistic
'which was primarily women, is bent again. Idealistic young peobeing cut off by new opportunities ple see this as a challenge area
and labor market conditions" that again."

••••..

Funeral services for Rice
Futrell, 83, Rt.8, Murray, will be
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the Max Churchill Funeral Chapel.
Futrell died at 10:37 a.m. Friday in Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born May 10, 1900, to the late
Joe Thomas and Robie Hall
Futrell, Futrell came to Calloway
County from Fulton in 1912 at the
age of 12.
Futrell and the former Dewie
Ligon were married Feb. 21, 1918.
Futrell established Futrell Used
Auto Parts in 1926 near the Tennessee River. He continued to be a
successful businessman after he
relocated his automobile business
on the Benton Road in Murray
where he continued to operate it
until his death.
He was a member of Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.
Futrell is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Dewie Ligon Futrell, Rt. 8,
two daughters, Mrs. Buddy
(Sarah Nell) McNutt, Rt.8, and
Mrs. Irvan (Edna) Davis,
Mamomee, Ohio, two sons, Edgar
(Short) Futrell, Chicago, and
James D. Futrell, Rt.5, Murray,
18 grandchildren, 21 greatgrandchildren and one greatgreat-granchild.
He is preceded in death by two
sons, Owen Futrell in 1959 and
John Futrell in 1971 and by one
grandson, Benny Gray McNutt, in
1966.
Friends may call after 4 p.m. today and until the funeral hour at
the Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. R.J. Burpoe and Rev.
Wayne Carter will officiate the
funeral services.
Burial will be in Scotts Grove
Cemetery.

Jake Barnett dies
at local hospital
Jake Barnett, 46, of Murray died
at 1:50 a.m. Saturday in MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A member of New Providence
Baptist Church, Barnett is survived by his mother, Mrs. Odell
Barnett, Murray, one daughter,
Susan Barnett, Murray, two
sisters, Mrs. James (Stella) Duncan, Rt.1, Dexter, and Mrs.
Johnny (Judy) McCabe, Chicago,
one brother, John Barnett and one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Rosie Barnett.
Friends may call after 5 p.m. today at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Sunday in the BlalockColeman Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. James Garland officiating.
Burial will be in Oak Grove
Cemetery.

UK cheerleaders
regional winner
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
University of Kentucky
cheerleading squad has been named one of eight finalists in a competition to choose the top collegiate cheerleading team in the
nation, says to a UK spokesman.
UK was chosen a regional winner for the South. Other regional
winners were Boston College from
the Northeast, Ohio State from the
Midwest and Utah from the West.
Those squads, plus four at-large
winners — North Carolina State,
South Carolina, Alabama and
Louisiana State — will compete in
championships Jan. 8-13 in
Honolulu, Hawaii.
The winner will be named during the halftime of the Hula Bowl
The competition is sponsored by
Ford Motor Co. and the Universal
Cheerleaders Association, the
spokesman said.
Members of the Wildcats squad
are Tammy Jo May of South
Shore; Holly Bankemper of Fort
Thomas; Lorea Towery, Bill
Horsman and Donald Ware, all of
Louisville; JULIE BILLINGTON
OF MURRAY; Willis Watts of Columbia; Steve Gibson, Gary
Johnson, Jeff Mortimer, Jeff
Lutes and Lisa Perkins, all of Lexington; Jeff Fryer of Winchester;
Lori Duley of Ashland; Lois
Bryant of Catlettsburg; Tom i
Creasey of Frankfort and Dean
Paris of Grand Rapids, Mich.
The UK cheerleades adviser is
T. Lynn Williamson of Lexington.
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southern seen

Criminal
justice

by lorry mcgehee

Santa's reindeer came from Lapland

There are perhaps some significant changes in
the latest crime figures from the U.S. Bureau of
Justice Statistics. And one possible conclusion is a
red flag warning that cutting prison populations
will mean more crime.
Overall, crime dropped 4.1 percent in 1982 from a
year earlier, in relation to population. But the
figures are not all cheering.
Crimes of violence rose slightly in 1982 from the
average for the previous nine years, but were down
about three percent from 1981, based on the national
survey of 58,000 households. Rape was down onefifth, for the lowest figure since 1976.
Such violent crimes at 34.3 per 1,000 population,
were surpassed only twice in the preceding nine
years, in 1979 and 1981.
Non-vehicle, non-household thefts were at their
lowest in a decade at 82.5 per thousand population.
This still means nearly one-tenth of the population
were victims.
The most favorable news was in household
burglary, lowest in a decade at 78.2 per thousand,
down 15 from a high of 93.1 in 1974.
Vehicle thefts also hit a new low for the decade
since the survey started and are down fully onesixth. Household larcenies were off about one-tenth
from the high mark of 1980.
So what-s going on? It is difficult to argue with the
logic of the first two factors cited by Steven R.
Schlesigner, director of the bureau: The growth of
the neighborhood crime watch movement and the
maturing of the baby boom have cut certain crimes.
What he says after that, though, is thoughtprovoking. "In addftion, the tougher, longer
sentences being handed down by many courts may
act as a deterent by the message they send to potential criminals. ...Finally, the record high number of
criminals in state and federal prisons means that
those individuals are at least temporarily unable to
victimize the public."
Critics will say that too much can be made of
these decreases. That may be so — but not in the
view of victims of crimes.
The first purpose of criminal justice is to show
what society will not tolerate and how sternly it will
react. Quick and easy liberty for transgressors can
have a result as obvious as the rising sun.

Getting out the Christmas decorations this past weekend, we paused
over almost every ornament to recall
the Christmas past and the person
who gave us the ornament.
Christmas is a lot better time for
looking back than is New Year's Eye.
Our tree is loaded each year with
more and more old friends and happy
memories.
We can already tell this Christmas
will be another special one. Oldest
daughter, Elizabeth, now 18, can
reach the tree top alone, without my
having to hoist her on my shoulders.
And youngest daughter, Molly, now
8, has just sealed her three page letter to Santa,assuring us that she only
wrote on every other line.
One of the attic boxes we opened
last contains that little gingerbread
house our Trahern friends in Tennessee sent two years ago. The merciful mice have spared it another
year.
This gingerbread house is a
replacement for one we lost in 1979,
the only casualty in our move from
West Tennessee that year. So this one
not only reminds us of the Traherns,
but of the givers of the first house,the
Wilders of Washington,D.C.
Elizabeth then was Molly's age,
and Molly only four months old.
I was in D.C. on business, just
before Christmas. Dec. 23 sticks in

my mind.
The Wilders offered to drive me to
the airport that afternoon. I was
booked to fly out to St. Louis and then
catch another plane back to
Paducah, Ky., where my car was
parked for the 65-mile drive remaining.
My friends dropped me at the airport, bid me a Merry Christmas, and
drove away. I had arrived earlier
than usual, because the holiday lines
at the check-in counter were long
with servicemen, students, and
grandparents on their ways to hearths and hearts.
As I sat outside the gate, waiting
for my flight to be called, a voice on
the loudspeaker called my name,
telling me to pick up one of the desk
phones for a message. Visions of
emergencies back home danced
throgh my head.
The message said for me to return
to the ticket counter. I rushed back to
see what was the matter, and there
were my friends again.
They were holding a gigantic
gingerbread house, wrapped in clear
plastic and resting on a cardboard
box top.
They shoved it onto my arms, yelled Merry Christmas again, and were
gone, in the twinkling of an eye. Left
holding the bag, so to speak, I rushed
back towards my plane, scheduled to

leave in the next five minutes.
The lady at the security check gate
was the first person to stop me. She
said the house was too big to fit under
the seat in front of me,and that I condn't carry it aboard. She said I'd
have to leave it, or buy a seperate
ticket for it, or box it and ship it.
Fortunately, the guard standing
behind her played Bob Cratchitt to
her Scrooge. He suggested that they
consider it a babe in arms,and let me
hold it in my lap on the flight. If I was
lucky, he said, there would be an
empty seat by me, and it would ride
there.
Back in the waiting room, I was
greeted with the news that the flight
would be an hour late. I sat the house
down in a windowsill and sat there
myself, for all the seats were taken. I
needed to go to the washroom, but
was afraid to leave the house. A
gentleman reading a New York
Times looked honest, so I asked him
to watch my house for me. He looked
a little puzzled, but kindly agreed.
When I returned a small crowd was
gathered where my house had been.
A dozen snowsuited children and bespectacled grandmothers surrounded my house and the man I left in
charge. Up until we boarded the
plane, the crowd got bigger and bigger.
There was no vacant seat on the
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State College.
Don Faughn was named to AllState Football Team and Johnny
Rose to Third Team in the CourierJournal poll of football coaches. Both
are seniors at Murray High School.
Cheerleaders at Murray High
School are Ann Kay Saunders, Sandy
Costello, Jennifer George, Patsy
Lax, Linda Dibble and Carol Rolfe.
Murray State College Racers beat
McKendree College of Lebanon, Ill.,
83 to 68, in a basketball game before a
capacity crowd at opening game of
MSC basketball season.
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Galloway
and son, Rex,spent the weekend with
their daughter, Mrs. Donnie Darnell,
Mr. Darnell, and children, Kevin,
Donna and Danny.
Thirty years ago
George Hart, executive vice president of the Bank of Murray, has been
appointed to Jurisprudence Committee of the Kentucky Bankers Association.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William R. McCuiston and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Vasseur.
Mrs. R.H. Robbins gave a history
of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star at its 433rd
meeting at, the Masonic Hall. The
chapter was instituted on Sept. 29,
1936, With 20 charter members.
Ann Herron reviewed the book, The
Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens,
at a meeting of the Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs.
A.D. Butterworth led group singing
with Mrs. Roy Farmer as pianist.
Sugar is listed as. selling for 10
pounds for 95 cents in the ad for
Parker's Food Market.

thoughts in season

pi

Forty years ago
The amount of $9,101.13 has been
collected in the National War Fund
Drive in Calloway County, according
to George E. Overbey, Sr., fund drive
chairman. This surpasses the fund
drive's goal of $6,200.
The Calloway County Rationing
Board offices are now located in the
building, owned by A.F. Doran, west
of the Peoples Bank on Main Street,
according to Mary Lou Waggoner,
chief clerk.
Robert Fulton, Kirksey 4-H Club
member, was selected district winner in his tobacco project and will
compete in the state contest. Blue
ribbons were won by Jackie Stubblefield, New Concord, corn project,
and Guy Cunningham, Faxon, hempseed.
Frances Sledd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry I. Sledd, Murray,
member of the Sigma Alpha Iota
women's music fraternity at Murray
State College, has been named director of the "Campus Dim-Out"
scheduled Feb. 12 at MSC. This
replaces Campus Lights, previously
sponsored annually by Phi Mu Alpha
men's music fraternity but canceled
because of the war.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. CL. Cunningham, Nov.
27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ovie Lee
and a boy to Mr. ad Mrs. E.S. Barrow, Nov. 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hoke, Nov. 29; a boy to Mr. and,
'
Mrs. W. Solomon, Nov. 30.
Gene Allbritten, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rudy Allbritten, is drum major
for,the Murray'High School Band..
• The Murray Training School Colts
beat Hardin 31 to 16 in a basketball
game at Carr Health Building, Mur-

ray State. Max Turnbow and Stub
Wilson were high point scorers for
Murray and Hicks for Hardin.
Marion Sharbrough, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Sharbrough, Murray, has been named editor-in-chief
of the 1943-44 Shield at Murray State
College. Tim O'Brien of Asbury
Park, N.J., has been named business
manager.
Fifty years ago
The long-awaited answer of who
would be Murray Postmaster for the
Democratic Administration was
finally answered this week when H.T.
Waldrop, Murray businessman, was
notified of his appointment and
received his commission. He will succeed M.L. Whitnell, Republican, who
has filled the position for the past 12
years.
D.Y. Dunn, formerly of Kirksey,
now superintendent of Fayette County Schools, Lexington, and president
of Kentucky Education Association,
spoke at meeting of First District
Education Association Dec. 1 and 2 at
Murray State College. Woodfin Hutson, principal of Lone Oak High
School, is FDEA president.
A contract was let by State
Highway Commission for grade and
drain construction of HardinEggners Ferry Highway.
Franklin Harris, Sylvan Darnell
and Kelsie Garland of Calloway
County have left for Fort Knox for
asslirnnnent with CCC.Carrp.
The new building at Almo High
School was dedicated Nov. 24 with
Homer Lassiter, school principal,
presiding. Other teachers are J.H.
Walston, James Deweese, Mrs.
James Deweese and Miss Justine
Wrather. ,

" WE'RE IN LUCK! A DI;TINGUICNED PANEL OF ExpEcztlooking back
Ten years ago
State Sen. Carroll Hubbard
presented grand prize awards to
Lynne Beatty, city winner, and Steve
Thomas, county winner, in the
Bumper Sticker Slogan Contest,
sponsored by the Calloway County
Drug Council.
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
with Inez Rayburn as director will
present a program of Christmas
music at the general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club on Dec. 9.
Local students were among 500
junior and senior high school
students attending the 26th annual
Quad-State Band Festival at Murray
State University. They were Laurel
Guy and Marion Outland, Calloway
High; Tammie Calhoun, Calloway
Junior High; Beth Wilson, Martha
McMullen, Amanda Buice, Alan
Wells and Jenny Hinch, Murray
High; Marilyn Howard, DeAnn
Thornton and Terri McCord, Muray
Middle.
John Dale spoke at Daddy-Date
Night of Murray High School Chapter
of Future Homemakers of America
on Nov. 15 'at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Krista Kennedy was
toastmaster.
Forrest Coleman was honored on
his 85th birthday at a dinner at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Guthrie
t Frances I Roberts.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Ivan Lubachko will speak
atiout,i'Education and Freedom of
the Individual in the Soviet Union" at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
Ion Dec. 5 eit the MurrapWoman's
Club House. He is teacher of Russian
language and history at Murray

plane, so it rested on my lap the
whole way. All the way to St. Louis,
people marched by me, pretending to
be going to the rear, but stopping to
examine the minute detail of the exquisite house. It was covered with
gumdrops and hard candies, and icicle frosting hung from the eaves.
Green candy trees stood on its white
drifts of frosted yard, and wisps of
cotton candy billowed from its
chimney.
In St. Louis, there was a two-hour
wait for my next flight. Again, the
children congregrated, and the
adults — who seem to save a little of
their own childhood to spend each
Christmas — followed them.
The same laughter and happy conversation took place again, on the
plane to Paducah. It was a crisp,
clear night for flying, and the young
man next to me was a riverboat pilot,
headed home for the first time in six
months, where a daughter had been
born in September whom he had yet
to see.
By 11 o'clock, I was home, and our
own two daughters were in my lap,
the lap that had carried Christmas
all the way from Washington, D.C.
Eat your hearts out, Hansel and
Gretel! There's never been a gingerbread house like that one.

By Ken Wolf
It is easy to criticize democracy,
especially when we haven't had the
luxury of living under another
system of government. Some of the
criticisms, of course, have the sting
of truth, such as this comment by the
English playwright George Bernard
Shaw, written in 1903:
Democracy substitutes election
by the incompetent many for
appointment by the corrupt
few.
Shaw liked democracy little better
than its alternatives. He probably
would not have found much wisdom
in this comment by Aldous Huxley,
written in 1944:
Democracy is being able to say
no to the boss.
Perhaps both "incompetent many"
and -corrupt few" can agree with the
truth of Huxley's remark.
.• •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.

Copyrighting
history
When a federal appeals court ruled a few days
ago that The Nation magazine had broken no laws
in rushing into print with a portion of Gerald Ford's
then-unpublished memoirs, it phrased its decision
in the obtuse terms of copyright. Much of what The
Nation had borrowed was a paraphrase of "facts,"
which couldn't be locked up, the judges held. And
while President Ford's "expression" — the gloss
he put on those facts — was legally protectable, the
few words directly lifted from his book entitled a
"fair use" of the memoirs by the magazine, and for
that reason was permissible.
It is the safeguards of the First Amendment,
however, which underlie the court's judgment, for
fundamentally at issue is not just the right of a
publisher to protect his property but also the constitutional rights of the rest of us to have access to
information about vital events in our nation's
history. It's hardly incidential that The Nation article centered on the circumstances surrounding
President Ford's pardon of President Nixon, that
remarkable last chapter of the most remarkable
political episode in modern times.
This event, the court declared, is "the property of
all," and cannot be monopolized by the participants. The point should have been self-evident to
the publisher, Harper & Row, which brought the
suit, but in pursuing short-term profit by asserting
its copyright claim the firm somehow lost sight of
the fact that is the free flow of ideas, happily vindicated by this opinion, on which the enterprise of
publishing depends.
The rightness of the court's conclusion is
bolstered by the fact that the files on which Gerald
Ford premised his recollections were generated not
by a private citizen but by the then-president, doing
the public's business. Surmises, speculations —
and celebrity — remain the property of public
figures and wholly legal source of personal profit.
But facts of history — generously construed, as
The Nation decision rightly insists facts should be in
this instance - belong to all of us.
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Community events listed
Saturday, Dec.3
Members of Hazel
Woman's Club will be at
Wal-Mart to wrap
Christmas gifts.
Horse Show, sponsored
by New Providence
Riding Club, will start at
5 p.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center, College Farm Road.
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its
Christmas dinner and
party at 6:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.
Eleventh annual
Rotary Club Christmas
Parade will start at 10:30
a.m. All organization invited to participate and
entries call 759-1020 or
753-1206 for information.
Murray Rotary Club
Buffet-style Country
Ham Breakfast will begin
at 6 a.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant and continue
until the start of the
parade.

Saturday,Dec. 3
Saturday, Dec. 3
276 Free and Accepted Baptist Church members
Masons will meet at 7:30 with last names, A to L,
p.m. at lodge hall.
will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
at the home of Dr. and
Third night of "A Mrs. Greg Earwood.
Christmas Medley" will
be presented at 7 and 8
Annual Widows' lunp.m. at Golden Pond cheon will be at 11:30
Visitor Center, Land Bet- a.m. in multi-purpose
ween the Lakes.
room of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Winter dance, sponProgressive dinner of
sored by Murray High
School Student Council, St. John's Episcopal
will be from 8:30 p.m. to Church will be at 6 p.m.
at the Sickel home.
midnight at the school.
Murray High School
Spanish Club Banquet
will be at 2 p.m.
Christmas Banquet for
Ministers and Wives will
be at 6:30 p.m. at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Square and round dancCountry Christmas ing will be from 7:30 toll
Bazaar will be from 9 p.m. at Lynn Grove
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Calvary Roller Rink.
Temple, Highway 641
South.
Dexter-Hardin United
Second day of Methodist Church
Christmas Bazaar by Women will have a
Lakeland Wesley Village Christmas party at
Western Sizzlin
near Aurora will be from
Steakhouse. ,
p.m.
a.m.
to 4
10
Temple Hill Lodge No.

Open house for First

Sunday,Dec. 4
"Lottie D.," will be
presented at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church.
Open houses by the City
of Murray will be from 2
to 5 p.m. at_200-201 Andrus Dr.

Murray Women's Bowling Association will meet
at 2 p.m. at Western
Sizzlin.
Murray Woman's Club
will have its annual
Events in Land Bet- Christmas program at 3
ween the Lakes will in- p.m. at the club house.
clude Eagles at LBL at The public is invited.
8:30 a.m. at Woodlands
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Nature Center.
Palmer will be honored at
a reception in celebration
Sunday,Dec. 4
of 60th wedding anniverOpen house for First
sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Baptist Church members
Community Room of
with last names, M to Z,
Peoples Bank. The family
will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
requests that guests not
at the home of Dr. and
bring gifts.
Mrs. Greg Earwood.
Monday,Dec.5
Traditional Hanging of
Chapter M of P.E.O.
the Green ceremony will Sisterhood will meet at
begin at 4:30 p.m. in Cur- 7:30 p.m. at the home of
ris Center, Murray State Mrs. A.C. La Follette.
University.
Douglas Civic ImproveOpen house will be at ment Club will meet at 7
the Oaks Country Club p.m. at Douglas Center.
from 3 to 6 p.m.
Bazaar and bake sale
Open house will be at by Bethel Chapel
the Murray Country Club Pentecostal Church will
from 4 to 7 p.m.
be from 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. in lobby of WalDramatic musical, Mart.

Holiday Sale

•

Monday,Dec. 5
Monday,Dec.5
Murray-Calloway information call 762-2504
County Camera Club will aays, 753-6089, 753-4126 or
meet at 7 p.m. in Barkley 753-8987, evenings.
Room, Curris Center,
Tuesday, Dec.6
Murray State University.
WMU of First Baptist
Brad Reynolds, photo- Church will meet at 9:30
journalist, will show a a.m. in church chapel.
slide presentation of his
Calloway County
bicycle trip of United
States at 7 p.m. in Retired Teachers will
Barkley Room, Curris meet at noon at Colonial
Center, Murray State House Smorgasbord.
University.
Southwest PTC will
Murray Unit of Na- have a skating party
tional Hairdressers will from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
meet at 7 p.m. at DeVan- Skating of Murray.
ti's.
Group II of CWF of
Coldwater United First Christian Church
Methodist Church will meet at 2 p.m. in
Women are scheduled to church parlor.
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
Jackson Purchase Doll
Executive Board of Club will meet at 11 a.m.
Murray Woman's Club at Bonanza Restaurant,
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Mayfield.
club house.
WMU of Sinking Spring
Murray Lodge No. 105 Baptist Church will meet
Free and Accepted at 10 a.m. at church.
Masons will meet at 7:30
BYW of Sinking Spring
p.m. at lodge hall.
Baptist Church will meet
Russian film, "Prince at 7:30 p.m. at home of
Igor," will be shown free Sharon Furches.
at 2:30 and 7 p.m. in CurFirst United Methodist
ris Center, Murray State
University, as part of In- Church Women will meet
at 10 a.m. in Hale Chapel
ternational Film Series.
with Executive Board to
Free Pap Smear Clinic meet
at 9 a.m. and coffee
for detection of cervical
to be served at 9:30 a.m.
cancer will start at 9 a.m.
at Calloway County
BYW and WMU of
Health Center. For apMemorial
Baptist Church
pointment call 753-3381.
will meet at 10 a.m. at
Parents Anonymous home of Connie White.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
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Open Sundays til Christmas
753-024
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Shop Sunday 12:30 - 6:00 p.m.

7532491
cc

18.99
Sale
Men's casual slacks.
Reg. $23. Easy going. easy-care slacks of
woven texturized polyester with stretch
waistband and leather-tabbed stretch belt
Great selection of handsome colors Men's
waist sizes

13.99
Sale
Misses' holiday blouses.
Reg. $18. Lace-lavished polyester blouses for
the festive days and nights ahead Tender
pastels for misses' sizes 8 to 20
Women's sizes 38 to 44, Reg $21 Sale 16.99

804 Coldwater Rd,
Offering...Bar-B-0 Pork, Ribs, Ham, Beef,
Chicken, Potato Salad, Baked Beans, Slaw
and Chios.
Only
1 Lb. Pork or 1 Lb. Ribs
$599

Free Pint of loans

Bea Walker Group of

•

Sale
$8
Dreamy sleep gowns.

Reg. $32. Classic argyle pattern complemented by the traditional crewneck styling
Snug shetland wool in a collection of handsome shades. Sizes S.M,L,XL

Reg. $10. Soft nylon in a long flowing style.
Delicate round neckline and button closure.
Assorted colors. One size fits all.
Waltz length gown. Reg $8 Sale 6.40

$3 off
Men's adidas sweat gear.
Sale 11.99 Reg 14 99 Poly/cotton fleece
sweatshirt With adidas,
' U.S.A. logo In
men's sizes
Sale 10.99 Reg 13.99 Matching poly!cottbn
fleece sweatpants Both in men's sizes

18.99
Sale
Men's traditional crewneck.
Reg. $23. Classic sweater in a machine washable blend of wool and Dacron
,Hollofil*
polyester for warmth without extra weight
Lots of handsome colors In men's sizes

Sale
23.99
Men's shetland stripe.
Reg. $28. Rugged stripes accent this pullover.
A handsome shetland wool knit. He'll love it
in winter, spring, and autumn tool Great
color selection Men's S,M.L.XL.

20% off
Boys' action-mates.
Sale 8.80 Reg $11 Zip-front hooded
sweatshirt of acrylic cotton Big boys' sizes
Sweatpants. Reg $7 Sale 5.60
Sale $12 Reg. $15 Little boys' triple-track
2-piece log suit of fleecy acrylic. Sizes S.M.L

$12
Sale
Juliet gown.
Reg. $15. Sweet Juliet gown of lustrous nylon
with billowy puff sleeves and beautiful lace
edging on sleeves and yoke. Pastels
Waltz gown. XS.S,M,L. Reg $14 Sale 11.20

Sale
$28
Terry velour robe.
Reg. $35. Luminously soft full length Wrap
robe with contrasting piping and patch
pocket Cotton/polyester terry velour in
white, pink, blue or lilac Misses' sizes

Toastmasters will meet

Reg. $19. Holiday blouses she'll treasure long
after the holiday, Tender toppings of poly
cotton, iced with lace White or cream
Juniors' sizes 5 to 15

20%
to
off
30%
Big girls' activewear.
Sale $8. Reg $10 Hooded acrylic fleece pullover sweatshirt in bright colors.
Sale 5.60 Reg. Si. matching jogging pants of
acrylic fleece. Both in big girls sizes 7-14.

SALE STARTS SUNDAY.

enney:THECHRIStMAS PLAcE:
Sale Prices
Effective thru Saturday. 12/A0183.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

The United Methodist Women of the First United
Methodist Church will meet Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 10
a.m. in the Hale Chapel of the church. Hazel Crenshaw will present the program. Coffee will be served at 9:30 a.m. in the social hall and this will be the
occasion to bring "toys for tots." The Executive
Board will meet at 9 a.m.
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Baptist meeting Tuesday
The Baptist Young Women and Baptist Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church will have a joint
meeting for the Week of Prayer for Foreign Missions on Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 10 a.m, at the home of
Connie White. Members of the BYW will stay for a
chili lunch and work session after the meeting. A
nursery will be available at the church.

Galloway group will meet
The Hattie Lee Galloway WMU Group of
Westside Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, Dec. 6,
at 7 p.m. at thechurch. Mary Belle .tones will direct
the program in observance of the Week of Prayer
for Foreign Missions. During the fellowship period,
secret pals will be revealed.

Pei
tea

Nutrition menus listed
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Dec. 5 to 9
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served at
noon, Monday through
Friday, at Hazel and
Douglas Centers, and at
noon on Tuesday and
Thursday at Ellis Center.

FOR SALE
s -Flocked Trees
A va ila ble
brS1 -Poinsettas
s We Deliver

J&CM
LAWN &

GARDEN CENTER

Hwy. 68 At 80 In Aurora
502-354-8861%
Shade Trees-Fruit Trees-Holland Bulbs-Landscaping
Custom Mowing-Seeding-Lawn & Garden Supplies
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Meals also are sent out
each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday - barbecue
pork, baked beans, tossed
salad, hot roll, butter,
peach cobbler, peach
halves, milk, coffee or
tea.
Tuesday - sloppy joes,
lima beans, waldrof
salad, bun, butter, jelled
fruit, orange, milk, coffee
or tea.
Wednesday - fried
chicken, oven fries, green
peas, hot roll, butter,
banana pudding, banana,
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday - lasagna,
green beans, whole kernel corn, garlic roll, butter, apple cobbler,
raisins, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday - fish, white
beans, cole slaw, cornbread, butter, apple,
milk, coffee or tea.
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BARGAIN IVIATINZiS
SAT. & SUN.
1:30, 3:15
Cheri /I, Cine'
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Christmas Specials
December 4

central center 753-331 4

10:50 a.m. Youth Handbells, Combined Youth and Sanctuary Choirs.
Message-"Christmas Preparation"
7:00 p.m. "Lottie D." Musical drama about the missionary. Lottie Moon.
December 7
7:00 p.m."A Gathering at the Manger" - Worship led by Children's Choirs
December 11
10:50 a.m. Handbell Choir, Sanctuary Choir
Message - "Christmas Hope"
7:00 p.m. Christmas Music Concert by Adult Ensemble
December 18
10:50 p.m. Youth Handbell Choir, Carol Sing
Message - "Christmas Peace"
7:00 p.m. "Wonderful Name...Jesus" by Sanctuary Choir
December 21
8:00 p.m. Annual Christmas Dinner with International Students as guests
December 25
10:00 a.m Music of Christmas

Message - "Christmas Joy"
7:00 p:m. Candlelight Christmas Service
slid _es _WARY WELCOME
To You._ with
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Memorial fraptist Churet
and Tenth
Dr. Jerrell G. White, Pastor
Milton Gresham, Music Director
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ADULT
kNTERTAINMENT
•18 or over only*
chestnut St. 783-3314
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UMW will meet Tuesday

k

14.99
Sale
Juniors' lace trim blouse.

continue on page 6

The Murray Toastmasters and the Paducah
Toastmasters will meet Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 6:59
p.m. at Western Sizzlin Restaurant, Murray. This
will be in three parts - an impromptu session or
table topics, three prepared speeches, and evaluations of the speeches and of the meeting itself. Each
one attending has the opportunity to stand up and
speak to the club each meeting.
Toastmasters International is a non-profit, coeducational organization dedicated to helping people become more self-confidant by learning and
practicing the basics of public speaking and to practice them in the friendly club atmosphere. The
public is invited to attend at no obligation. For more
information call Art Litchfield at 759-9926.

Christmas Trees
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Tuesday, Dec.6
Tuesday, Dec.6
Hattie Lee Galloway First Baptist Church
WMU Group of Westside Women will meet 4t 7:30
Baptist Church will meet p.m. at the home of Annette Alexander.
at 7 p.m. at church.
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Granny's restaurant opens with new owners and family recipes
New owners John and
Cherry Linciamood may
not need much promotion
to bring customers into
Granny's — It seems the
aroma from John's
barbecued ribs and other
homemade specialities is
doing that for them.
The Lindamoods
bought Granny's in early
November after two
years of continuous and
cautious search for just
the right 'restaurant.
Although they have had
no formal restaurant
training they "know how
to prepare good food and
know the difference in
good food and mediocre
food," John says.
"We pay close attention
to detail. Cherry and I are
here all the time offering
personal supervision to
the restaurant. I pay

close attention to
everything that goes
out," John says.

most restaurant menus
and features a choice of
three "specials" at each
meal. A few of these
special items offered on
different days are
barbecued shrimp,
barbecued beef spare
ribs, frog legs, genuine
Cumberland country ham
(cured 10-12 months), pot
roast, sausage casserole,
pork steaks, red beans
and rice, corn beef and
cabbage and several
chicken dishes that probably can't be found on
other restaurant menus.

And "everything that
goes out" is either his
own recipe or recipes he
has collected over the
years from friends and
family.
"My recipes are mostly
southeastern in origin. I
offer some Louisiana
Creole dishes, too," he
says.
Under the Lindamood's
ownership, Granny's,
located at 309 N. 16th St.,
is now open from 11 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Tuesday
"We have been told by
through Thursday, 11 customers that they are
a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday glad there is now an alterand Saturday and from 11 native to regular
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday. restaurant food. They tell
Granny's is closed on us our food is like whaf
Mondays.
that eat at %line. People
The menu at Granny's enjoy our food. We are
is a little different than getting a lot of repeat

business." John explains. students into the popular "hot brown"
The Lindamoods feel restaurant like magnets, sandwich is making this
this early success is due John's recipe for the item a favorite among
to their careful preparation of the quality ingredients that go into each
recipe.
"We serve better quality food for the same
prices charged
elsewhere. Lunch prices
range from $2.50 to $3.95.
Most all of our dishes are
made from scratch. We
use real butter instead of
margarine, Half-andHalf instead of whitener
for our customers' coffee.
Our main concern and
emphasis is on quality.
Our food is fixed with
more care and concern
than most restaurant
food," he says.
In addition to his
barbecued ribs, wilti an
aroma that draws MSU

GRANNY'S NEW OWNERS — John and Cherry
Lindarnood have recently purchased Granny's, 309
N. 160 St., and are offering three specials each day
at lunch and dinner. All recipes served at Granny's
are John's own recipes or those of his friends and
family. The emphasis of their new business is on
quality food at reasonable prices. They invite
everyone to stop in at try one of Granny's specials.

Sullivan's introduces Clark as new manager
Sullivan's, 408 Main St.,
has recently announced
that Betty Clark has been
named to the position of
manager.
Clark is a Benton resident and has been
employed by The National Store in Benton -on
and off for 30 years." Her
husband, Billy, is
manager of the Benton
store. She also owned and
operated The Side Door,a
gift shop, in Benton for
the past 12 years.

Since the Murray National Store changed its
name to Sullivan's
several months ago, quite
a few changes have been
implemented and Clark is
happy to announce that
their revolving charge
accounts are once again
available.
Another special service
available at Sullivan's,
and particularly useful
this time of year, is free
gift wrapping. And Clark
says that now through

Betty Clark

Pepsi-Cola, Roadmaster
team up for bike give-away
It will be an extra
special Christmas for
many children this year,
thanks to two local companies and numerous
supermarkets and
grocery stores
throughout the area. The
local Pepsi-Cola Bottler
and Roadmaster Corporation, of Olney, Ill.,
have gotten together and
created a BMX bicycle
give-away program
through local food store
outlets.
"We always try to do
something special at
Christmas," said Ron
Barrow, vice president,
northern division, for
Pepsi. "And we are doing
everything we can to spur
the local economy."
Frank Peck, president
of the local Pepsi-Cola
Company, knew the

president of Roadmaster outlets in Pepsi's franCorporation, George chise area. In return the
Nebel, from their stores will feature Pepsi
previous association at products throughout the
Pepsico. "it was a boliday.season and utilize
natural for us," Peck :the bitirle in some type
said. "George and I are of local give-away promogood friends and they tion.
make a superior pro"A large percentage of
duct...It didn't take us the area stores will be
long to work out the participating in the Pepdetails."
siBMX program," said
The bicycles, Road- Barrow. "I feel the high
master Hawk C-2s with acceptance level is a
special Pepsi trim, were result of two local comprofessionally set up by panies, both with
Roadmaster employees. superior products teamThe BMX certified two ing up in a promotion
wheeler features a high, which is a natural for the
crank hanger, a high holiday season."
gloss chrome finish and
Local stores parspecially designed racing ticipating in the promotires. It retails for $149.
tion should be displaying
According to Barrow, the bicycles in their
the bicycles have been of- stores and featuring the
fered to the large super- promotion in their advermarket and grocery store tising.

Real estate
can generate
extra income

,*

Beneath the products,
the logo and the good will,
small business has a hidden asset that can
generate thousands of
dollars of extra income,
reports columnist Mark
Stevens in the November
issue of the Kentucky
Business Ledger
newspaper.
This source of cash is
the company's real
estate. Raw land, factories, warehouses and
office space — often
depreciated and carried
on a company's books at
a fraction of market
value,— can be broken
out from the business and
developed into separate
profit centers. The goal is
to capitalize on some of
the company's mostvaluable assets.
"Because most small
firms rarely look at their
real estate as income producing assets, they fail to
tap the earning power it
represents," says Mark
Rosenberg, vice president of Security Pacific
Realty Advisory Services, a bank consulting
group active ifl real,
estate.
"But major corporations have been implementing strategies 10
make the most clf Mei(
property for years, and
small business can do the
same.

ARTIST VISITS — Wildlife artist Charles Frace'
recently visited Murray's Blackford House Gallery.
Frace', seated, talks with, from left, Tom
Burschmide, representative of American Masters
Foundation; Margaret Albritten, Norma Robertson
and Pat Dick.

Christmas there will be
several opportunity to
buy special gifts at sale
prices.
Now through Sunday
Sullivan's if offering free
monogramming and
beginning next week
Sullivan's will offer
mystery discounts.
According to the new
manager, after a shopper
has made a purchase, he
or she will draw a"mystery discount" from
a Christmas stocking.
The shopper will then be
paid cash for the amount
of discount indicated
from the drawing. Savings are available from 10
percent to 30 percent on
all purchases.
Other sales being planned include a Holiday
Sale beginning Dec. 14, a
Nick of Time Sale beginning Dec. 21 and an After
Christmas Sale beginning
Dec. 28.

Scrap Aluminum,
Copper & Bross

Include renting
in your
party plans
Your next party can be your best when your rent
Whether its a dinner party of eight or a garden party
of eighty we can help make it easier and more
economical too We have decorations chairs, tables,
wedding arch, kneeling bench,—candieabra, cups
glasses, silverware, china items and much morel
Call on us for your next party

PPAv

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

753-8201
the

Bank of Murray

M.

offer our

.M

Congratulations
John and Cherry Lindamood
Betty Clark
David King
Ron Wright
J. Nick Ryan
Joe Rowland
Pepsi-Cola and Roadmaster
Riackford House Gallery

Effective Dec. 1st Vie Will SO C1011•111
Mon., Wad. 1. Open Thurs.Set. 9 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Call after 5 p.m. 527-1719

For all your 1. ovel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
American and International Traveltime
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Life Underwriters and
the Murray Insurance
Agent's Association. He
and his wife Cindie have
one child.
The Insurance Institute
of America is a non-profit
educational organization
serving the property and
liability insurance industry. It administers the
program in general insurance and eight
associate designation
programs which focus on
claims, management,
risk management, underwriting, loss control
management, insurance
marketing, premium
auditing and planningresearch.

REAL ESTATE
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

6-n--6-6-man-gowoomo06-60b06cvs-ot,

M.

.W

King is president and
co-owner of The Insurance Center of Murray. He is a graduate of
Murray State University
earning his bachelor's
degree of business
management in 1970. He
began his insurance
career in February, 1972
and earned his C.L.U.
degree (Charted Life
Underwriter) in 1977. He
has been active in civic
organizations and has
served on the board of
directors of the MurrayCalloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
David is currently an active member of the
Rotary Club. the Murray

REAL ESTATE AND YOU

ir

aok

MALVERN, PA. —
David King, CLU, has
been awarded the Accredited Adviser in Insurance (AAI) designation and diploma by the
Insurance Institute of
America for successfully
completing three national
examinations which test
for a person's knowledge
of insurance coverages,
marketing concepts, selling techniques, and agency and sales management. He was one of three
agents in this state
recently awarded this
degree at Kentucky's Independent Insurance
Agent's Convention held
in Louisville.

Loretto Jobs

Ron Wright, J. Nick
Ryan and Joe Rowland of
Parker Ford, Inc. have
recently been recognized
for sales excellence in
1983 with membership in
the Society of Professional Sales Counselors,
according to an announcement by the Ford
Motor Company.
This marks the eighth
time Wright has been
honored with this
membership and the
fourth and fifth times,
respectively for Ryan
and Rowland.
Wright and wife Linda
live on Route 7. They are
the parents of one son and
two daughters.
Ryan and wife Betty
have one son, David, and
live at 1533 Oxford Dr.
Rowland and wife
Brenda have one son, Pat
and one daughter, Vicki.
They are residents of 1703
Audubon St.

06-00-0-00

John and Cherry take
pride in their new
business and encourage
comments and suggestions from their
customers and invite you
to stop by soon and try
Granny's ( and John's)
special recipes.

by

MI6

Next to old Plant Land
Building in Droffenville.
Buying — Aluminum Cons,

Clark says she is pleased to be a part of Murray's shopping community and says -This store is
a place you can come and
make a purchase you can
be happy with. We want
everyone to be happy
with what they buy."

business, so to speak,
when they worked with
Alan Raidt in Paducah
during the opening of his
resaurant there, The Old
Town Bar and
Restaurant.
"Seeing it open provided us with insight as to
how things should be
done. We came back here
the first of the summer
and started looking
seriously for a
restaurant. This one is
best for our needs. We
like the location and the
atmosphere," says John.

David King completes national
exams testing insurance knowledge

Parker Ford
assocta
• tes
are honored

MW

Clean Earth Recycling

For the convenience of
Christmas shoppers,
Sullivan's is now open
from 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday
and beginning Dec. 15
hours will be extended on
Monday through Saturday to 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Clark says that in order
for her employees to
celebrate Christmas with
their families, Sullivan's
will close at 5 p.m. Dec.
24 and reopen the morning of Dec. 27.

Granny's customers, too.
The recipe originated at
the Brown Hotel in
Louisville.
The Lindamoods met
as students at Murray
State University in the
mid-79's and each has lived in Murray, off and on,
since that time. They
were married in April,
1982 and are expecting
their first child in April,
1984.
"We like Murray. If
taking over this
restaurant had been
strictly a business decision we would have
started one in Paducah or
Nashville or Memphis.
But we like the atmosphere of a small town
and we want to raise our
child here in Murray,"
they explain.
John and Cherry had a
taste of the restaurant

Dear Loretto:
My real estate agent has scheduled
my home for a "property tour." What
does this mean?
Dear Faye:
A property tour gives all the sales
associates in the listing office a chance
to view your home as a group. Each
agent is then equipped to answer
questions and promote unique and
attractive features when potential
buyers call.
Each associate may also be asked to
quote a price for the property based on
impressions received during the tour.
These rough estimates may confirm the
listed price or suggest a more
marketable one.
The property tour is an important
step toward the sale of your home. The
more exposure your home receives, the
better your chances are for a rapid and
profitiithle sale.
Dear Loretta:
My wife and I plan to move. Should
we list our home for sale now or wait
until spring?
Dear Patrick
The spring market in real estate
begins during the holidays. Buyers
become restless during and just after
the holidays and many turn their
interests to house hunting. January
starts a surge in home sales leading to
the peak months of March and April.
If you wait, you may find that you
miss the bulk of buyers,who,set. out to
find a home at the first of the year. If
possible, list your home for sole during
the holidays so that you will be ready
when the spring market begins
Questions about real estate? Please
feel free to call me at our Century 21
Realtorsotf
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calendar...

fins & feathers

continued from page 4

Tuesday, Dec.6

Tuesday, Dec.6
Delta Department of
Murray Assembly No. Murray
Woman's Club
19 Order of the Rainbow will meet at 7
p.m. at club
for Girls will meet at 7 house.
p.m. at the lodge hall.

Tuesday, Dec.6
at Murray State University at 11 a.m. at Curris
Center, MSU. The public
is invited.

Tuesday, Dec.6
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Kappa Department of
Murray TOPS (take off
Dorcas Sunday School
Senior citizens ac- Murray Woman's Club Class of First Baptist pounds sensibly)
Club
tivities will be at 9:30 will meet at 7 p.m. at the Church will meet at 6 will meet at 7 p.m. at the
a.m. at Dexter Center; home of Freda Steely.
p.m. in the Fellowship Health Center.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hall of the church.
Hazel and Douglas
Murray Area Council of
Social Security
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 International Reading
Free blood pressure Representative will be at
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Association will meet at 4 tests will be given from Robert 0. Miller Courp.m. in Room 341, Special noon to 2 p.m. at Murray thouse Annex from 10
Murray and Paducah Education Building, Mur- Seventh-day Adventist a.m. to noon.
Toastmasters Clubs will ray State University.
Church.
meet at 6:59 p.m. at
The head-stander beeWestern Sizzlin
U.S. Rep. Carroll HubMurray Optimist Club tle of Africa's Narnib
Restaurant, Murray. For bard will speak to an en- will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Desert
extracts lifeinformation call 759-9926. vironmental health class Homeplace Restaurant.
giving water from fog by
standing back-to-theAlcoholics Anonymous wind on a sandy dune.

Battered Marriage Is
Down for Last Count
DEAR ABBY: After five months of marriage I am contemplating a divorce. "Marty" and I lived together for two
years, so it's not as if we didn't know each othr when we
married.
We are always fighting. He never wants to be with my
friends or family—only his. I've done nothing but give,
give, give, and he takes, takes, takes. I was in the hospital
with bleeding ulcers and Marty didn't bring me a flower—
not even a weed! All he brought to my hospital bed was
more fighting. I could go on and on.
After I got home I told him I wanted out of this
marriage. He started crying and begging me to stay. Now
he's making me feel sorry for him. He wants another
chance. I've already given him so many chances I've lost
count. His mother reminds me that we made a vow to God
to live together regardless—and this is from a woman who
is on her fourth marriage! Can you believe the nerve? Now
she is making me feel guilty!
Am I wrong in my decision to leave him, Abby? My
mother says, "Leave him."
HAD IT IN CINCINNATI
DEAR HAD IT: Don't ask me. Don't ask your
mother. And don't ask his mother. Nobody can
"make you" do anything or feel anything. As an
adult you must make your own decisions and take
the responsibility for your own actions. From your
letter I would say you have been repeatedly used
and abused, and if you remain in that kind of
situation, you're asking for more of the same.
Separate from him, and if he doesn't convince you
that he will treat you right—make that separation
permanent.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Our newspaper rarely publishes an
address for those who want to write to you with a problem. Today I saw a box number where one can obtain
your booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." I have
just passed my 83rd birthday and have already had three
lovely weddings, which were sufficient, thank you.
I remain very truly yours,
WAITING TO HEAR
DEAR WAITING: Write to P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: I work with a guy who is very friendly at
- work. I have met his wife and she seems very nice, too. Of
course, they are a married couple and I am a single man,
but I would like to be their friend.
Several times I have mentioned to this man that I
would like to come and visit him and his wife at their
home, but I have never been invited. Last week I had to
deliver something to their home, so I planned on spending
the evening with them. (They knew I was coming.) They
seemed glad to see me, but after I was there for half an
hour, the wife stood up and said, "I'm sorry, but we have
to go somewhere." The way she said it sounded suspicious,
so instead of driving home, I parked my car down the
street from their house and waited for nearly two hours,
but they never did come out.
I really like these people. What do 1 have to do to make
them realize I want to be their friend?
PUZZLED IN TEXAS
DEAR PUZZLED: Please don't pursue this married
couple. Most married people prefer to socialize with
other married couples. Try to cultivate the friendship of single acquaintances. If you push too hard to
socialize with this man, you will spoil the good
relationship you have with him at work.
• ••

(If you're single and want to know how to meet
someone decent, see page 20 of Abby's booklet,
"How to Be Popular." Send $2 and a long, stamped
(37 cents) self-addressed envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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A good three-day Thanksgiving hunt was enjoyed
by all this past weekend. Joe Kelso, Jerry McCoy
and Steve McCoy took their limit of 12 rabbits on a
Saturday morning hunt. Also shown is Brandon McCoy,Jerry's son, who wants to start hunting too.
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David Garland of Murray bagged this 9-point 116pound deer at the Quota Gun Hunt at Land Between
The Lakes
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By Abigail Van Buren
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

SCORPIO
10ct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
An unexpected financial opportunity requires fast action
on your part. Check papers for
sales. Good values can be obtained now.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
SAGITTARIUS
Your enterprising spirit ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
serves you well in the promoNew friends are a welcome
tion of your ideas. Luck is with addition to your circle. Your
you in education, travel and popularity is on the rise.
publishing.
Focus on what you truly want
out of life.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Inventive and progressive ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Behind-the-scenes pull is
methods bring you work
gains. The financial picture helpful to you now. Finish up
brightens. Partners agree on an old project before making
new starts. Save time for
important issues.
meditation.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 toJune 20)
Happiness knows no bounds ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
in romance. Some fall in love
Friends bring you luck now.
and others decide to marry. Apply for a club membership.
Couples rekindle romantic A surprise visitor is welcome
company. Be sure to socialize.
sparks.
PISCES
CANCER
EDO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(June 21 to July 22)
Business picks up for the
Check the want ads for
valuable leads. Projects self-employed. Opportunities
begun now are sure to suc- are plentiful now and you
ceed. You start a diet or exer- receive encouragement for
your ambitions.
cise regimen.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
more self-disciplined than the
I July 23 to Aug. 22 )
A date may be changed, but typical member of your sign.
alternative plans lead to ex- Serious-minded, you have a
citement and romance. A zest natural bent toward
for life keeps you happily philosophy or religion. An
acute observer of the human
engaged.
scene, you'd make a fine critic
VIRGO
or historian. In your personal
(Aug.23 to Sept. Z21)
You'll make some sweeping life you need to learn to exchanges at home and the press your feelings. In
results will please you. You business, you may have a
plan a family reunion or other special affinity for banking.
The legal profession or
major get-together.
teaching may also appeal to
LIBRA
(Sept.23toOct. 221
you. You have the ability to
A short trip proves commercialize your artistic
delightful. Incoming news is talents. Birth date of: Deanna
happy. Mentally, you're sharp Durbin, actress; Horst
and are able to express Buchholz, actor; and Thomas
Carlyle, writer.
yourself to good effect.
FOR MONDAY,DECE MBER 5,1963
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What kind of day will tomor- Speak from the heart.
row be? To find out what the LEO
stars say, read the forecast I July 23 to Aug 22)
given for your birth sin.
You're fascinated by a
romantic prospect. Clarity of
perception leads to job acARIES
complishments. Important
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You investigate a psychic or talks succeed.
occult subject. Career talks VIRGO
bring important pluses. At- ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 )
Buy a gift for a family
tend a movie, concert or play
member. A cheerful attitude
with a loved one.
abets the course of love. Be
TAURUS
less critical, espewally of
Apr. 20 to May 20)
A friend at work asks a children.
favor of you. Your intuition LIBRA
,r1
may be correct, but still check (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're shrewd now in finanwith advisers. Good news
cial dealings. A sense of beaucomes after dark.
ty and good taste are yours
GEMINI
nr9;- when shopping. Make
May 21 to June 20)
Woids of tenderness bring domestic decisions.
out the best in a loved one. SCORPIO
Cordiality brings job gains. ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
You're a good salesman
Meet with bankers now about
now, of both yourself and your
credit.
product. A financial hunch is
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 0(:) on the money. Express senCreative work goes well to- timents.
day. Romance too is SAGITTARIUS
highlighted. Evening favors ( Nov. 72 to Dec. 21
You're a sympathetic
going out someplace special.
listener today and a good
friend. In romance you desire
privacy. Financial interests
turn for the better.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Socially, you'll meet with
romantic introductions and a
warm reception from others.
Clear thinking makes you convincing in argument.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Others offer assistance
regarding career endeavors.
Save time for mental pursuits.
You'll meet unusual types of
people socially.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
The personal touch is an
asset in business. Evening
favors socializing with friends
or club activities. Romance is
likely.
YOU BORN TODAY are artistic and practical You can
commercialize your creative
gifts successfully, though at
times you're found on thee
business side of art, You may
have a talent for management, though you're inclined
to take figancial risks. You
mad' ie ecpecially drswn .10

4

Jeffery Adams went on his first rabbit hunt
Thanksgiving Day and caught his limit. Adams
hunted with Mark Bucy, who also got his limit.
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Richard Riddle took this 130-pound 8-point deer
out of the county.

Terry Orr bagged this 60-pound doe while bow
hunting in Tennessee.
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Thank You To
Everyone Who
Contributed To The
Success Of The

411
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On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service
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Service, Repair,
Winterizing, Roof Sealing,
Furnace Cleaning etc.
Call Bob — 436-5353
Hwy. 121 8. 444
New Concord, Ky.
•
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For All Your
Hunting L Fishing
Needs.
Fishing L
Hunting tic.
Deer Togs

Deer Seasons
1st Archery Oct. lit to Nov. 3rd
Gun Nov. 5th to Nov. 14th
2nd Archery Nov. 16th to Dec. 31st.
Crossbow Nov. 19th to Nov. 28th
OFFICIAL DEER CHECK STATION
11 till 9 Mos. thry. Sat.
Sun. 753-0087 or 753-8148

New Concord Grocery

753-0703

808 Chestnut St.

'

Brown's
GunsmiAing
Service
PmONE

502-4.36-5856

Lucif.G. a

ffict, Illuur* HIM

SaiCa.'
Per
'
.rriust a vv4,1 6
tendency to be expedierit. You
like to take chances, butlite a
chance on your innateilltil*nbal. Birth 'date of: Walt
Disney, filmmaker ;, Christina
Rossetti, poet

Pontoo

Mathew Hale is shown with a fine 130-pound 8point buck bagged in the southwest part of Murray
while bowhunting.
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Alpha Epsilon Rho
TV Auction!
It was held Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 on
Channel 11.
We' especiallythank the local merchants who contributed items to our
auction.

Dale Swift and Paul Lyles with their limit of pheasant from southern Illinois last week.
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U.S. 68 At Jonathan Creek

Retirement Commercial
Investments Residential
Farm and Lake Property
2 bedroom cottage
$15,000, 3 min. to water
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Phone 354-6338
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west kentucky outdoors
South Dakota looks like
Kentucky without trees.
The land rolls from one
river valley to the next,
checkerboarded by section roads and grainfields, dotted by farmsteads which bounded by
windbreaks to block the
cold north wind. From a
hilltop it's easy to imagine this country when
buffalo thrived and Sioux
proudly ruled the praires.
This was the third year
Phil Sumner, Don Buck
and I had come here to
hunt pheasants. The two
previous years provided
us with plenty action and
limits of birds, and we
had all reason to expect
the dame this trip. South
Dakota has had three
mild winters in a row,
which translates into
greater pheasant survival, hence reproductio,
the following spring.
Reports were that the
dark days for ringnecks
in this state were over.
Pheasant numbers going
into the '83 hunting
season were higher than
they've been since the
early '60's.
The drive from western
Kentucky to the hunting
grounds takes some 20
hours. The first day we
plowed ahead for 16 of
these hours and spent the
night in Sioux Falls. The
next morning we were out
early and headed west to
Pierre, the state's capital
and the center of our expedition.
Shooting time started
at noon, and we stopped
early to buy our licenses.
I called the landowner
where we hunted last
year to tell him we were
coming, and I got bad
news. "Sorry, boys," he
said. "I've got another
party of hunters In this
week, and I don't have
room for you."
No problem, we
thought. We've always
had good luck driving
through the countryside
and knocking on doors to
ask permission. We'll just
go that route again.
By 2 p.m. we didn't
have a place to hunt, and
we'd quickly learned a
hard truth. Since the
pheasants have come
back, so have the
hunters. Most farmers

Wirray Ledger & Times

by wade bourne

ed in strips, and we could
see cockbirds running
between the lines of
cover. We located the landowner and nearly
fainted away when he
told us to help ourselves.
This shooting all was
over fast. We had one
man blocking the end of
each cover strip, and the
other three would push
from the opposite end.
When the pheasants running through the cane
realized they wee trapped, they'd flush, nore
times than not in gun
range.
When we left, we gave
birds and a Kentucky
country ham to the rancher. He said we'd be
welcome next year. And
he'll probably see us.
There's something
fascinating about the
plains and the people and
HUNTING PHEASANTS — Phil Sumner, Joe Bourne and Don Buck admire a party limit of ringneck
the brightly-colored birds
pheasants. South Dakota's pheasant hunting is better now than it's been for 20 years.
that live there. I have an
idea our South Dakota
see the combination of turned into realities the pheasants flushed and in South Dakota.
jaunt will be just like
the two as a montary next morning. We met a roared off to the backside
A broad field of cattle Thanksgiving — rolling
resource, and they were landowner at Agar, some of the farm.
cane had been bushhogg- around ever November.
charging fees of $10-50 40 miles north of Pierre,
We located the lanper gun per day. We and he gave us permis- downer, an extremely
hadn't come prepared, sion to hunt his several friendly man."Boys,I've
mentally or financially, thousand acres. "It's got more pheasants than
to shell out.
pretty clean land, but you I've ever had, and I'll let
Finally we gained ac- might try out around Cot- you hunt for $10 a man,"
GREY EAGLE, Minn. he had to take his 100th
cess to a couple of farms, tonwood Lake. There's a he said. After a quick ( AP) — August Feiera- deer in style — sitting
but hunting there was big thicket there, and it's huddle we shelled out the bend has bagged his 100th down.
poor. When sundown got plenty birds. You money and marched into deer — quite an ac"Never had a better
came, we hadn't scratch- oughta get you limits."
the field.
complishment for a man season," he said. "Had
ed a bird, and out atThat was music to our
Pheasants came up in 92 years old.
some real luck."
titudes were at rock bot- ears, and noon found us clouds! They got up out of
This marks FeieraFeierabend hasn't kept
tom.
up to our necks in gun range like bend's 57th year of hun- many reminders of his
We checked into the brambles. The -big blackbirds. We herded ting, but he said Sunday past conquests. His only
Holiday Haus Motel in thicket" turned out to be them around the big that he almost didn't trophy is a pair of antlers
Pierre. They have a some 600 acres of the draw, and we watched in make the trip this time he has hanging in the
game cleaning service, meanest, toughest, awe as most birds around.
garage behind his home
and while we were filling prickliest weeds I've ever escaped across a barren
"Darned near didn't go in this central Minnesota
in our registration cards, seen. We tried to work field of winter wheat. But this year," Feierabend town of 325.
two parties came in with through them,and by late there were enough strag- said. "Idy right hip hurt a
Will this be his last year
limits of cock pheasants afternoon we finally glers for quick limits. I'd lot. Arthritis."
of hunting? Friends don't
for the skinner. "Hun- downed the last of our 9- estimate conservatively
Because of the ailment, think so.
ting's been super. bird combined limit. We that this farm held 2,000Everybody's getting tbeir were happy about that, 3,000 birds.
birds," the desk clerk but we wanted no more of
My brother flew in
said. I wanted to crawl those infernal bushes. from Houston, Texas that
out unnoticed.
Our dogs couldn't night, and for the next
Back in the room we penetrate it, and we felt two days we went back to
called,a quick strategy like we'd be itching for this honey hole and
session. "Tomorrow we the remainder of the limited with no problems.
can't hunt till noon. Let's week.
But it was too easy, and
get back out in the hunThe next morning we the fun ended too fast.
ting area by 8 a.m. and were back on the road, The fifth morning of our
spend four hours finding and this time we hit trip we decided to get out
a place to shoot," Phil paydirt. We drove east of and see some more conSumner suggested. I also Pierre and found a farm try.
made a few calls to on a backroad that had a
We drove 10 miles down
friends in the area, and big brushy draw into a river valley, roundby bedtime we had some bordered by milo fields. ed a bend and saw the
possibilities.
When we stopped to look best looking pheasant
Shirley Parrish harvested a 7-point 125-pound
And those possibilities it over, some 20 country we've ever found deer at Deerwood Shores.

Hunter bags 100th deer

fishing line
by jerry maupin
Largemouth hass are
active and feed when the
water temperature is 60
to 80 degrees. So what
happens when the water
is between 50 and 60
degrees, when the fish
are lethargic?
The nearer the water
temperature is to 50
degrees, the less active
the largemouth; when it
does feed, its digestion is
slow, which means it
doesn't feed often.
Somewhere in the middle 50 degree range, the
largemouth has a compulsion to remain in the
shallows where the best
feeding grounds are. The
main reason being, they
must have sufficient body
fat to live on when the
waters do get cold.
On any bass trip, I look
for water with a
favorable temperature.
In early winter, there
may be a lot of it. If its the
shallows, I can work the
rim of the lake, the other
alternatives are to go
deeper around structure,
creek channels or springs.
One of the hardest
things for the average
hass fisherman to learn
about winter fishing is
that things like air
temperature, windchilled factor, and
general raw misery
above the water have little or nothing to do with
temperature and other
conditions under the
water.
If your buddy is sitting
in a raw 40 degree
temperature, thinking his
toes will drop off at any
second, he may come to
the conclusion that its too
cold to fish! That is, if he
isn't catching any fish.
However, under those
same conditions, if he has
wrestled a big one to the
net, he will develop an internal generator and
want to stay on the lake
until your tows fall off!

Many times you can hit
a honey hole and get hotter than a Franklin Stove,
so be cautious about how
much clothing you
remove!
For late season fishing,
there are a lot of clues to
where the desired water
maybe. If there has been
several degrees warmer
than others. Old
roadbeds, and creekbeds
inside coves will hold
good bass during cold
weather while the
smaller bass may be in
much shallower water,
even visible, if there isn't
any wind!
When a lake has an
underground spring flowing, it usually has a
higher temperature than
suronding waters and in
cold weather it mau be a
collecting area for bass
as well as other fishes. Of
course its the opposite
during hot weather when
the spring will be cooler.
but it will still provide an
attractive temperature.
This time of the year in
the Northern
Hemisphere, the north
side of lakes tend to be
warmer. That's because
more direct sunlight hits
the north side of the coves
and we all know that a
few degrees of warth can
make a lot of difference
in the depth the bass will
be and on how active they
are!
When anglers discuss
bass and water
temperatures, there's a
tendency to assume exactness. That, of course,
is wrong. In a big reservoir there are all sorts of
layers and fluctuations,
many depending on
whether the lake level is
rising or falling.
Many of these "tips"
van be applied to crappie
and sauger fishing as
well, so I hope they will
be of some value to you
this winter!
Happy Fishing!
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Kenlake Marina
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Alignment

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment
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410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

We carry Johnson Outboards

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

Double AA Service
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Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp, Tackle, Bait.
R t. 1 Hardin(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171
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Panorama
Shcres on Kentucky Lake
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GRAYSON McCLURE
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Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon. Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Nw .641 S.

DONELSON
FISH MARKET
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502-753-13
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Jone Benson
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Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncon's Market,
In
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
10 Mon., Tue., Wed. and all other
order call 436-5834
10 hours toRex
and knn Donelson Owners.
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41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"
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CCHS girls advance
to tournament final;
Lakers ousted,70-37
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The trip to Louisville's
Pleasure Ridge Park Invitational Tournament
has brought home at least
a runnerup trophy and
possibly a championship
for Calloway County High
School.
In action Friday night,
the Lady Lakers advanced to tonight's final game
by whipping Bullitt Central, 52-43.
Tonight the Calloway
girls play host Pleasure
Ridge for the championship.
Unfortunately the
Lakers couldn't make it a
double-trophy party as
they were stunned in the
first round Friday by
Pleasure Ridge,70-37.
A pleased, but tired
John Orr said in a
telephone interview this
morning that if his girls
play tonight like they did
Friday, they'll stand a
good chance of being 2-0
and having a title to boot.
"Mentally I expect a
better game out of our
girls tonight because
we've gotten the first
game jitters out of the
way. What it boils down
to is if we're physically
able to stay with them."
The Lady Lakers
, started Friday's game
like a veteran crew at
times, pulling away to a
13-2 lead in the first
period, but as the game
wore on, the Calloway
girls wore down.
Terri Malcolm led the
squad with 16 points and
seniors Tammi Treas and
Beth Hooks had 12 and 11
respectively.
Treas, recovering froma recent bout Of
mononucleosis, "looked
like she was running in
mud the second half,Orr said. "Our other girls
who have had the day-today training seemed to do
all right, but Tammi and
Beth ( out with the flu all

•

last week were dragging
a little near the end."
Bullitt Central started
a run in the second half,
but defense, said Orr,
won the game for
Calloway.
The Lady Lakers
dominated the boards
grabbing 28 defensive rebounds and 17 offensive
for a 45 carom total.
Malcolm led the glassminders with 16, Hooks
had 11 and reserve
Amberly Moss came in to
score seven points and
haul in six rebounds.
Although Bullitt Central kept chipping away
at the Calloway lead,
Orr's girls didn't fold.
If we play tonight like
we played Friday we'll be
right in the hunt because
we match up with
Pleasure Ridge pretty
good. I think we
eliminated most of the
first-game, dribble-offyour-knee tricks and we
should have a good shot
at the title tonight," Orr
said.
The Lakers were not so
happy about their season
opener as they fell behind
to Pleasure Ridge, 10-6, in
the first period and went
downhill from there.
The Panthers only had
two players in double
figures — Harold Simpson with 15 and Derrick
Wilcox with 11, but 12 of
the 14 players who played
for the Panthers Friday
managed to score.
Calloway was led by
Jamie Johnson's 11 points
and reserve Todd Allbritton had eight. Brad Skinner picked up four of his
six total points at the free
throw line and no one else
was able to pick up more
than four points for the
Lakers.
At the half the Panthers
were ahead 29-18 in a
relatively slow, sloppy
game. The Lakers were
hit with first-game jitters
( Continued on Page 9)
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Tornado twists young Tigers,
95-51;top-five form displayed
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
PADUCAH — What do
you say when your team
gets beat, 95-51, by one of
the five best teams in
Kentucky?
Cary Miller faced that
dilemma Friday night
after Paducah Tilghman,
rated the best in this
region, manhandled his
Murray High Tigers.
It wasn't an experience
he relished, but the
game's outcome wasn't
unexpected.
"After tonight I'd say
they deserve to be ranked
among the top five teams
in the state," Miller said.
"Nobody that I've seen is
going to beat them in our
region when they're playing this good this early.
They are obviously headand-shoulders better than
most teams around right
now."
Miller's words of praise
for his opponent stemmed
from the awesome
display of talent and
togetherness the Tornado
displayed Friday night.
With a scapel's edge, the
hosts sliced through Murray's defense like master
surgeons.

Center Sam Arterburn,
who has already committed himself to playing for
the University of Tennessee next season, led
all scorers with 23 and
three teammates joined
him in double figures.
Guard Terry Shumpert
who had a week-old cast
removed from his leg only Thursday, played like
he had never suffered a
severe achille's tendon
injury scoring 15 points
on five field goals and 5of-6 free throws.
Murray's Tommy
Wagner countered with 13
points on five field goals
and 3-of-4 free throw
shooting, but the Tornado
attacked from too many
directions to cover. Point
guard Roger Dunn hit 9of-10 free throws en route
to an 11-point performance for MHS.
Dunn's first free throw
gave the Tigers the lead
before the game clock officially began as Arterburn was charged with a
technical for dunking the
ball during warmup
drills.
From there the Tigers
carved a surprising 10-3
lead by not missing a shot

in the first two and a half
minutes. But stunned as
they might have appeared, the veteran
Tilghman cagers
responded with a 23-3
scoring streak over the
remainder of the first
quarter to take command
for good.
Shumpert scored six of
the last eight points in the
period and his assist to
Arterburn for a
tomahawk slam signified
the beginning of the end
for the Tigers two
seconds before the
quarter expired.
"We got the early lead
but we weren't patient
enough,- Miller emphasized. -That was our
biggest problem — a lack
of patience. And then,
when Tilghman started
running we took some
bad shots, had too many
turnovers and got behind.
Then we had to gamble
and we made even more
mistakes."
Murray turned the ball
over 22 times, 14 on steals
by the super-quick Tornado players, and the
hosts had the decisive
edge in rebounding, 45-20,
led by Arterburn's 10.
Miller continued to

praise the Tornado intimidation saying,
"Tilghman does as good a
job of going to the offensive boards as any team
I've seen in my 15 years
of coaching. We continued to play hard,
which is something we set
out to do at halftime, but
they were too much.
"For this time of year
they are already in tournament form while most
of the teams in this area
are far from it," Miller
added.
The Tiger coach is hoping his team will pull a
turnaround from two
straight road losses when
the locals open up their
home schedule Tuesday
( 6:30 p.m.) against
Hickman County. The 0-2
Tigers host Marshall
County next Friday in the
first district game of the
season for both squads.
at Paducab
Tilghman 95 I
Overstreet 3 0-0 6, Shumpert 5 5-6 IS
Arterburn 10 3-3 Z3. Miller 5 0-0 10.
Deshler 3 3-5 9, Hodge 3 0-2 6; Davis 5 22 12, Smith 2 0-0 4, E Brown 3 0-0 6.
Bacon 2 0-0 4 Totals 41 13-16 95
Murray 51)
Steve Rutledge 3 0-1 6; Dunn 19-1011,
Boggess 1 0-2 2; Parks 2 0-1 J Wells 2
2-46; Wagner 5 3-4 13, Skinner 1 0.02.
Dailey 2 34 7 Totals -.-17 17-31 51
Halftime-. PT 53. MHS 27
Fouled out — none.
Records— MILS 0-2; PT 1-0.
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WISHING, WELL(S) — Tiger shooter Jay Wells
finds his path blocked by Tnghman's high-leaping
guard Kelly Miller. Meanwhile center Sam Arterburn (35) lurks behind looking for one of his 10 rebounds on the night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Inside intimidation costs Racers, 67-53
From Staff, AP Reports
COLUMBIA, Mo. API
— Senior forward Terry
Jones scored 17 points as
Pan American posted a
67-53 victory Friday night
over Murray State in the
first game of the ShowMe Classic at the University of Missouri.
Pan American will play
the winner of the
Samford-Missouri game
in a championship match
Saturday night.
Pan American led 32-28
at the half, but Murray
State pulled even at 34-34
with 14:30 left in the
game. The Racers suffered a case of the dropsies, however, and turned
the ball over four straight
times.
Jones sank two straight
buckets to put Pan
American ahead to stay,
and that, said MSU coach

Ron Greene, was the turning point in the game.
-You have to give them
Pan American ) credit,"
Greene said. "They
played intelligently.
Their people were going
after the boards more
than we were. They forced us into errors and we
couldn't react to pressure
situations.
"I thought we showed
our youth tonight. We

were intimidated inside
and that really hurt."
Troy Dingle, PA's 6-8
center, had 14 points and
a game-high 12 rebounds.
Altogether the Broncs
out-rebounded the
Racers, 40-29.
Guard Leo McGainey
added 10 points to the
win. Lamont Sleets had a
game-high 18 points for
Murray State, despite
favoring a pulled hamstring muscle which sidelined him against Tennessee
State Tuesday.
"Sleets was the only
one to give us any kind of
offense," according to
Greene who added, "He
had 12 points at halftime
and for my money we
didn't screen enough for
him and we didn't get any
offense because of it."
About not getting the
opportunity to play host

Bring
your
family
together
with
Franklin's
Family Pack:
Thorobred
Computers
blymRic Plaza
Murray

753-7733—

c.Irl

141,111111:::
Computer

Missouri in the championship game Saturday
Greene responded, "I'm
really disappointed that
44.
we don't get to play
Missouri, but after the effort tonight we're not
•-•
ready for them."
411
Although Pan
American won the right
to play for the title instead of the Racers, the
SM.
Broncs face a tough
challenge considering the
host Tigers have never
allb•
lost their own tournament
in the Classic's nine-year
PASSED OUT — Murray High senior guard Roger Dunn (with ball) comes to the end of the line against
history.
Paducah Tilghman's Pedro Bacon (left) and Mike Randle (12) closes in from behind. Dunn was accurate nine
If the Broncs revert to
time out of 10 from the free throw line, but his 11 total points couldn't defuse the Tornado offense which outlast year's form, they
scored the Tigers,95-51, Friday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
don't have much of a
chance against Missouri
anyway.
About the victory over
Murray State, secondyear Pan American
NEW YORK I AP) — Manager Billy Martin.
brenner had talked to him
Reports have cirCoach Lon Kruger quip- New York Yankees
On Friday, Yankees about the possibility of culated for the past two
ped, "Since I've been at owner George Stein bren- coach Yogi Berra, who replacing Martin.
months that Martin, in
Pan American this has ner has taken another managed the club in 1964,
his third term as Yankees
got to be the biggest win step on a road that could revealed to several
Berra told The managPr, would be fired.
lead to the firing of newspapers that Stein- Associated Press that Martin, who has four
(Continued on Page 9)
meeting took place years left on his five-year
Thursday night after a contract, managed the
dinner near his Mont- Yankees to 91 victories
clair, N.J., home at which and a third-place finish in
Steinbrenner was the the American League
featured speaker.
East this past season.
Is pleased to announce
INNEN

Berra involved in latest Yankee talks

HOLLAND MEDICAL.

That They Have Been Selected By

'a Hollister.
The personal computer ,
system with something
for everyone.

Games, home finance software, and more
Franklin's Family Pack includes
•ACE 1000 Plus personal computer with
disk drive
•7/me is Money' home finance software
•Snack Attack and Friends " 3-in-1 game a
diskette
•Checkers ` game diskette
•Joystick
irtagazine on a disk
Won110i
Not
•Frankltn BASIC •
Included
manual

1495

•11 wOonsant c/ Par.dn Cor.p.Aor Corporalstm Tele Mom, a mgolwerl •*aelenun. o* Lennip no--/ •soRivar•
F••••61n ••••••
Sn.j. 6.16:6 11.3 ,
F Inb •natl.no" FO.19114-6‘ Chinftirs +yaw 2 by Pend SW*"a widlensan of °Mole Cows*,
One.I•frodwark Window Inc '
Fripain gy.000 norolcr
ncludel n pommip• 6valsble lopinstr.

Just Arrived

AS A FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR
FOR

I
a
Corn-Austin
has just received a
/new shipment of Boy's
Calvin Klein denim
vests and Jackets.

Hollister.
OSTOM.Y SUPPLIES and ACCESSORIES

-HOLLAND MEDICAL

Li

„

Downtown -0,Sq

753-1

"We Bill Medicare And Most other,Thi•cl Party Insurgirce Carriers"'
•
UPS Or Mail Out▪ Service Available
'

Fa
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I

For the very latest In Boy's
Fashion shop our complafu
boy's dept.

CORN-AUSTIN
8:30 3:30 Mon. Sot
1:00 5.00 Sun.
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Big losses create gaps, but Lady Tigers fill holes with quickness
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When talking about the
1983-84 season for Murray
High's Lady Tigers
there's a tendency to talk
more about who is not
corning back than who is.
Lost to graduation were
three Rock of Gibraltartype players, but secondyear MHS coach Jimmy
Harrell says things aren't
as bleak as they might
seem for this year's
team.
"Anytime you lose
three players with the
caliber of Donna Rousse,
Monica Greene and Lori
Schanbacher you've got
to call it a rebuilding
year. But you also have to
remember, the girls who
were sophomores are
juniors now and the
juniors are seniors and
with that extra year of experience you never know
who might step up and
take control," Harrell
said.
While Rousse and
Greene represented over

40 points per game and
Schanbacher was a hardworking defensive gem,
Harrell says all hope is
not lost for MHS this
year.
"Instead of having two
pure shooters like last
year we're going to have
to work the ball around to
anyone who's open. We'll
have to work for
everything we get. We'll
be quicker this year and
hopefully we'll get more
points off our transition
game," Harrell said.
The Lady Tigers main
focal point will be the
return of senior point
guard Connie Spann.
"She's our sparkplug,
and buddy, she's
everywhere out there,"
Harrell said. "She's got a
good shot from outside,
but she's not hesitant
about taking it into the
lane. She's our
ballhandler out front and
it's good knowing she'll
be back this year to keep
things under control."

Along with Spann are a
host of semi-experienced
juniors led by 5-8 forward
Diana Ridley who was a
regular in the lineup last
year. About Ridley Harrell said, "She's a team
leader who works hied
underneath and she also
has one of the best
perimeter shots on the
squad."

"It may be midJanuary before we get to
the level where we should
be but we're going to be
working hard until then
and trying to improve
with each game."
The Lady Tigers will be
tested early although
they're starting the
season later than most
teams in this area. Monday the MHS girls travel
to Ballard Memorial,considered one of the top four
teams in the region this
year.
"It'll be a big challenge
for us because they've
already played four
games and it'll be at their
place. We should be even
with them size-wise but
they're quick and welldisciplined and they take
their basketball seriously
in Ballard County. That
extra experience will
definitely be in their
favor," Harrell said.

The other juniors who
saw shuttle action last
year include Sheri Swift,
a good outside shooter;
Vonnie Hays, a tough, aggressive inside player;
and Lesley Thompson, a •
solid guard with a good
outside touch.
"We'll be a junior
ballteam this year," Harrell said basing his statement on the nine juniors
to only one senior on the
squad.
And because of the inexperience as starters,
Harrell says it may be a
One addition the Lady
while before his squad
reaches it's potential as a Tigers have over last
year's 13-12 season is the
unit.
presence of former MHS
and Murray State player
Tammy Boone as an
assistant coach. "Tammy has played a lot and
her experience is going to
be a big plus for us this
year. We're glad to have
her here this year," Harassistant coach Jim Hat- rell said.
field, Hall's offensive
Monday's game at
specialist. "Melvin and Ballard begins at 6:30
Sam and Kenny have got p.m. with the junior varSOLE SENIOR - Connie Spann (22)is the only senior on Murray High's Lady
to take the quick shot or sity game first and the Tiger squad this season and she'll be
the team spark-plug at point guard. The
kick it back out."
varsity beginning im- team's best ballhandler,Spann looks to be the leader of a quicker squad than last
Hall said he was most mediately afterwards.
year's 13-12 team.
concerned about Indiana's screens, particularly those he considers illegal.
In past games, Hall has
complained to the
Professional Football
Pro Basketball
referees that the Hoosiers
National Football League
use moving screens Philadelphia 4 9 0 306 196 262
Tampa Bay at San Francisco,4 p.m.
National Basketball Assocuition
All Times EST
N Y Giants 3 9 1
269 227 2$9
Cleveland at Denver. 4 p in
"illegal picks," as
American Conference
All Times EST
Central
New York Jets at Baltimore,4 p.m.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
East
coaches call them - to
Detroit
7 6 0 538 302 247
Monday's Game
W L T Pct. PF PA
Atlantic D07110011
Minnesota 7 6 0 531 281 302
Minnesota at Detroit. 9p m.
shield their outside Miami
9 4 0 692 300 195
W L Pct. GB
Chicago
6 7 0 462 241 236
Saturday,Dec. 10
Philadelprua
Buffalo
7 6 0 538 245 218
13 3 .613
shooters.
Green Bay 6 7 0 462 365 379
Pittsburgh at New York Jets. 12,30
Boston
Baltimore
13 5
722 1
219 313
Tamps Bay 2 11 0
154 191 310
pm
He said today's New England66 77 00 462
New York
12 6
667 2
462 240 256
West
Atlanta at Miami 4 p.m.
New Jersey
8 8
500 5
referees would be duly N.Y. Jets 6 7 0 462 282 257 L A Rams 8 5 0 615 319 286
Washington
6 11
Central
353 7'2
New Orleans 7 6 0
538 775 287
Sunday, Dec. 11
alerted.
Pittsburgh 9 4 0
Central[AVIS=
692 294 243
Chicago at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
San Fmcsco 7 6 0 538 132 245
Milwaukee
Cleveland
8
12
667
5
6
0
615
293
264
Atlanta
"It's one thing to deCleveland at Houston, 1 p.m.
6 7 0
462 294 307
Detroit
9 9
5 8 0 .385 292 263
500 3
San Francisco at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
y-clinched division title
fend against a legal pick. Cincinnati
Atlanta
Houston
1 9 471 3'1
1 12 0
077227 389
8-clinched playoff spot
Seattle at New York Giants. 1 p.rn.
Chicago
5 10
333 5(
West
It's impossible to defend
Detroit at Cincinnati. 1 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Cleveland
y-LA.Ralders
6 12
333 6
11 3 0 786 388 290
Buffalo at Kansas City, 1 p m
New Orleans at Philadelphia, I p.m.
against an illegal pick," Denver
Indiana
4 13
t
235 7,
7 6 0
538.337 224
Kansas City at San Diego, 4 p.m.
Chicago at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Seattle
7 6 0
531 152 144
Hall said.
New England at Los Angeles Rams,
MIAMI at Houston, 1 p.m

I./

Young Indiana Hooiiers
meet towering UK today
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Can youthful Indiana find the basket
beyond the towering shot
blockers of the nation's
top-ranked college
basketball team?
Will the Hoosiers'swarming defense be up to
snuff against the versatile offense that
destroyed Louisville a
week ago?
A Rupp Arena crowd of
23,000-plus and a national
television audience will
find out today when Indiana and No. 1 Kentucky
clash in the next round of
this basketball border'
war.
Kentucky used the outside shooting of Jim
Master and the inside
power of 6-foot-11 Melvin
Turpin and 6-9 Kenny
Walker to riddle
Louisville ,65-44 in the
Wildcats'season opener.
Indiana is 1-1 after a 6357 loss to Miami of Ohio
and an 80-72 victory over
Notre Dame, both on the
Hoosiers' home floor.
"I think the odds are
against us going down
there and beating Kent uck y ," Hoosier
freshman Steve Alford
said this week. "But we
don't want to play
another game like we did
against Miami. We're going down there to win."

DIANA
RIDLEY

LSU drops
Stovall for
Arnsparger
BATON ROUGE, La.
( AP)-- Terry Stovall,
who took Louisiana State
tq,the Orange Bowl a year
ago, was fired Friday as
the Tigers' football coach
and Bill Arnsparger,
defensive coordinator of
the Miami Dolphins, was
quickly hired as his
replacement.
"I'm real pleased to
have the opportunity,"
Arnsparger told
reporters before the
Dolphin's practice in
Florida. "I feel real happy to be selected and I
look forward to doing the
job."
He said he would continue with the Dolphins
until the end of the current National Football
League season, but would
be working with LSU
recruiters at the same
time.
LSU Athletic Director
Bob Brodhead, former
business manager for the
Dolphins, said Arnsparger could bring
stability to the university's football program,
which in one season went
from riches to rags.
The board voted 13-5 to
buy out the last year of
Stovall's contract which will cost ISU at
least;80,000.
"I am no longer the
LSU football coach, I am
now the team's biggest
fan," Stovall said afterwards. "I don't have any
plans, except that I'm
looking for a vocation."
Stovall, a Tiger AllAmerican in the early
1960s, runnerup for the
Heisman Trophy in 1962
and an All-Pro with the
St. Louis Cardinals, said
he was disappointed but
not bitter.

Alford and sophomore
Stew Robinson were expected to start at guard
for Coach Bobby Knight's
squad. The front line was
expected to feature 7-2
junior Uwe Blab, 6-8
sophomore Mike Giorni
and 6-5 freshman Marty
Simmons.
Kentucky Coach Joe B.
Hall was expected to
counter with Turpin,
Walker and 7-1 senior
Sam Bowie on the front
line, with the 6-5 Master
and 6-1 sophomore Roger
Harden in the backcourt.
Despite their youth, the
Hoosiers are "very sound
fundamentally," said
Hall's chief assistant,
Leonard Hamilton, who
scouted Indiana. "The
faces have changed, but
it's the same system."
That system involves
"a series of screens" on
offense, Hamilton said.
"They run a passing
game that's very difficult
to defense. There's so
much movement, it's difficult to play your team
defense concept. You1'11
see all five men moving
with one pass and that's
very difficult to guard."
On defense, "they'll put
four men around the
post" and dare you to
throw the ball inside,
Hamilton said.
"We cannot get the ball
in the low post area and
play with it," added

Sports, Briefly
SUN CITY, second-day lead in the
Bophuthatswana (AP)- Million Dollar Golf
Seve Ballesteros col- Challenge.
lected his fifth birdie on
Ballesteros finished the
round with a 5-under-par
the 17th hole to jump one 67, putting him at 8-under
stroke ahead of Nick after 36 holes with a 136
Faldo and take the total.

Lakers

Racers ...
(Continued from Pg.8)
for our team, but then
again last year there
weren't that many wins
at all."
Missouri earned the
right to play for the
Classic championship
again this year by
slaughtering Samford, 9373, Friday. Murray State
and Samford square off in
the consolation game, today at6 p.m.
PAN AMERICAN 167;
Jones 7-14 3-4 17. Dingle 6-12 2-5 14,
McGainey 3-9 4-4 10, McDaniel 2-4 4-4 8,
Fiepke 4-4 0-0 8, Thornton 2-10 2-2 6. Bernard 2-7 0.04. Totals 26-61 15-2167.
MURRAY ST.(53)
Sleets 9-14 0-0 18, Holland 4-7 1-1 9.
Stewart 4-9 0-0 8, Lahrn 2-9 2-2 6, Jones 35 0-0 6, Talley 0-4 3-4 3, Jefferson 1-2 0-0
2, Yarbrough 0-2 1-2 1 Totals 13-53 7-9
53.
Halftime - Pan Arnencan 32, Murray St. 28.
Fouled out -- none. Rebounds - Pan
American 40 I Dingle 12 r, Murray St. 29
; Talley 71. Assists - Pan American 18
( Jones 6), Murray St 10 ; Stewart 4
Total fouls - Pan American 13, Murray
St. 17. A - not announced

Game Slats
Girls Game
52 - Trees 4 4-4 12.

Malcolm 8 9-3 itt, Hooka 4 .1-4 11,
Gallimore 20.24. Hill 1 04 2. Moss 314
7. Totals- 22-55 6-16 32.
Bullitt Central 43 - Samples 86-8
22, Trimble 2 54 9, LaRue 1 0-0 2, Shea 3
3-4 9, Rhodes 0 1-2 1. Totals - 14 15-20
43.
Records- CCHS 14. BC 0-2.
• • •
Boys Game
Calloway ; 37) - Allbritton 4 0-0 8,
Skinner 1 4-4 6, Potts 2 04 4, Thorn 1 0-0
2. Johnson 3 3-4 11, Waldrop 0 24 2,
Foster 1 0.02, Fanner 0 2-2 2, Bogard 1
0-12 Totals - 13 11-14 37
Pleasure Ridge (70i- Beamus 0 2-2
2, Hagan 1 2-2 1, Jarrett 1 0.01, Walker 1
6-68, Wilco: 5 1-2 11, Ellis 2 1-1 5, Hoffman 3 0-0 6, Simpson 7 14 15, Joiner 30-3
6, Dunnaway 1 2-4 4, Baxter 2 2-4 6,
Sewell 1 04 1. Totals- 21 14-23 70

)( (11(1)(1)(1)(1

11(11(1)(1)(•
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McDonakl's Classic
First Round
Hawaii 84, Pacific 71
Wichita St. 7$, Loyola Marymount 73
Governor's Classic
First Roved
Rider 12, E. Stroudsburg 61
Scranton 81, W Chester St 63
Stanford Invitational
First Round
Stanford 58,San Jose St 48
Evszarville Inntatxcal
First Round
Texas Arlington 73, Appalachian 72
Evansville 100. Florida South 71
Malibu Classic
First Round
Hoistra 77. American 69
Pepperdine 15. Abilene Christian 79

Midwest Division
12 4
9 8
529 3'
10 9 .526 3's
8 9 .471 4',
7 10 .412 5'-.;
7 12 .260
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
12 5 706 Portland
11 7 .611 1,
,
Seattle
9 9 .500 34Z
Golden State
9 10
474 4
San Diego
6 13 .316 7
Phoenix
5 13 .278 7;-t
Friday's Games
Boston 115. Portland 106
Detroit 128, Atlanta 92
Cleveland 101, Indiana 99
San Antonio 123, Chicago 94
Houston 125, Seattle 102
Milwaukee 122. New Jersey 107
Utah 116. Phoenix 113
San Diego 109, Golden Slate 108
Dallas 113, Los Angeles 118
Saturday's Games
Portland at New Jersey, 7 35p m
Houston at New York. 7.35 p.m
Philadelphia at Washington. 7 35
D.M
Indiana at Detroit,7,15 p.m.
Cleveland at Atlanta, 7 .40 p.m.
Chicago at Dallas.8 35 p.m.
Kansas City at Utah. 9,30 p.m.
Seattle at Denver. 9 40 p.m.
Dallas
Denver
Utah
Kansas City
Houston
San Antonio

•

1110

West Main
Chevron

W

Formerly
Ross Standard Station
Reopens Monday, December 5th
to offer you the same excellent
service that has been a tradition
for the last 37 years.
Full Service
and
Self Service

4

OPAARK'NM/STROPS0

Hours:
6:30 AM-8 PM
Monday-Saturday
9 AM-6 PM Sundays

25%)°PrfficeReg.

We Are Now
Open Again For
Business.

PI15TSBURGH1 API The Pittsburgh Steelers
said they would • reactivate quarterback Terry
Bradshaw today and he'll
be available to play Sunday against the Cincinnati Bengals.
But the Steelers said
Cliff Stoudt will start as
quarterback against the
Bengals.
Bradshaw,35, a 14-year
veteran, has been sidelined since last March when
he underwent surgery on
his right elbow.

•

,.-Atlas Tires
Batteries & Accessories
Brake Service
r Tune-Ups
-Muffler Service
r Oil Change & Lube
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RENTAL SALE

•'

Amoco Exxon

--

Your Only Chevron Station

CENTER

439-4592

200 E. Main
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753-8201
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chevron

Sam big on sharp new
OREGON" cutting
chain for chain saws.
Were deahn' like never before on the world's
leading sawcha in. So take advantage of a great
deal. Get a tough new OREGON" chain on your
chain saw. Ilk'ii gct icady for sonic easy cutting.

alh.

.•••••••11

College Basketball
Friday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Bowling Green 77, Boston Univ. 74
SOUTH
Ala-Bircrungham 69, Auburn 62, OT
Florida St. 67, Florida 60
Georgia 64, Georgia Tech 62
Jacksonville 71, Methodist 55
N. Carolina St. 79, N CarolinaCharlotte 60
Wake Forest 88. V trgiBta Tech 80
MIDWEST
S. Illinois 17, Miss. Valley St 69
FAR WEST
Santa Clara 74,Southern Cal 54
Wyoming 87, Wis.-Green Bay 45
PCXJRNAMENTS
Amana-Hmarkeye Classic
First Round
Iowa 67, Baylor44
Oregon State 49. Arkansas State 40
Show-Me Classic
First Round
Missouri 93,Samford 73
Pan American 67, Murray St 53
Fayetteville State Invitational
Firn Round
S. Caroluut St 72,Sha w 59
Fiesta Classic
First Round
Arizona St. 62, W. Carolina 67
Seton Hall 56, St. Mary's, Cal $3
Minds Classic
First Round
Illinois 65. W Illinois 49
S. Missueuppi 79. E IUinoui6l

4 p.m.
St. Louis at Los Angeles Raiders. 4
DmBalttmcire at Denver.4 p.m.
Washington at Dallas,4 p.m.
Monday.Dec. 12
Green Bay at Tampa Bay,9 p.m.

New Orleans at New England. 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Atlanta at Washington, 1 p.m.
Los Angeles Rams at Phdadelplua. 1
P m51 Louis at New York Giants, 1 p rn.
Dallas at Seattle 4 p m

4'
AI
112
1
SAWC:HAIN

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE
Oak Grove, Ky.
Ili

Kansas City 5 8 0 .385 291 216
San Diego
5 9 0 .357 303 394
National Conference
East
x-Dallas
11 2 0
616 417 777
1-Washington
11 2 0 646 412 279
St. Louis
5 7 1
423 299 391

(Continued from Pg.8)

and made critical
mistakes which the Panthers turned into points.
Tuesday both Calloway
squads open their home
and district schedules
when Marshall County invades Laker Arena. The
girls game begins at 6:30
p.m. and the boys play
immediately afterwards.

Calloway

SCOREBOARD

WEST
MAIN CHEVRON
Our people are here to sery.g you in every way possible
Mickey Cochran
Owner/Manager

Ed Elkins
Joe Suiter *

ov,-11114-.W. .111. ,••0-10.-oub

1417 Main Murray
753-2593
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Jim Seiter & Jerry
Henry will he in mor
showroom from 6:305:00 Mon., Toes.,
Mars., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Ohls-Pont.-Ced.-Ilekk

1 Wood Stoves
and Fireplace
inserts.
$250 and up
Also
Wood Furnaces
Boyd Welding

Kill help fill out
F‘IHA 1983
emergency loan
applications.
Coll 502-4354534.

Hazel's Malls
& Shops
Hazel, Ky.
"Antique Contier"
Watch For Thurs. At

Daycare over a
decode has openings. Infants to 5
years old 753-

AYE'S
MONOGRAMS

753-7743

ACROSS

C

2555.

colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Answer to Pre'.ious lvzzle
A A
A

GET your old
photographs copied.
Color or black and
white_ Reasonable
rates, fast service. Call
753.1563.

SHOP
where the price is
right.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th
753-510

A
GEE
51 Church
bench
53 Prefix
before
56 Compass
Point
58 Preposition

print
39 Destined
40 Beef animal
43 Rain and hail
46 Additonal
amount
48 Prophet

11

4

lior

20

5 1116

7

8

9

12

BEA'S Plaster Crafts
and Wicker. 25,60 per
cent off Christmas Sale.
Lamps 580, now 535.
759-9673.

Best Prices
on
Wood Stoves

17 22
2'
1

30
34

Ill

38
4

Call Tony
MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
753-8201

44

4r-

49-54
57

• -

\
CAUGHT by a sur•
prised PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? If
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House Our services are
free, confidential, and
immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counselling, and medical and financial plan
ning/assistance. 7530700.

Shop without going shopping
the Amway way. Complete
product lime, fully
gearanteed. Cull Larry
%Mel Distributing, (502)
153.7653.

i

25

Se

04:

OH, I KNOW -THE CAPITAL OF
PENNSYLVANIA
15"P

A Week
Hwy 80 between
old 641 and new
641.
437-4156.

HAND MADE
CABBAGE
PATCH
LOOK ALIKE
DOLLS
Because of the demand I have decided to make a limited
number of Soft
sculptured dolls.
$30. The first 25
callers will be taken
Stephanie Clayton.
753.0949
MAGIC Shows for
clubs, parties or
organizations. by James
Gingles. Call 7533805.

NOW
BUYING
Old glassware again
for resale. Depress ion
Fiesta-Jewell-Tea

BEL-AIR
DECOR STORE
Bel Air Shopping
Center
753-3642

SATELLITE
ANTENNA
10 foot complete
system
INSTALLED
.$1,449.00
(NION Supply LW.)

CLAYTON'S TV
713 S. 12th
.Murray
753-7575

I ALWAYS UJONPER
WHAT IT 15 IHE
THINKS HES 5AYIN6

EVERY PAY THI5 SENIOR
CITIZEN WALKS. 6Y, ANP
WHEN I-IE SEES A\F NE
. 60E5 'WOOF WOOF

HERE HE COMES

fresh cider, fits,
Country Ham,
Sorghum, Fresh
f ruits &
Vegetables.
Xmas baskets
made to order.
Open 7 Days

Several styles and

INTO

HARDIN
FRUIT
MARKET

Christmas
Create a memory or
bring bock o memory
Invest in the past for the
future.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4 Transgresses
5 Chore
1 Heals
6 Titters
7 Hospital
6 Develops
11 Leave
attendant
12 Native
abbr
American
8 Poem
.14 Spanish
9 Metal strand
• article
10 Seaman
'15 SgUeeze out 11 Apportioned
▪ moisture
13 Approaches
.17 Great Lake
16 Metal
fastener
,18 High
mountain
19 Fragment
20 Projecting
21 Surgical
thread
• teeth
high
s
22 Guido
24 Challenges
note
26 Pigpens
29 Drinks
23 Deposited
heavily
25 Pieces of
31 Choose
baked clay
27 Conjunction 33 Gratified
28 Handle
35 European
30 Missives
36 Bed canopy
37 P epare for
32 Cut
34 Dirt
1 2 3
35 Spire
38 Wants
ill
41 Pronoun
42 Sows
44 Highlander
14
8
1 15
45 Doctrine
47 Goes by
23
4
water
28
49 Pedal digit
50 Halt
32
52 Precipitous
54 Pronoun
55 Calm
41
42
57 Weirder
59 Marry again
45
60 Inclination.
1
50
DOWN
55
1 Basement
59
'
2 Above
3 Uncooked

9. Situation Wanted

ATTENTION
FARMERS

Remembering

MICROWAVE with
meal sensor. Variable
cook power control.
Only 54/week, Rudolph
Qoodyear, 753 0595.

823 S. oh St.
753-0371

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

4r-la

--

THAT KIIIC:;\
R
OF CAPITAL

WELL , THAT'S WHAT
THEY GET FOR
PU1T1NG GEOGRAPHY
CLASS RIGHT AFTER

ENGLISH!

311:P

EXPERIENCED baby
sitter has references,
days nights or
weekends. 5 minutes
east 759 1692.
I will do babysitting in
my home day or night.
Call 759.4803.
MOTHER of two will
babysit in my home
night or day. New
Concord Area 436-2524.

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.
5. Lost and Found

10. Business Opportunity

LOST, 2 month old
Female Blue Healer
cowdog puppy,long tail
with bare spot toward
the tip. Lost in vicinity
of Expo Center. Re
ward. Call 753-0227.
REWARD for returning
4 rings and 2 necklaces
which were lost at
Murray Game, Sat
night. If found please
call Jill at 762-2307 these
rings are very sentimental. There is a nice
reward.

• wi4

620,000 00 investment inludes beginning inventory,
ixtures, supplies, training,
grand opening and air fare
Ill person to corporate
training center

DRIVERS wanted.
Apply in person
Domino's Pizza, 810
Chestnut street.

FON BROCHURE AND INFORMATION CALL TOLL
FRIO 1400-231-4433.
FINANCING AVAILABLE
For Cloollflimi Applicants

GOVERNMENT Jobs
$16,559 - 550,553/year.
Now Hiring. Your Area,
Call
R55.
8056876000 Ext.

NEW Credit card! Nobody refused! Also
Visa/Mastercard. Call
805-687- 6000, Ext.
C.8155.
PART-TIME office
help, 23 hrs. per week,
some knowledge of
record keeping required. Send resume to
P.O. Box 368, Murray,
Ky.
THE Ken-Bar. Inn Resort and Club needs
professional comm ission sales people to sell
club membership. Pro.
spects furnished. Excellent working condition. Must be energetic,
enthusiastic and clean
cut. Call Mr. Morris or
Mr. Suiter, 9.6 daily.
502-362-8652.

OWN

National Company offers
unique opportunity selling
nationally advertised brands
at substantial savings to
your customers This is for
he fashion minded person,
•ualified to own and operate
his high profit business

6. Help Wanted

HIGH Earnings. I need
3 mature energetic
individuals to help me
expand my business.
Sales experience helpful. Call 443-6460, between 8a.m..10a.m, for
interview. $15,000 to
$25 , 000 K plus
(appliances).
NEED a iob? If you are
between 16 and 21 and
you DON'T have a high
school diploma or a
G.E.D. Call Us! Make
application. 753 9378,
Mon.-Fri. between
8a.m. to 2p.m. Calloway
Co. Out of School Youth
J.T.P.A. We are an
equal opportunity
employer.

TOUR

DESIGNER JIIAN AND
SPORTSWEAR STORE

11. Instruction

MUSIC
LESSONS
•Piano
.Organ
•Guitar
*Voice
Advanced and
Beginners.
Batty Clayton
753-7575

15. Articles for Sale

19. Fa

ELECTRIC
3
Typewriters. 1 -new,
$250. 1 -slightly used,
$200. 1 used, 550. 7591156.
8 INCH DeWalt radial
arm saw, legs table and
cover. Call 435-4351.
FOR Sale-Several sizes
folding tables, folding
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home under
pinning, desks, files,
executive chairs,
pickup tool boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Martin, TN 38237, phone
901-587'2420.
MEN'S 10 speed
bicycle, 27 inch, $50
tall 759-1348 after 5pm.
NORITAKE Ivory
China Trudy pattern 5
pc. place setting service
for 8 and serving pieces,
$400. A Pioneer stereo
receiver model SX .650,
$200. 435'4360.
PORTA crib and high
chair, like new. Call
753.5710.

Good
brand
Used
vice.
753-481

16. Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE oak chit.
frobe. Call 753.9938
days, 474-2366 nights.
ANTIQUE wash stand
and oak dresser WhiteWestinghouse 14ft re.
frigerator, Avocado.
Call 436.2524.
AUTOMATIC washer
with 4 washing cycles.
Water level control.
Only 55/week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753.0595.
COUCH, chair and
Loveseat all matching
earth tone tweed. Call
753,9986 after 5 pm.
TEMPMASTER 24 Cu,
ft. chest model freezer,
$200. 759-4752.
USED furniture, appliances, stove refrigerator, wood stove.
101 N 12th, 9-5 Monday
thru Saturday.
WHITE canopy bed and
chest, $50. 759-4900.

14. Want to Buy

18. Sewing Machines

ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum,
beaver, coyote. McClellan, Pulaski, III.
618-342.6316.
USED telephone an•
swering service. Call
762-4158 leave a message for Rhonda Kirks.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.

PUT a Singer under the
tree and the Sunbeam's
Free. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray.

19. Farm Equipment
INTERNATIONAL 504
T
r
a
c
for with bush-hog, box
blade, fork :lift and 3
bottom plow. $3000. Call
753 4501.
TEXACO TEXACO Antifreeze, $3.20 gallon by
the case. Vinson Trac•
for Co. 753-4892.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING UANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OST0MT PRODUCTS

9, Situation Wanted
Will rake leaves and do
yard work. Call
492-8738.

frse Dern•ry •• Prsscriptiess is City Limits

1

HEA

blades
All si
tor Co.

20. Spc

RUGE
mag.
474 234

22. Mu

1980
guitar
lent
Phone
5.30 p.
LARG
Good
753.012
LOWE
gan, v
Piano.
SMAL
good
after 5
THRE
ball c
753 930

24. Mis

ACRE
8x12 !
all woc
10x16 !
ery up
247.783'
AUTO

openel
repair
after 61

BICYC
$50. 0
$10.
$50.Pie
glass f
doors, life pri
Ant iqu
suite $4
CONV
hwashe
dercour
cycles,
cher b
Rudolp.
0595.
FIR EN
Oak ar
rick
753-332E
FIREV
Oak
$25/ricl.
0604.

FLAS
Sign,
Rental
First
Rent,
$225.
Sales. C
FOR s
for a mi
OAK
Firewo
split
deliver
753-3476

GLIDD
and ce
gal. or
can. Yc
Black'
Center
Murray

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

City of Murray
Owner

IF THAT POG'S

BRAIN WERE A
CAR,IT WOULD
SE JAN1MEP
IN NEUTRAL

5th and Poplar Streets
Address
Murray, Kentucky 42071

1983 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

/*AY

ARMY

:ORE'S

it.JTELIGINCE

ARMY
PUBLIC
INFORMATION

LET'S PLAY 'HIDEAND - SEEK,
M.
OKAY,
I3L.JMSTEAD
ELMO,
„ „, I'LL BE

IT

I WANT TO 60 TO
TOWN. gl>9 I HAVE TO„

ER„ STAY ANO GUARD
THAT„TH IN&

)OUR 50N ISN'T
TOO IMPRE55E12
WITH SOLOMON'S
NECKLACE.

50MEDAY,. MINE?
vVONDER HOW MANY
CASES OF BEER
YOU'RE WORTH e

Sealed proposals for the furnishing of all labor, materials, equipment and services for construction of gravity sewers, force mains,
and pump stations will be received by the City of Murray, at the
office of the City Clerk until 3:00 PM CST Time December 21, 1983,
at which time at said office they will be publicly opened and read
aloud.
The program of work for which proposals are to be submitted
consists of the construction of approximately 1,650 linear feet of
4-inch Force Main, 7,300 linear feet of 8-inch sewer, bore and jack
highway crossings, manholes, and two (2) Sewage Pumping Stations as well as all appurtenances and all related work as shown
on the Drawings and described in the Specifications.
Drawings, Specifications and Contract Documents may be examined at the following locations:
Office of Murray Utilities
Andrus Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

GRW Engineers, Inc.
2100 Gardiner Lane
Suite 216
Louisville, Kentucky 40205

GRW Engineers, Inc.
801 Corporate Drive
Lexington, KY 40503

F.W. Dodge Corporation
160 Moore Drive, Suite 203
Lexington, Kentucky 40503

Builders Exchange of
Associated General
Louisville
Contractors
3596 Dutchman's Lane
1930 North 13th Street
Louisville, KY 40205
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Copies of the Drawings, Specifications and Contract Documents
may be obtained at the office of GRW Engineers, Inc., 801 Corporate Drive, Lexington, Kentucky 40503, and the Office of Murray Utilities, Andrus Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071, upon receipt
of ;50.00 for each complete set of documents. Payment for
documents are not refundable.
Bids shall be accompanied by a certified check or bid bond in
an amount equal to five percent (5 percent) of the bid to insure
the execution of the contract for which the bid is made. In case
the bid is not accepted, the check or bid bond will be returned to
the bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse
or neglect to enter into a contract with the City of Murray, Kentucky within ten (10) days after the time he has been notified of
the acceptance of his bid, the said check or bid bond shall lie
forfeited to the City of Murray, Kentucky as liquidated damages
for the failure so to do.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of Ninety (90) days
after the closing time scheduled for the iieceipt of bids. •
111P The City of Murray, Kentucky reserves The right to staive informalities and to reject any and all bids.
-

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
By:'Holmes Ellis, Mayor
ATTEST:
Jo Crass
City Clerk
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19. Farm Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

28. Mobile Home Rentals

34. Houses for Rent

Goodyear and other
brands of new tires
Used tires
Field ser
vice. Vinson Tractor Co.
753 4892.

GOLD sculptured car
pet approx 140 square
feet, $250. Call 753 5116
or 753-7466.
MERRITT All -Alum.
Headache rack, DOT
approved. $400 or best
offer. 436-2837.

TWO bedroom trailer
and a two bedroom
house Call 759 1417

A couple of young ladies
want to share a house,
located near campus
and downtown, with one
or two other young
ladies. Call Rebekah at
753-6577

HEAVY *guage disk
blades at bargain prices.
All sizes. Vinson Tractor Co 753 4892.

20. Sports Equipment
RUGER Red Hawk 44
mag. Call 753 9938 days,
474 2366 nights.

22. Musical
1980 IBANEZ electric
guitar and case, excellent condition, $450.
Phone 753-5063 after
5:30 p.m.
LARGE upright piano
Good Sound. $100. Call
753-0122 after 5p.m.
LOWERY Console or•
gan, walnut baby Grand
Piano. Call .4374432.
SMALL upright piano in
good condition. 489 2483
after 5p.m.
THREE year old Kimball console piano Call
753 9302 after 4 PM.

24. Miscellaneous
ACRE portable building.
8x12 storage building,
all wood, $695. 8x16 $895.
10x16 $1095. Free deliv•
ery up to 100 miles. Call
247-7831.
AUTOMATIC

Garage

opener, needs some
repair, Call 436 2289
after 6 PM.
BICYCLE built for two,
$50. One girls bicycle,
$10. Garden tiller,
$50. Pieces of 3 ft x 7 ft
glass from sliding glass
doors, $5 each, small
life preservers $5 each.
Antique dining room
suite $450. Call 753 4501.
CONVERTIBLE dishwasher, converts undercounter, 3 automatic
cycles, handsome butcher block, $4.50/week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 751
0595.
FIREWOOD for sale
Oak and Hickory, S25 a
rick 'delivered. Call
753-3328 or 753 0211.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Oak an 8 hickory.
$25/rick. Delivered. 753
0604.
FLASHING Arrow
Sign, $60 Per Month.
Rental Purchase Plan.
First Month FREE
Rent. Portable Sign
$225. New and Used
Sales. Call 502.782 2922.
FOR sale, 3 gold rings
for a man. 753 9400.
OAK and Hickory
Firewood, 90 percent
Split wood, $25.00 rick
delivered. Call Days
753-3476, Night 436-2778.
GLIDDEN Latex wall
and ceiling paint. $5.99
gal. or $25.99 for a 5 gal.
can. You can get this at
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th,
Murray.

ODYSSEY Video
Games with 4 cartidges,
good condition
$125.
753-6376
OAK and Hickory
firewood, delivered $25
a rick. Call 759-1145
after 4 pm.
POOL tables, all slate
delivered and set up
with accessories, new
and used. Milon Pool
Table Sales and Ser
vices. 901 686-1177.
REFRIGERATOR, 17
Cu. ft., no frost, no
fingerprint textured
steel doors. Only
$7 /week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak and hickory. $27.50
delivered. 753 3328 or
753-0211.
SUN tuneup machine,
Model Tut 915. Call
47,-,2325.
SANTA suit rentals. 7594073.
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 4 BR trailer,
washer and dryer, wood
or electric heat, new
well, '2 acre land.
$7,000. Near Coldwater.
Call after 4p.m.
435-4129.
1972 TRAILER, 12x50,
gas heat, 2 BR. 753-0329
or 759 1600.
MUST SELL, 1979
Norris, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, front kitchen with
range, refrigerator,
washer, dryer and 3 ton
Air conditioner. $11,500
or best offer. Call
753-5929 before 3PM or
753-8290 after 4140 PM.
ROOM TO STRETCH
and get in touch with the
earth but not far from
town. This 16 acres m/1
and older mobile home
is easily assessible to
town. Approximately
3/4 of the land is
tendable with a pond
and creek. Partially
fenced and ready for
you. Contact CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors and get ready
for quiet living.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
2 or 3 BR, newly
furnished, natural gas
or electric heat. Shady
Oaks, 753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets 489
2611
ONE trailer also one
furnished apartment.
$75 each at New Con
cord. Call 436 2427

goon 0000000.....••••••••••••••eu
•
•
•
•

•

Now Thru Dec. 31, 1983

•

Save 15%

ANTIQUE Brass
Firescreen. Almost like
new, $40. Call 759-1362
after 6p.m.
ATLANTA wood burn
ing stove, automatic
thermostat with blower
Burns 24" wood, $200.
489-2125 or 753-0565.
KING Automatic wood
heater Model KWC 80,
price $2.19.99. Model
8802 B, $299.99. Mobile
Home Heater, UL approved, model KMH80,
$299.99.
Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, Tenn.

30. Business Rentals
FOR LEASE, Retail
space 2000 sq ft. Bel Air
Center. Available after
Jan 2 1984. Contact Bob
Billington 753-4751.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

1 AND 2 bedroom apts.
Furnished and unfurnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit.
753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BR apt., 2 blocks from
university. $130/month.
753-7123 until 5p.m.
1 BR furnished apt. $130
month. Water furnished. Near Univers
ity. 753-3134.
1 Bedroom apartment
for rent. Appliances
furnished. Panorama
Shores. No pets or
children. Lease, deposit
and references required. 436-2484 or 7537272.
ALL electric efficiency
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. Deposit.
Rent $120 month. Call
753 9821.
EFFICIENCY apart
m
en
t
,
1603 College Farm
Road. Call 492-8225.
NEATLY furnished efficiency apt. Located
100S 13th St
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town .Murray. Call 7534 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
436,2844.
ONE bedroom apartment at 1002 Main
Street, appliances furnished. $135 monthly
plus deposit. Call Spann
Realty Assoc, 753 7724.
ONE bedroom fur
fished apt. Adults. No
pets. Lease and deposit.
Call 759-4756 or 753-9208
after 4p.m.

TWO bedroom garage
apartment, furnished,
- paneled living room &
kitchen, no pets. $200
month, 713 1/2 Elm. Call
• 1 395-4756.
•
TWO bedroom brick
•
• duplex, electric heat
• and air, couples, no
pets. $220 a month. Call
• 753-6931.

II furnished

house. Re
When you let Bailey's Carpet •
▪ asonable expenses 759•
.4011 after 5p.m.
• Cleaning, clean your carpet and .
•
• 33. Rooms for Rent
• treat it with anti-soil. So give •
•
• yourself and your carpet a treat. •
a GIRL'S rooms for rent,
•
• 1 block from University.
• Call us at
•
Call 753-1812 or 759.9580.
•
•

THREE bedroom Brick
house, electric heat,
bath, garden plot, 617
Broad Extended. Call
753-1602.
TWO BR house, bath,
gas heat. 5 miles North
of Murray. Call
Paducah, 554-0951 or
write 161 Crest View
Drive, Paducah, Ky.
42001.
Three bedroom house,
furnished, near Ky.
Lake, washer and dryer
included, $200. Deposit
required. 753,8964 after
5p.m.

4-bedroom house,
furnished for 3 or 4
college students.
Also 2 bedroom
apartment and a
one bedroom apt.

Call 753-5865
or 753-5108

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Basset pups, ready
now or for Christmas.
Deposit will hold. 4892599.
CHESAPEAKE Bay
R
etr
ever, 11 months old,
AKC, trained for ducks,
Call 753-3322 after 5 PM.

41. Public Sale
Miss Martha's
Antiques
announces special
business hrs. for
Christmas shoppers. Open daily
from Dec. 17-Dec.
23 10 a.m.-4:30
p.m. in Hazel, Ky.
"The Antique
Center"

43. Real Estate

41100

STROUT
REALTY

los Ann Philpst 753-6143
Ways* Witter
753-5066
436-5676
hie I- Kenner
1912 Col/weter RON!
Norms, liansdis 42071
(502)7341116
A/whim
JOEL. KENN041
Breks•
Ucesseil & Bendeil

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Soothside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

•

in65.

NOTICE
TOTALLY DISABLED HOMEOWNERS MAYBE ELIGIBLE FOR THE
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FOR 1983. DISABLED PERSONS
MUST HAVE BEEN DISABLED FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR AND HAVE
PROOF OF DISABILITY TO QUALIFY. REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN
TO THOSE THAT QUALIFY IF THE BILL HAS BEEN PAID.
APPLICATIONS, WITH PROOF, MUST BE MADE AT THE OFFICE
OF THE PROPERTY VALUATION ADMINISTRATOR. APPLICATIONS MUST BE MADE DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER
ONLY. THE OFFICE IS LOCATED ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE
COURT HOUSE. PHONE No. 753-3482.
Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Admin.

Public Notice
In accordance with Ordinance Number 792 the following garbage rates became effective November 1, 1983.
RESIDENTIAL
Single Family
$6.25/month
One occupant over 65
$5.01 /month
years of age living
alone.
A 9% PER MONTH INCREASE
BE APPLIED TO ALL
-COMMERCIAL RATES

WILL
4

City Of Murray
Sanitation Department

-•

49, Used Cars

53. Services Offered

12 MILES East of
Murray on Hwy. 94
East, 3 BR, 2 bath, large
living room and kitchen, new 24x24 garage,
price $30,000 437.4424.

1973 PLYMOUTH, Fury
in good condition. $300
Call 753-2748
1973 TOYOTA Crone,
must sell $500 or best
offer. 436-2196 after
5p.m.

APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St
7 5 3 A 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 88 86
(home).

3 BR frame house with 2
acres, six miles Nor
theast of Murray, $25,
000. 437-4940.
3 BR frame home in city
limits, pool, full basement, garage, very
unique. Mid 530's. 7530153 days, 753-3222
nights.
LOOKING FOR A
GOOD BUY? You must
see this neat 2 bedroom
brick just listed and
located on U? acres m/1
and only minutes from
town. It has a workshop
for dad and a game
room for the children.
Nice shady yard with
mature trees. You'll get
your money's worth in
this home! Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492 and
see for yourself.
NICE brick 3 BR home
in Panorama Shores
features scenic wooded
view of lake .and large
raised deck. Ideal for
those wanting year
around home at lake.
Family room -kitchen
area enhanced by
fireplace. Only 557.900.
MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY REALTY,
753 8146.
ONE of the neatest you
can find is this 3
bedroom, two bath
hoime in Kingswood
Subdivision. Central
gas heat, nice fireplace,
carpet, disposal, range,
dishwasher, electric
garage door opener,
beautifully landscaped.
It can't be beat.
Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
OPEN House, Sunday,
December 4th from 1:30
to 4:00 at 1 100
Sycamore, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths stone home on
large corner lot. $58,500.
LAKE BAR KLEY
REALTY, Jean Spann
Wilson, Broker 924-5361.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely. Para
dise setting, 3 to 5 acres
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
Three spacious bedrooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage. Don't buy anything until you see this
one. By owner, 753-4501.
PAY attention! To all
the' fine features this
home offers. new roof,
new wiring, new plum
bing,, new carpet, new
vinyl, aluminum trim
plus screens and
storms. Three bedrooms, dining room,
and gas heat. The price
only $33,500. We suggest
you can 753 1222, KOPPERUD REALTY right
away,
YEAR around lake
living. Four large bedrooms, two baths,
central heat and air,
patio and deck for
outdoor entertaining
The house in partially
furnished. Large garage and workshop.
Private boat dock.
Private boat dock.
Priced in the 570's. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753 1222.

41. Motorcycles
1981 750 VIRGO, excel
lent condition, $1,550.
Call 759-4582.

759-1983

le ROOMS for college
• women. Near
.
campus.
• Kitchen and study area.
For A FREE Estimate
$300 per semester. Call
•
charge) •
•
▪ two !nova the furniture at no •xtra
Operators .753-6783.
Owners
&
Salley
•
Pat
Randy &
•
el ROOM for rent. $50 plus
utilities. 753
•

IDEAL unfurnished
modern 2 bedroom
home near Ky Lake,
own well, $1013 deposit,
$125 per montfit Call
436-5439.

FOR
RENT

32. Apts. For Rent

.
•
•
a
• WANTED female
•
• roommate to share fully

bailey's Carpet
Cleaning
Holiday Special

•
•
•

29. Heating-Cooling

46. Homes for Sale

Appointments made
for your convenience.
Fall time sales
associates evening
phones.

ins McCarty . . 753-2249
Theresa Koigkt . . 153-1118
leyce Betswortl.
153-9380
Ana Paiorth ..753-2471
Louise Met. I53-2409
KileyDi.. 753-5715
BoliPrestice
189-22e6
44. Lots for Sale
.
1 00- IF
I DOT front wooded
lot
Whitnell Estates
near Holiday Inn. Rest r i c ted to larger
homes. Call 753-6453.
LET'S Look! This be
autiful wooded, sloping
lot with its bridges oger
the creek offers a
setting for this 3 bed
room home that with a
decorator's touch could
be your quaint and
unique home
Take a
look and make an offer
by calling KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222

46. Homes for Sale
CITY BOUND
COUNTRY HOME. If
-you can't make up your
mind where to live, why
not enjoy both. Just
minutes frail town via
Hwy. 641, this older
home and six acres will
make you feel you're
Out in the country
Plenty of shade trees to
Sit under or s,4 on. the
frernt porch 'and relax
and watch the world go
by. Come and let us
Show you how you can
enjoy city
country
hying.)
Phone 753-1492 •
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, RTaltors.

5 QUART oil change,
chassis lubrication, oil
filter, complete safety
check. Only $11.99.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.

19,8 THUNDERBIRD
Town Landou, white
with blue interior, excellent condition, must
sell. 436-2682.
1979 EL CAMINO Con
quista, $3,800. Call 753
6520.
1979 TRANS AM, excellent condition, $5,200.
753-3635.
1979 Z-28 Camaro, 4
speed, t tops, loaded
Call before 5p.m., 7534320. After 5'.'m . 7594621.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, diesel, 32
miles per gallon, 1978
Cutlass Supreme and
1977 Cougar XR-7. All in
good condition and real
sharp. Cheap must sell.
Call 1-354-8050.
1983 MAZDA GLC, 2
door automatic, air
conditioning, 5,500
miles. $6000 firm. Call
753-9644.
1982 CAPRI, A/C,
AM 'FM cassette, 5
speed. good condition.
$4850. Call 759-4721.
COLLECTOR'S Item.
1967 Corvair Monza.
Black. Newly upholstered, new engine
Call 753-7863 afternoons
or evenings.
MUST sell. 1979 Monte
Carlo, white with red
interior. AM FM CB
built-in, AC, cruise, new
tires, good condition.
Call 1.898 6757 after 3:30
PM.

50. Used Trucks.
1964 FORD pickup
truck, short wheel base
$500. V-8 standard shift.
Call 759 1247 after 5pm,
753-6660 before 5pm.
1978 4x4 SCOTTSDALE
p.s., p.b., air, wheels,
sliding back glass, tool
box, $3,900. 753 4504.
1981 DATSUN pickup
excellent condition, 39,
000 miles, one owner,
Call 436-5403 or 436-5830
after 4pm.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. Loaded. Under
warranty. 3,200 miles.
753 8552.
1983 RENEGADE Jeep,
completely loaded. Asking $1,000 down. Take
over payments,
$249.'month. 11.9 per
cent interest. 40
payments left. Mileage
3,800. Call 753-9687.

LONG wheel base cab
over camper shell with
a lift out back with a
door, new condition.
Cost new, $875. For only
$200. 753 8117

GOOD reconditioned
batteries, $15.00 Ex
change, 30 day Guaran
tee, 753 3711
KEROSENE Heater 9800
BTU with siphin pump
only $2.50 per week.
Rudolph's Goodyear.
753-0595.

52, Boats-Motors
1973 YUKON Delta, 25
ft. houseboat with
trailer, self contained,
sleeps 4. 80 h.p
Evenrude motor, $4,000
or trade for 4 Wheel
Drive. Call 489-2728.
Venture
22 FT
McGregor Sail Boat, 3
sails, main, jib, Genoa,
7.5 h.p. Mercury,
trailer, sleeps 4, electric
inside and running
lights, knots and corn
pass, $3,500. Contact G
Kintzel, phone 1 395
8347 or 362-4846.
65 HORSEPOWER
Mercury motor needs
tuneup WOO. Call 753
8148

TOPPER to fit Datsun
and other long bed
truck 753 5693

19. Used Cars
1965 FORD Falcon,
good tires, automatic, 6
cylinder, Make offer.
Call 762 6296 after 4 pm.
1967 FORD Fairlane, 4
dr., 6 cylinder automatic
Almost new
tires, light blue, 23,627
actual miles. 753-3378
1967 TOYOTA Corrola, 4
door, very good condi
tion, $750. Also 1974
Monte Carlo, $650. 489
2728.

-cts 703

3975 CHEVROLET, low
mileage, good condition,
S1200. Call 753 7458.
1974 CADILLAC, Coupe
De Ville, fully loaded,
$1895. Call 436•5869.
1978 CUTLASS
Supreme, excellent
condition. Can be seen
at Druthers Restau
rant or call 753:2337.
1978 CUTLASS
Supreme Brougham,
beige, tilt, AM/FM
stereo, bucket seats,
cloth interior, raised
letter tires, 52,000 miles
$4000. Call 753-6179 after
Om.

1976 TOYOTA Chinook
mini motor home. Ex
tra clean inside and out.
$4950. Call 753,3234 days
or 753-0114 after 5pm.

18. Auto Services

SPICE

1974 VOLKSWAGEN,
new engine and brakes,
$1,100 or best offer
759-4488, after 6p.m.
527-0936.

51. Campers

1983 RIVA Moped. 753
1442.

k,

1973 VW Beetle, good
condition
rebuilt en
gine with 10,000 miles.
435-4342.

LOWRANCE 1510C
Graph Recorder, $275
Lowrance 360 Depth
Finder, 575. 354,8914.

o

SHACKbo

Koerner, S. Beltline
Ph, 441-1300

Vets

'With the Holiday season approaching.
'
464
OKA sp,now with plenty of herbs & spicts.7:

- ----..TAMALE PAPERS

440

41 items as well as for
WI tonj01

#7

Check our

,
homellse.

prices before you but

1.°
CPWT'

CONCRETE Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys. 753-5476
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
Carpentry,
perience
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

53. Services Offered _
1 BeiRelleamo Aachen,f

53. Services Offered
Irrigat
&dial
CAMEL! MI
1111.1.1118
IkKoraie, Ti.
Call Collect: 111-351-3111
911-351-5114
Fru Estimatos

oatiorpianiag, roofs.
sealed, aliminom,
patio ming., Magi* •
mid doable carports.
JACK GLOVER
•
753.1173
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Kr.
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
WILL do plumbing,
heating, carpentry,
painting and roofing.
753'2211 or 753 9600.
WILL rake and do odd
iobs 753 3711,

WINTERIZE your
home and reduce heating bills by insulating
your water pipes. For
free estimate, call 7599653.
WILL do hauling and
cleaning of garages and
basements. Free estimate. Call 436-5510.
WILL rake leaves and
clean out gutters. Call
753-3111

BAILEY Mr
CLEANING

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Low, Low Rotes.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.

•••

WALLPAPERING

7S41)111

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover
753-11173
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
houeservioe, 753-5827.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
153-0338.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHG, Typing Service,
P.O. Box 45 Call 753
0406.
TREE work. Complete
removal, topping. Ex ,
perienced. Reasonable
Rates. 753-3328 or 753
0211

Alumina Service Co.
Aimless aid OW
sidin Custom trim work.
References Call Will Ed
Bailey 753-0689

FIRE WOOD. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753-5476.

JIM DAY
Pointing
753-3716

1
1

FREE ESTIMA TES*

Will heal white rock,
said, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Coll Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 7536763.

I

56. Free Column
WANTED good home
for female Doberman.
Registered, GoOd dis
position. 753 2231 after
5p.m. Free!

EER
0,0 PION
STERE

cAn
O
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
o
4. anew Center
Goes iii 6A

re

DAILY GOLD &SILVER PRICES
Gold
Sliver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
400.25 Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
401.75 Today
Up
1.50 Up

9.59
9.62
.03

Comphments of
We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 101 Doily
125 Sunday.

GOLD 41 SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Ozark Log Homes
& Stove Shop
Big savings on wood stoves &
furnaces.
•Ember Hearth
•Jensen
•Earthline
'Sure-Flame
Close Out Prices On
Defiance Stoves

XMAS SPECIALS
Only $ 1 3995
Limited Supply

1
010010""

•

Many Other Models
To Choose From,
And With Service-

•AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder
•4 Way Speaker Sy.stem/2 Channel Stereo
•40 Watts Power
'Level Meters
'Digital Tape Counter
•Led Indicator Lights
•Condenser Microphones
'Soft Eject Door
'AC/DC - 1 10/220 Volts
'Auto Shut-Off
'Cue Review Function
In-Dash Cassette With Quartz
'
Electronic AM/FM Stereo Tuner
•Supertuner• II
'Digital Time/Frequency Display With 4-Digit Green LED
*Automatic Scan/Seek Tuning/Local Scan
•15 Station 110 FM/5AM) Electronic Pre-set
Feather-Touch Pushbutton Tuning
'Parallel Fader Control-enables use of two booster amps
'Built-in PNS Noise Suppression
•Built-on Clock with Clock Button
'Accurate Quartz PLL Tuning
'Double Diffusion MOS FET Front End
•Tape Play Indicator
'Locking Fast Forward and Rewind
'
Automatic Replay After Rewind
'
Loudness Switch
*Automatic Eiect
•Power Antenna Activator
Sale

Pioneer
KE-5100
List $350 00

eF

ro
- 1

24995

We Are Your Factory
Authorized Sales and
Service For Pioneer
Memorex T-120
.
One Group Cassette Tapes
One Group L.P.'s

$7.99
• $5.99
3 for $1.0.00

"World of Sound"
222 So. 12th

753-5865

I

•

••••••••••••••
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Everyone should render
constant thanks to the Lord

•••4* cons

bob walla* 00.a
•a••••••r•
Maw Imer
•

le be

tba• ,••••••••
"

•

TWO NEW MEMBERS OF THE MUFtRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY JAYCEES — President Don
Rogers is congratulating Bill Holland (above) and
Kevin Hutson (below) on their recent acceptance
into the Jaycee organization. Kevin Huston, who
was a Jaycee several years ago and left to join the
military, has also been appointed as a director.

THE ACES
"I thank fate for having
made me born poor. Poverty taught me the true value
of the gifts useful to life." -Anatole France.

•

South complained about
finding a worthless dummy
after he had gone down in
today's punishing game.
Truth was that dummy had
Just the right gifts; South
was too busy mooning over
his own high cards to appreciate them.
South ruffed the first diamond and played his two
high trumps, hoping to drop
the queen. No luck there, so
he played his three high
clubs, trying to drop the
jack. No luck there either,
and the game was out of
reach. The defenders took a
trump. a club and two
hearts and South conceded
an unhappy one down.
'The only good thing
about the hand was that my
honors compensated for the
penalty,pro100-point
claimed South. "I guess it
was too optimistic to hope
useful in
for something
dummy.How should South have
used whatever dummy had
to offer? After ruffing his
first diamond, South should
lead his ace and a low heart.
East wins and leads a
trump, but South refuses to
finesse. He ruffs his last
heart with dummy's trump
seven and regardless of
what happens in the black
suits. South is assured of 10

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
12-3- A
•7 3
•92
•8 7 6 5 4 3
+965
WEST
•Q 6 2
•K J 8 6
•K Q 102
•8 3

By FR,LOUIS F.
PISKULA,St. Leo's
Catholic Church
"We beg you, brothers,
respect those among you
whose task it is to exercise authority in the Lord
and admonish you;
esteem them with the
greatest love because of
their work.
"Remain at peace with
one another. We exhort
you to admonish the unruly; cheer the faithearted;
support the weak; be patient toward all.
"See that no one
returns evil to any other;
always seek one
another's good and, for
that matter, the good of
all. Rejoice always,
never cease praying,
render constant thanks;
such is God's will for you
in Christ Jesus" (1
Thessalonians 5:12-18 ).
In this reading from St.
Paul we are admonished
to subject ourselves to
lawful authority and to
have respect and esteem
toward those whose
responsibility is greater
than ours.
There is to exist a
readiness to cooperate
with those whose task it is
to govern.
This reading applies to
all; for each one of us is
subject to another and
must render an accoun-

tability of our actions.
Living in such a
fashion, St. Paul tells us,
we can remain at peace
with one another.
Each, then, has an
obligation to correct
those who stray from
holiness; not in the sense
of one who "lords" it over
another, but in fraternal
correction.
In true brotherhood we
are also ready to "cheer
the fainthearted," and
"support the weak." If
we develop this basic attitude of readiness to encourage others in life,
then we will necessarily
be patient on our dealings
with them, and we would
never want to do them
wrong.
St. Paul also tells us to
render constant thanks in
our never-ending prayer.
God's generosity and
mercy continues; it "endures forever," as the
Psalmist tells us.
So, also, should our
thanks be constant even
onto the end of time. He
has not loved us, He loves
us. He has not redeemed
us, He redeems us. He
has not extended His
mercy to us, for it endures forever. Therefore,
we thank Him constantly.
The one day our nation
sets aside to render
thanks to God is merely a

EAST
•5 4
•Q 10 5 3
•A J 9
•J 7 4 2

SOUTH
•AKJ 1098
•A 7 4
•- •A K Q 10
Vulnerable: Both
South The bidding:
Saab
2•
34
3.
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening
king

Dealer.

North
2 NT
3*
440
Pass
lead

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Diamond

tricks for game. rubber and
the 100 honors.

Bid with The Aces
South holds

12-3-B

•5 4
•Q 10 5 3
•AJ9
+J7 42

North
14
2V

AUTOMOTIVE CLINIC — IKT Auto Parts sponsored a clinic on automotive computer command
control of General Motors vehicles at the Murray
Area Vocational Center on Thursday, Nov. 17. Approximately 45 area mechanics were present.
Representatives of OTC Tools and Champion
Sparks Plugs presented the enlightening clinic. The
Champion Representative, Paul Stumpe,
demonstrated the new test equipment that enables
technicians to narrow GM's troubleshooting to a
minimum on this particular system. Murray Vocational Center was pleased to act as host for the
clinic.

token, a glirnps, a reflection of what our thanks
must be.
That one day may help
us get into the spirit of offering thanks, it may lend
needed support from
fellows, but it merely
scratches lightly the surface of thanks which are
called to render.
And so, St. Paul urges
us to live in harmony and
peace with one another,
and to join together in offering perpetual thanks
to the God who is merciful, Who redeems, Who
loves.

Louisville man
to die in
electric chair
for stabbing
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A Louisville man
has been sentenced to die
in the electric chair for
the fatal stabbing of a
clothing store clerk during a robbery.
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Earl O'Bannon Jr. set a
March 2 execution date
for James Earl Slawter.
By law, Slawter, 20, will
get an automatic stay of
execution from the Kentucky Supreme Court
while it reviews the case.
Slawter becomes the
20th Kentucky prisoner
on death row. No one has
been executed in Kentucky since 1962.
Slawter was found guilty last month of murdering Esther Stewart, 56,
during a Jan. 28 robbery
at The Clothes Rack in
downtown Louisville.
Slawter had contended
that an unidentified accomplice actually
murdered Mrs. Stewart.
O'Bannon also sentenced Slawter to 20 years on
first-degree robbery
charges.

,

e

Thon Taddeo philosophizes about the
ancient documents - and a poet prophesizes a dark end for mankind's intellectual revolution.
8 p.m. Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra . Eduardo Mata conducts
Beethovan. Chavez and Berlioz.
10 p.m. Easy Street. Art Tatum, Marshall Royal. Nat Cole, Jerry Gray,
Mary Lou Williams, Max Kaminsky.
Lena Horne and Lester Young
Midnight. Jazz Horizons. -A Tribute
to George Benson"
Wednesday, December 7
7:15 a in. Voices of Times Past Japan
Bombs Pearl harbor in sunrise attack
on U.S., 1941.
8 p m Chicago Symphony Erich
Leinsdorf conducts Wagne's The Flying
Dutchman Overture, Beetoven's Piano
Concerto No. 3, Stravinsky's Symphony
in Three Movements and Belioz's Music
from The Damnation of Faust.
10 p.m Easy Street. Joe Pass, Ben
Webster, Peggy Lee, Duke Ellington,
Dave Brubeck, Clark Terry. Joe

Just Arrived

Corn-Austin
LI has just received a
;new shipment of Boy's
Calvin Klein denim
vests and jackets.
For the very latest in Boy's
Fashion shop our complete
boy's dept.

KLE STUMP
ct
REMOVAL
on •emove stumps up

to

24" below the ground
435-4343 or 435 4319.

Williams and Gerry Mulligan.
Midnight. A starset with Michael
Franks.
Thursday, December 8
7:15 a m. Voices of Times Past.
Franklin D. Roosevelt asks Congress to
declare war, 1441.
6:30 p.m. Suspense. "Hitch Hike
Poker," starring Gregory Peck.
Op m New York Philharmonic. Zubin
Mehta presents Schoenberg's Chamber
Symphony. Mozart's Symphony no. 8
and Violin Conceto by Elgar.
10 p.m. Easy Street. Cont Basic, Buddy DeFranco, Tony Bennett, Charlie
Barnet, Erroll Garner. Buck Clayton,
Ella Fitzgerald and Gene Ammons
Friday, December 9
9 a.m. Adventures in Good Music.
''Master and Disciples," C,easar Franck influenced many famous
musicaians. This program features
music of Franck and his disciples.
10 p.m. A Beethoven Banquet. Pianist
Richard Goode performs Sonatas No. 9,
No. 4, No. 8 and No. 31 by Beethoven.

CORN-AUSTIN
;

8:30-5:30 Mon-Sat,
1:00-5:00 Sun,

1

904-837-0899

Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225
with sell-addressed, stamped stivelope
for reply

8 a.m.-8 p.m.7 Days A Week
gfl

Preview the exciting world of vacation
ownership while you spend 4 days and 3
nights in one of the premiere resorts on
the Gulf Coast. If your income is over
20,000 per year and you have interest in
vacationing first class simply call the
number above and make your reservations.

Copyrielt ins
lined Pastore Sybenste

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Try Granny's famous pot roast
served daily in addition to these
nightly specials!
*THURSDAY
•BBQ Shrimp
*Chicken Cacciatore
4( FRIDAY
•Beef Short Ribs
*Chicken Curry
4( SATURDAY
•Frog Legs
*Chicken Casserole
it SUNDAY
•"Cumberland" Country Ham
*Chicken & Rice

Saturday, December 3
5 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion.
Live from the World Theater with The
Butch Thompson Trio, Clairseach
( Irish music peformed by Charlie and
Ann Heyman 1.
7 p.m. "The Ceilidh," Scottish and
Irish music of revelry.
Sunday. December 4
9,30 a.m. Saint Paul Sunday Morning
Guitarist Loe Kottke performs.
11 a.m. Pipedreams. A recital by
Norwegian orgainist K jell Johnson.
2 p.m. Big Band Era Tommy Dorsey,
Wayne King, Ted Heath and Andrew
Sisters.
6 pm. Marian McPartland's Piano
Jaz:, Poland's Adam Makovicz is
Ma nan's guest.
Monday, December 5
7.15 a.m. Voices of Times Past. Prohibition ends as the 21st amendment
repeals the 18th, 1933.
6 30 p.m. The Hitch-Hiker's Guide to
the Galaxy. Dent and Zafod - who is
revealed to be president of the Galaxy
- manage to evade the Vogens, who are
out to destroy the last Earthing as part
of a galactic power struggle.
8 p.m. Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
Recorded December 3, 1982 the PSO
performs Coorelh's Concerto Grosso no.
8 Christmas Centcertol, several pieces
by Giovanni Gabrieli an
Bach's
Magnificant in D.
10 p.m. Easy Street. Duke Ellington.
Al Cohn, Patti Page, Elgert Brothers,
Milt Jackson, Art Farmer,June Christy
and Eddy Davis.
Midnight Totally Wired. An exploration of the electronic music of Morton
Subtruck and "Metal Beat" music.
Tuesday, December 6
7:15 a.m. Voices of Times Past.
Teamsters ousted by AFL-CIO vote
1957.
6,30 p.m. A Canticle for Leibowitz.

FREE FREE
Mini-Vacation
4 Days And 3 Nights In
Destin Fla. Call Collect

ANSWER: Three hearts.
Opener's rebid improves the
value of this hand and the
invitational raise leaves the
door to game open.

The new owners of GRANNY'S
RESTAURANT John and Cherry
personally supervise every detail
to make sure you're reminded of
Granny's home-cookin'!

WKMS-FM highlights

‘1.

South
1 NT

SUPER SPECIAL

TOURNAMENT PREPARATION — Members of the Calloway County Middle
School Academic Team are looking at material that they will be studying as they
prepare for the Academic Tournaments that will be hosted by Calloway County
Middle School. Some of the students that are on the Academic Team are (from
left) Yancey Huie, Bethany Thompson, Shane Black, Vicki Herndon, Carey
Alexander, Stephanie Wilson, and Stephen Lovett. Calloway Middle will also be
participating in the Academic Tournament at Hopkinsville and the annual Math
Bowl.

to

...

if!
-war- •

Your accommodations will be provided complimentary at the Sea
Dome Resort Club in beautiful Destin. Fla., and during your visit a
personal 90-minute tour will be scheduled so that you can see firsthand the most unique form of vacation-ownership available today.
This program is required for families 23-65 years of age. If married
both spouse must attend. In accepting this offer there is no obligation to purchase.
E.E..E.E.

*..E.E.IEVEILIEE.E.E.E.E.EA.

ICEE.E.E.E.E.VE.E.E.C.ILE.E.

GM &
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

E.VECE.EILEIEVE

qi

Present A Special Christmas Gift To You!

No Payments Until March 7, 7984
On New

Chevettes, New Citations & New Light Duty
Trucks

If Purchased After Nov. 28th And Prior To January
4, 1984

Mtirrac'

11-3 Sundays
11-9 Tusps.-Thurs. •
11-10 Fri.-Sat.

Kciittock

309 N. 16tit
753-3149

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
U.S. 641 South

Murray, Ky.

753-2617

Santa's Best Helper is a
Christmas Club Account!

tv week
i
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger;8,
Times

Open Yours Today!

11iimi
r-r Bank of Murray
in! "THE Ft1.122hy..BANK"
'AN
V3LNii3 AUJOUNN

GIVE ME SPACE — The "NOVA" special "Twenty-five Years in Space" airs Tuesday,
Dec. 6, on PBS. The hour chronicles space travel from the Russian's Sputnik launch in 1957
to today, with the aid of music by Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan,John Lennon and others.

Saturday, Dec. 3, 1983
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MONDAY

•

12/5/83
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE. 'Christmas
Mountain A message of
love and the Christmas spirit
is carried by a tough cowboy
in the Old West

O

6:30 A.M.
o (10 - Guten Tag, Wie
Gehts
7:00 A.M.

- Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tnbulations of planning a
holiday dinner.
7:30 A.M.
Instructional
Programs
8:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Eleanor and
Franklin' Part 1 The love
story of President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and his
wife, Eleanor, from early
youth to FDR's death, is told
Jane Alexander, Edward
Herrmann, MacKenzie Phillips. 1976
O Men's Gymnastics
'83
Caesar's
Palace
Invitational

a_

-

9:00 A.M.
- 700 Club Today's
show features Dr Harold
Sala discussing marriage.
Phil Donahue Guests
include makeup artist and
photographer Michael Marion
who will demonstrate his instant makeover bweauty
techniques
O MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation Paul Newman. Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG
421 CID - Phil Donahue Donahue exmines the U S invasion of Grenada and explores
the damages to America's
relations abroad
o (JD - Instructional
Programs

-

-

(

11:00 A.M.
O MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise John
Crenna
Voight, Richard
1982 Rated PG

-

12:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'The Promise
of Wye' A young woman.
who foregoes college to
marry her Marine boyfriend.
finds herself a widow shortly

>Afro'

after her husband is assigned
to Korea. Valerie Bertinelli,
Jameson
Parker,
Shelly
Long. 1980.
12:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Last
Angry Man' A general practitioner is persuaded to tell
his life story on a television
program. Paul Muni, David
Wayne, Betsy Palmer. 1959.
i:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America. Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy. Rated PG.
2:30 P.M.
O - Video Jukebox
.
Citt - Electric Company

_

a-

o

3:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Christmas
Mountain' A message of
love and the Christmas spirit
is carried by a tough cowboy
in the Old West.
3:30 P.M.

Over Easy [Closed
o
Captioned]
CI) -

0

- Gift for Granny

4:00 P.M.
o - Starcade
4:30 P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation. Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG.
5:00 P.M.
- Little House on the
Prairie
0 (21) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

o

6:00 P.M.
- ABC News
0(I)(4)0(1)0-News
Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program includes
Mariette Hartley discussing
her new line of clothing and
'Goodnight Beantown
Carol Burnett
(1)
- Business
Report
Charlie's Angels
e
- CBS News
•- TBN Today

au-

▪_

6:30 P.M.
O (2)- Love Connection
0
(1)0 Gip- Family Feud
CI) - Barney Miller
Hogan's Heroes
Fraggie Rock The Fraggles attempt to capture the
moon
Jeffersons

a_
a_

o CID Newshour
o
Journal
O (12
(E)

-

Tony Brown's

1
-

Christmas

Raccoons
V - Kids Praise the Lord
7:00 P.M.
(E) (I) 0 - Best
Christmas Pageant Ever A
housewife helps six 'mean'
kids discover the true meaning of Christmas. (60 min.)
C1)IEF2 - Scarecrow
and Mrs. King Lee joins a
football team in order to unmask the owner's plot to overthrow the Liechtenstein
government. (60 min.)
0 MOVIE: 'The
Wackiest Ship In the Army'
A naval lieutenant begins a
dangerous mission on an old
sailing vessel with a crew
who knows nothing about
sailing Jack Lemmon, Ricky
Nelson,
Chips
Rafferty.
1961.
gID 0
- Family Ties
Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner
12])- Making of Mankind
'A New Era.' Anthropologist
Richard Leakey investigates
the challenges and opportunities our ancestors faced
when they left Africa. (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
- MOVIE: 'Sophia'
(2t) - Calling Dr. Whitaker
7:30 P.M.
CAD 0 CID - Mr. Smith
World of
Cl) - Wild
Animals
- Best Day of Your Life
8:00 P.M.
0(3)(Ea- NFL
Football: Minnesota at
Detroit
0(100
- AfterMASH
Colonel Potter considers retiring and moving to Florida.
afE) CO CID - MOVIE:
'Choices of the Heart' A
woman gives up her family,
fiancee and, ultimately, her
life to become a committed
Catholic lay missionary in El
Salvador
Melissa Gilbert,
Martin Sheen, Mike Farrell
1983
MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise John
Voight, Richard
Crenna
1982 Rated PG
0(I)- Making of Mankind
'A New Era.' Anthropologist
Richard Leakey investigates
the challenges and opportunities our ancestors faced
when they left Africa. (60
min )[Closed Captioned]
0 ti) - Great Performances 'Placer:10 Domingo Celebrates Seville ' Renown
tenor Placid° Domingo presents the magic of Seville in a
musical tour of the city that
has inspired composers (60
min
- Sonshine

a-

o

-

8:30 P.M.

ecue_a- Newttiert
Stephanie is lost in a Vermont snowstorm and is con•fronted•with a trio of strange
Van Imps

9:00P.M.
0 CU
- Emsrald
Point N.A.S:
0 CID - Great Performances

TRUE TRAGEDY
Melissa Gilbert (I.) and
Pamela Bellwood star in
"Choices of the Heart." The
NBC World Premiere Movie
about four Americans in El
Salvador airs Monday, Dec.
5.

CD (
Mon
C
Mon
0XV
mini

13(

-

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

0(
-

a
Nevi
13
9:15P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
10:00 P.M.
DEL 5f)0 OE
Cf19 Newe
All In the Family
- MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America. Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy. Rated PG
- Jeffersons

a_

10:30 P.M.
O CL Sanford and Son
Catlins
CAD - Three's Company
0(I) - Tonight Show
o CE)- Latenight America
- Thicke of the Night
Hart to Hart Believing that he has killed Jonathan, the Harts' lawyer tries
to acquire Jonathan's wealth
and his wife, Jennifer. (R)(60
min.)

-

-

:00 P.M.
CE CU
- News
0
- Hart to Hart
'Gambit' A Eurasian girl and an Englishman
plot to steal an invaluable
piece of sculpture. Shirley
MacLaine, Michael Caine
1967.
Barney Miller

0-MOVIE:

-

11:30 P.M.
CE - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
includes Marlette Hartley discussing her new line of clothing
and
'Goodnight
Beantown.'
CE) - Nightline
(4)0(L)- Late Night with
David Letterman
MOVIE: 'Four Friends'
Three young men and a freespirited woman come of age
during the 1960's Craig
Wasson. Jodi Thelen, Jim
Metzler 1981. Rated R
O - Hawaii Flvs-0
,
- Columbo 'Play•(12
back ' A son-in-law forms a
deadly plan to prevent being
fired from the family business (R)(90 mmn )

O

a-

12:00 A.M.
•(I)- Nightline

resents life after death and
goes on a rampage John
Baragrey, Otto Kruger, Male
Powers, Ross Martin, 1958.
O - Pro Boxing
V)- TBN Today

0 - Men's Gymnastics:
'83
Caesar's
Palace
Invitational
News/Sign Off
45) - Jim Bakker

12:30 A.M.
O(1)- Face to Face
(4)- CNN Headline News
Nightline
- Up on Melody
Mountain

a-

_

2:00 A.M,
(2)- Three Stooges
2:30 A.M.
Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner.
- News/Sign Off

1:00 A.M.

O (2)- News

a- Hogan's Heroes
(E)
- CBS News

wnF;eestyle
3:°°.M
ship-s U.SCloA
o
Waterskiing
Champion-

Nightwatch
V - Praise the Lord
1:15A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Breezy' A
middle-aged
businessman
falls in love with a teenager
despite his misgivings. William Holden, Kay Lenz. 1973
1:30 A.M.
(2) - MOVIE: 'The
Liquidator' A timid man who
loathes bloodshed and violence is hired through unusual
circumstances by British Intelligence as a liquidator. He
emerges as a hero amidst
various amorous involvements. Rod Taylor, Trevor
Howard, Jill St. John 1966
0 OSD - CBS News
Nightwatch J I P
CU - News

Sun

3:1 5 A.M.
0 CI) - MOVIE: 'Going
Home' A six-year-old child's
testimony is instrumental in
securing tie conviction of his
father for the beating death of
his mother Years later, the
boy seeks out his father.
Robert Mitchum, Brenda Vacclar7
9rol, Jan-Michael Vincent

mir

mo

Pat

cp
0
Ne

0
3:30 A.M.
- America
Video Jukebox

o
0o

4:00 A.M.
Varied Programs
- TBN Today

Pri

-

Pr

4:30 A.M.
0- Children's Fund
- Heritage Singers
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PAC
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- MOVIE:'The L.oiossus
•
Of Now York' &ale surgeon
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brain to the head of a nine
foot, four hundred and eighty
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in the mechanical colossus,
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DAYTIME
WEEKDAYS
5:00 A.M.
O (I) - ABC News This
Morning

O CtiD Oat - CBS Early
Morning News
- TBS Morning News
()- NBC News at Sunrise
- Religious Programming

5:30 A.M.

o C5D C CfZi - Ag-Day
CL - Ralph Emery Show
21 - Joy in the Morning
5:45 A.M.
a)- Weather

o
C - Sign On/News

6:00 A.M.
0 CL - CBS Morning
News
Cartoons
SuperStation Funtime
- NBC News at
0
Sunrise
▪ - Jim Bakker
▪ - Carl Tipton Show
(12) - Breakfast Show

cy -

113 -

6:30 A.M.
CL - Morning Stretch
0- I Dream of Jeannie
(j)- News
1:1 CU - Business Report
- Jimmy Swaggart
- Religious Programming

o

6:45 A.M.
- News

CIE

Right
aj0 Benson
0- Catlins
CL 0 CL - Wheel of
Fortune
Braun and Company
Praise the Lord

-

a_
_

10:30 A.M.

o

cu a- Loving

Dream House
11:00 A.M.
Family Feud
News
- Perry Mason
CAD - Channel 4 Magazine
- Go!
(2
- Midday
C (12i Young and the
Restless
11:30 A.M.
Ryan's Hope
CE
Young and the
Restless
- Search For
Tomorrow
Andy Griffith
(}D

(1)

-

ammo_
CD (I) -

_

cu0-

e_

12:00 P.M.
All My
DCL
CE

0-

Children
Movie

o

- Movie
- Jimmy Swagger/
1:00 P.M.
0CEXI61- One Life to
Live
CL - Another World
- Religious Programming

o

Texas

-

-

(10 (13) (12) -News
0- 20 Minute Workout
- TBN Today
12:30 P.M.
IMMO (12- As the
World Turns

CL - Sale of the Century

-
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O - Varied Programs
Days of Our lives
O - Brady Bunch
Three's Company

1:30 P.M.
CE C (12) - Capitol

Varied Programs
- Another World
2:00 P.M.
112C2111) 0- General
Hospital
C4 - Guiding
Light
- SuperStation Funtime
Game/
Match
CD
Hollywood Squares Hour
-

o

2:30 P.M.

- Gilligan's Island
Andy Griffith
0CC - Over Easy (Closed
Captioned]
- Fiiritstones
Alice
- Lester Sumrall
4:00 P.M.
- Bamaby Jones
0
CHiPs
CL - Joker's Wild
Leave It to Beaver
CI) People's Court
0a{) - Andy Griffith
Little House on
the Prairie
Mr. Rogers'
CL
Neighborhood
(I)- Scooby Don
- Praise the Lord
4:30 P.M.
- Tic Tac Dough
- Beverly Hillbillies
CL - Wheel of Fortune
CU - People's Court
1,3 CI) - Electric Company
Varied Programs
- Tom & Jerry
5:00 P.M.
0CE - Newscope
Good Times
- News
j)
O -little House on the
Prairie
CL - Tic Tac Dough
Sanford and Son
0CL - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
- MacNeil/Lehrer
0
Newshour
- Bewitched

0-

ct -

-

a_
se 0 -

e 02-

5:30 P.M.
OCIDOCt - News

New episodes of'Fame'slated
HOLLYWOOD — You may
have to search around your
TV dial a bit but there are
new episodes of "Fame" to be
seen this television season.
The show was dropped last
season by NBC. but MGM.. UA
is proving the show must go
on and is producing episodes
that will air via the syndication route.

o - Flintstones
o
Match Game/
CC
o
Hollywood Squares Hour
- Varied Programs o
CI
-

- He Man & Masters/
Universe
- Joy in the Morning

3:00 P.M.
O CL Breakaway
-

0 CID - Waltons
CU 0 Edge of Night
O - Munsters
(1)- Days of Our Lives
0l2Ii - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned)
Woody and Friends
Tattletales

-

/2-

3:30 P.M.
CL - Scooby Doo

aspiring dancer. And while
Hufsey can sing and dance
some, he considers himself
primarily an actor.
He comes from a town near
Cleveland, where his father is
in politics. And Hufsey says he
knows he will get into politics
himself some day. It seems to
be in his blood.
Sports is also in his blood
and his genes. His father and
his uncles were sports crazy
and they expected him to
follow. He obliged them — to
a point.
Boxing was their primary
fascination ad Hufsey
became a pretty fair boxer as
a youngster. Then one day he
took a mighty swing at an
opponent who had the good
sense to duck. His swing
missed — and he hyperextended his elbow, thus ending
his boxing career.

-

CD

- CBS News
- ABC News
IC0(10 - NBC News
- Alice

€10 (1) -

Billy Hufsey

a-

Most of the School of the
Arts regulars have returned
and there are some additions
to the talented cast. One is
Billy Hufsey, who portrays an

"I decided that instead of
fighting," says Hufsey. "I
would go into show business."
He had always liked the
idea of entertaining and he
had been quietly taking dancing lessons for a while —
quietly, because in the boxing
circles, dancing was considered a sissy thing to do.

7:00 A.M.
O CZ CID 0 - Good
Morning America
O - Bewitched
CL 0 Clia- Today
- To Life: Yoga w/P.
Patrick
Weather
Great Space Coaster
CBS Morning
News
Lester Sumrall

FREE Country Ham
With A $250 Purchase

a(3t a7:15 A.M.
o Weather
In-School
CIE

Southsido Shopping Conte,

753-3321

Terry's is designed to meet all of your painting
and decorating needs with:

7:30 A.M.

o I Love Lucy
(jE - Instructional
o
Programs
e_ Toni & Jerry

*Interior & Exterior Paints - Pittsburgh & Gilman
*Paint Accessories
*Wall Coverings - Vinyl and Vinyl-Coated
*Floor Coverings

-

- Religious Programming

8:00A.M.
Tattletales
Movie
Sesame Street

5-YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANTY
Carry-in Service —
Parts & Labor
ISIS Warranty
lor Details!

-

-

- Woody and Friends
8:30 A.M.
a ou_ Match Game
- Muppirt Show
- Joy in the Morning

•

9:00 A.M.

ap

Murray

-

Programming

-

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center

- Richard Simmons
Cl2 - New
8. CIO
1125,000 Pyramid
()- 700 Club
GID - Phil Donahue
0 CP - Donahue
I Love Lucy
0 CID - Instructional
Programs
- Jim Bakker

-

•

•

9:30 A.M.
digCL - Family
Press Your
19 Cl) C
Luck
Dicii Van Dyke
• - Get In Shape

(2_

0-

10:00 A.M.
Price Is
El)

-

Microwave System
'
DUAL MAIM.
Designed to Cook from the Top and
Bottom for Good,liven Cooking
Results!
• Electronic touch controls
• Spacious 1 4 Cu It. oven cavity
• 99-minute digital timer for time cooking
•,Temperature Cooking with the MicroThermometer probe
• Hold Timer for no-heat standing time or use
aa a minute timer
• 10 Power Levels
•"Microwave Guide and Cookbook- included

Register For,A /roe
Counter-Savor Valued
At $699
We Servke Our Own Microwaves

$339

-

Hwy 641
Murray

R.

<
WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE

753-4478

Vinyls
Carpets
Tiles
Parquet Flooring

*Draperies - Window Fashions by Carole Fabrics
'Bedspreads, Upholstery Top Treatments, Table Rounds.
'Full-line of Window Treatments
•Softlight Shades, Woven Woods, Mini Blinds, Vertical Blends by Del Mar
‘Rods,Drapery Hardware by Grober and Kirsch
eCustom Shades by Gruber

We Now Carry
•

PITSBUIGH

-PAIN

T

S

I, 1

-.•••0

44
-4.•
k
4
- 341
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TUESDAY

12/6/83

5:00A.M.
0- Animal Talk Dr Dolittle
•

reads popular animal stories

6:00A.M.
a - MOVIE: The Chosen'
A Jewish teenager finds conflict between old and new
ways Maximilian Schell, Rod
Steiger,
Benson
Robby
1982 Rated PG

6:30A.M.
- Business Report

o

- American Story

7:30A.M.
7

Instructional

Programs

8:00A.M.

o

MOVIE: 'Eleanor and
Franklin' Part 2
0 - Rich Little's 'A
Christmas Carol'
-

9:00A.M.
-

700 Club Today's
show features the story of a
woman struck by lightning
and Carole Jackson, founder
of 'Color Me Beautiful '
CD - Phil Donahue Guests
include Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children's
Television, who feels that
several Saturday morning
cartoon shows are nothing
more than full length commercials for children's toys
O - MOVIE: 'Vanishing
Wilderness' This documentary shows the animals and
terrain of North America from
the Everglades to the Arctic
1974 Rated G
CI)- Phil Donahue Donahue examines a new game,
(Humanopoly), designed to
teach children the facts of
life
(;) CJE - Instructional
Programs

_
O
the

10:30A.M.

MOVIE: 'Blinded by
Light' A professional cult
deprogrammer attempts to
free a young man from mind
control
K nsty McNichol,
James
McNichol, Jenny
O'Hara 1980

12:00 P.M.
O
N,

- MOVIE: 'Incident at
Phantom Hill' A million dollars in gold waits for two desperate men and a blonde

wildcat Robert Fuller, Jocelyn Lane, Dan Duryea 1966
'Right of Way'
An aging couple makes a decision to control its own destiny Bette Davis, James
Stewart, Melinda Dillon

0-MOVIE:

12:30 P.M.
C) -

MOVIE: 'The Great
Houdinis' Escape artist and
illusionist Harry Houdin, becomes obsessed with the occult Paul Michael Glaser,
Sally Struthers 1976

2:00 P.M.
o-

Barbara Mandrel! - The Lady Is a Champ Counsinger
try/Pop
Barbara
Mandrell performs at the
Tennessee Performing Arts
Center in Nashville

2:30P.M.
- Interaction
3:00 P.M.

0

Wrong Way Kid ' A 12-yearold boy tries to overcome his
own feelings that he is being
victimized by his own problems (R)(60 Min )
O - B.C. A Christmas Two
conniving businessmen try to
profit from Christmas.
- Over Easy Academy Award winning film director Frank Capra, tells
about making Hollywood history [Closed Captioned]

o EL

4:00P.M.

O - MOVIE:'The Chosen'
A Jewish teenager finds conflict between old and new
ways Maximilian Schell, Rod
Steiger,
Robby
Benson
1982 Rated PG
M - NBC Special Treat
'Oh Boy! Babies! A group of
sixth grade boys learn to care
for infants and discover their
nurturing instincts (R) (60
min

O

4:30P.M.
-

CHiPs

5:00 P.M.
o - Little House on the
Prairie
2j) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
6:00 P.M.
O cE - ABC News

Tonight's program features
Gilda Radner and a movie she
and husband Gene Wilder are
working on
a - Carol Burnett
0 - Rich Little's 'A
Christmas Carol'
(if) 0
Business
Report
- Charlie's Angels
-(4TB-NCTBoSdaNyews

o

'WINTER' DUO

-

Teri Garr and Donald
Sutherland star as Mary and
Ethan Hawley in "John Steinbeck's 'The Winter of Our
Discontent,' " a "Hallmark
Hall of Fame" presentation,
to air Tuesday. Dec. 6 on

6:30 P.M.
O CE - Love Connection

o M0M - Family Feud
CE) - World Series Unsung
Heroes
- Hogan's Heroes
Jeffersons
0 CU - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- Play Bridge
0

CBS.
s

o

a-

O

To Be Announced
Mississippi
An inexperienced lawyer
asks Ben to help him defend a
man accused of murder (R)
a
n)
(60
m mm
Just Our Luck
o - NBA Basketball:
Phoenix at Atlanta
ITOCC-ATeam The A
Team tries to prevent a murderous gangster from being
re-elected mayor of a small
town (60 min )
13- MOVIE:'Diva' A young
postal worker is pursued by
the law because of his love
for a famous American soprano Wilhelmenta WigginsFernandez, Fedenc Andrei,
Richard Bohnnger
1982
Rated R
Nova '25 Years in
Space.' Tonight's program
reviews what man has done
in space and previews what
we may expect in the future
(60 min ((Closed Captioned]
(1)- MOVIE: 'A New Leaf'
A playboy who has no money marries an understanding
heiress
Walter Matthau,
Elaine May 1971
Rambo's
- Dottie
Magazine

a-

7:30 P.M.
CID - NCAA Basketball:
Illinois at Vanderbilt
CE)
Happy Days
-

IMP

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

M - Metro Council
Meeting
(I) - NCAA Basketball:
Houston at LSU
- I Choose Life

8:00P.M.
13 M 0
- MOVIE:
'Winter of Discontent' A
man, who works as a clerk in
the grocery store his family
had owned for generations,
dreams of buying back the
store and restoring his family
in the community. Donald
Sutherland, Ten Garr, Tuesday Weld. 1983
- Three's Company Terri
comes up with a plan after
she faces a romantic proposition in order to get a promotion at the hospital [Closed
Captioned]
Cl)

-

Remington

Steele Remington

and Laura
are hired by a dying tycoon to
locate the twin sister of his
adopted daughter (60 min )
O - Billy Graham Crusade
itt - Vietnam: A
Television History 'Homefront USA.' After years of
controversy and violence,
American opinion moves
from general approval to
general dissatisfaction with
the Vietnam War. (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
(V- In the Land of the Bible

gets Doris's help in gathering
up all copies of a newspaper
that she believes could end
her husband's career
- Answer

CID

- Barbara Walters

Special
QD 0 Cf - Billy Graham
Crusade
- MOVIE:'Right of Way'
An aging couple makes a decision to control its own destiny Bette Davis, James
Stewart, Melinda Dillon
(b)- War Story A daughter presents the story of her
father's heroism in a Japanese war camp during
World War II (90 min )
- Vent': A Film Is Born
tft - Praise the Lord

o

1

o

New Tech Times
CD - Jeffersons
j1) -

10:30 P.M.
- M•A•S•H
- Sanford and Son
CL - Nightline
O - Catlins
- Three's Company
0 M - Tonight Show
o - Hawaii Five-0
- Latenight America
- Thicke of the Night
Magnum P.I. Magnum investigates a blackmail
case involving a wealthy,
blind woman (R)(60 min.)

ma_

•

COUPON FILM SALE
, On Your N*...
PRESCRIPTION
,
REFILL'
Ono Coupon Per Ix.

Colorcruft
C135-24 Exp. $
C110-24 Exp.

1 49

CD - CNN Headline News
a- Hogan's Heroes
- We Shall Serve Him
1:00 A.M.
(/) - News
a M1Erilt - CBS News
Nightwatch
(13 - News/Sign Off
V - Praise the Lord

0)1

()Night

drawr
tery c
Meryl
1982

nocent girl, involved in a holdup, is sent to a women's
state prison Eleanor Parker.
Agnes Moorehead, Hope
Emerson 1950

10:45 P.M.

1:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'A Patch
Of Blue' A young Negro businessman befriends an 18year-old blind girl Sidney
Poitier, Shelley Winters, Elizabeth Hartman 1966
- Three Stooges
- Jim Bakker

:00P.M.
O

110 - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features Gilda Radner and a
movie she and husband Gene
Wilder are working on
Magnum, P.I.
O
o -MOVIE: 'Mirage A
scientist develops amnesia
but.is helped back to reality
by a doubting psychiatrist
icdregory Peck, Diane Baker,
-Kevin McCarthy. 1965
CE) -

- Barney Miller
1 1:30 P.M.
Nightline
(I)- Thicke of the Night
- Late Night with
C3)0
David Letterman
McCloud 'Somebody's Out to Get Jenny.' A
woman becomes convinced
that someone is trying to
drive her crazy (R)(90 min )
(E) Cr

go

-

a M - McCloud
O - MOVIE: The Mouse
That Roared' The Grand Duchy of Fenwick, facing bankruptcy, declares war on the
United States Peter Sellers,
Jean Seberg, David Kossoff
1959
NCAA Basketball.
Houston at LSU
- TBN Today

•

2:00A.M.
0-MOVIE:'Diva' A young
postal worker is pursued by
the law because of his love
for a famous American soprano Wilhelmenia WigginsFernandez, Fedenc Andrei,
1982
Richard Bohnnger
Rated R

2:30A.M.
0- News/Sign Off

0 _3:00 A.
All American
Wrestling

o

-

-

12:00A.M.

-

•12:15A.M.

9:15 P.14.41-__:.
O - TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.
11§) - 20 Minute Workout
10:00P.M.

O 7 MOVIE:'A Little S.F..'•
A swinging newlywed finds it
hard to give up won men- Tim
Matheson, Kate Capshaw,
Edward Herrmann
1982
Rated R

OTOCIDCIDODO
a0
- News

a

12:30A.M.
- Ann Hott at Large

hards
wilde

mem
mick
Sugai
show
charh
sport

1:15A.M.
O - MOVIE:'Caged' An in-

Barbara Mandrel! - The Lady Is a Champ Country/Pop
singer
Barbara
Mandrell performs at the
Tennessee Performing Arts
Center in Nashville

o-

•

"

fl - F
gles
moon

Give'

o

9:00 P.M.

A

Frog t
about

0-

(1) -

O ma(_

()Band

Progr

- One Way Game
7:00 P.M.

8:30 P.M.
(1)- Oh Madeline Madeline

DI CO NT

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

18 a- MASH

o M - Good Times
3:30 P.M.
O M - CBS Library 'The

EL

PAGE

acuoacca-News
cu- Entertainment Tonight

3:15A.M.
Ascent of Man

3:30A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Soylent
Green' In

this futuristic tale,
humankind is forced back to
its most primitive instincts in
order to survive Charhon
Heston, Edward G Robinson
ivI
YA
ou.n
g 1973
Leigh T

4":1°C100o - Varied Programs
O - MOVIE: 'Blinded by
the Light' A professional cult
deprogrammer attempts to
free a young man from mind
control
Knsty McNichol,
James
McNichol,
Jenny
O'Hara 1980
fre - TBN Today

dig:1 5 A.M.'
o Candiu t-arne*i.

guesi
pout
and F
who
priso
histo
RD disci,
settli

Four
to um
rourl
Ian F
0G
hue
estal
betvi
and
the C
Beac
Pros

as

'

114.

Skel
and
holic

Mei
and
MUri
Dan,
Coo

a

MO4
OW'
COUI

pea
ernr
War

Brcr
0
Jun
Oar
boa
solc
in t
ton

-

4:30A.M.
at -I Choose Life
4:45A.M.
a- World/Large

Nig
dra,
ten,
Me'
191

ftp..11••••••111.1111•11

•
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(21) - Magic Circle,
CF - Thicke of the Night
Sacred Ring
CF - Tonight Show
a- All In the Family
O - MOVIE: 'Breaker
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WEDNESDAY

.12/7/83

5:30 A.M.
a- Emmet

Otter's JugBand Christmas Kermit the
Frog hosts this family special
about love and self-sacrifice.

6:30 A.M.
O - Reggie Rock The Fraggles attempt to capture the
moon.
CID - Business Report

o

7:00 A.M.
a- MOVIE: 'Still

of the
Night' A psychiatrist is
drawn into the murder mystery of one of his patients.
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider.
1982. Rated PG.

1:1

7:30 A.M.
CID - Instructional

Programs

8:00 A.M.
a- MOVIE: 'All Mine to
Give' A family braves frontier
hardships in the Wisconsin
wilderness. Glynis Johns, Cameron Mitchell, Patty McCormick. 1956.

8:30 A.M.

- Sugar Ray's All-Stars
o
Sugar Ray Leonard hosts this
show where kids get a
chance to work out with
sports superstars.

9:00 A.M.

2:30 P.M.
- Electric Company
3:00 P.M.
O (3)- ABC Afterschool

0

Special 'Andrea's Story: A
Hitchhiking Tragedy.' A 15year-old girl hitchhikes a ride
with a stranger which ends
with tragic results. (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]

3:30 P.M.
0- Fraggle Rock The Fraggles attempt to capture the
moon.
- ABC Afterschool
Special 'Andrea's Story: A
Hitchhiking Tragedy.' A 15year-old girl hitchhikes a ride
with a stranger which ends
with tragic results. (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
0 CF - Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]

4:00 P.M.

- Emmet Otter's Jugo
Band Christmas Kermit the
Frog hosts this family special
about love and self-sacrifice.

4:30 P.M.
a- Andy Griffith
5:00 P.M.
0 - Little House on

the
Prairie
O - Consumer Reports
MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
-

CD

(1) -

700 Club Today's
guests are a high school dropout who became an M.D.
and Frank Chase, the criminal
who engineered the greatest
prison break in Oklahoma's
history.
(331- Phil Donahue Donahue
discusses no-fault divorce
settlements.
O - MOVIE: 'The Sign of
Four' Sherlock Holmes tries
to unravel the mystery surrounding a stolen treasure.
Ian Richardson_
CE)- Phil Donahue Donahue examines a program to
establish comparable worth
between
male-dominated
and female-dominated jobs in
the City government of Pismo
Beach California.
- Instructional
Programs
11:00 A.M.
61- Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner

o

12:00 P.M.
113 - MOVIE:'List of Adrian
Messenger An Englishman
and others are marked for
murder George C. Scott,
Wynter,
Gladys
Dana
Cooper 1963
a _ MOVIE: 'Breaker
Morant' Betrayed by their
own army, three soldiers are
courtmartialed as an appeasement to another government. Edward Woodward, Jack Thompson, Bryan
Brown. 1980. Rated PG.

12:30 P.M.
•- MOVIE: The Naked
Jungle' A South American
plantation owner and his
beautiful bride fight billions of
soldier ants eating everything
in their path Charttbn Heston, Eleanor Parxor. )957r.

.200 P.M.
- wrolift: 'Still of

the
Night• A psychiatrist is
drawn into the murder mys
tery of one of his patients
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider
1982 Rated PG

5:30 P.M.

o - Sugar

Ray's All-Stars
Sugar Ray Leonard hosts this
show where kids get a
chance to work out with
sports superstars.

6:00 P.M.
O
0(1)(1)0(1)61-News
C)- Entertainment Tonight
(1
1
)

O-

MOVIE: 'The Sign of
Four' Sherlock Holmes tries
to unravel the mystery surrounding a stolen treasure.
Ian Richardson.
0 CC - Journey to the
Heart of China Tom Brokaw
presents this special look at
what life is really like in The
Peoples' Republic of China. l2
hrs.)
a- Billy Graham Crusade
0 - An Evening with
Mark Twain
MOVIE: 'The
C
Jayhawkers' Ruthless men
attempt to seize control of an
entire state after the Civil
War. Jeff Chandler, Fess Parker, Nicole Maurey. 1959.
- Up on Melody
Mountain

7:30 P.M.

o Cl() - Butterflies
•

NHL Hockey: Buffalo
at Chicago
- Murray Arnold Show

8:00 P.M.
- DYnasty
El GO CID
Blake and Krystle's romantic
evening leads to a marriage
proposal and Peter uses his
charm to court Fallon. (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
papecit- MOVIE:
'Prototype' A prize-winning
scientist develops the first
successful humanoid. Christopher
Plummer,
David
Morse. 1983.
CC
1983 U.S.
National Ballroom Grand
Championships Tonight's
competition selects the couples who will represent the
U.S at the World Professional Championships.
- Faith That Lives

o

-

ABC News

Tonight's program includes
Lee Horsley of the series
'Matt Houston.'
O Carol Burnett
- Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner.
CC 0 15) - Business
Report
a- Charlie's Angels
e a- CBS News
- TBN Today
-

o

o

6:30 P.M.
O CC - Love Connection
e(19am- Family Feud

8:30 P.M.
-

Shock
Armageddon

Waves/

9:00 P.M.
OCUMeil- Arthur
Hailey's Hotel Peter is
courted by Mrs. Cabot's business rival and a journalist
gets an inside scoop on an
elusive rock singer.(60 min.)
(4D - Billy Graham Crusade
Daryl Hall & John
Oates in Concert
0CC - St. Elsewhere The
conflict in Northern Ireland
continues as one of the boys
involved in a 'fight dies and
Dr Westfall clashes with Dr.
Halloran. (60 min.)

o

-

(11) - Barney Miller
a_ Hogan's Heroes
16- Jeffersons
0 EL - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
Cri) - At Home in
Kentucky
▪
- M•A•S•H
at- On Campus

aGo

9:15P.M.

o - TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.
Together in
o
Concert: Tex Beneke & His
CU

-

Orchestra Tex Beneke leads
his orchestra into a special
celebration of music of the
40's. (60 min.)
0t21) - Grand Central Tonight's program celebrates
America's foremost beaux
arts building, the Grand Central Terminal in New York,
NY. (R) '
0- 20 Minute Workout
10:00 P.M.

Morant' Betrayed by their
own army, three soldiers are
courtmartialed as an appeasement to another government_ Edward Woodward, Jack Thompson, Bryan
Brown. 1980. Rated PG
CC - Late Night with
David Letterman
- MOVIE:
'Gibbsville' A young man,
who has been expelled from
Yale, is rejected by his father
and girlfriend. John Savage,
Biff McGuire. 1975.

12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Protect:
Kill' The head of a murderfor-hire unit becomes the target of his own company.
Leslie Nielsen, Gary Lockwood, Nancy Kwan. 1977.
- MOVIE: 'The Thirty
Foot Bride Of Candy Rock'
Amateur scientist turns himself into space exploring
rocket and his girl into thirty
foot giant. Lou Costello, Dorothy Provine, 1959.
CV - TBN Today

C - Jeffersons

10:30 P.M.
O (30 - MASH
Dap- Sanford and Son
(3)- Nightline

0- Catlins
CF - Three's Company
o - Hitchhiker:Shattered

o
o

O

-

1:30A.M.
(S] - CBS

o

IS CID 0CI) CD 0
greata- News

Vows A young fortune hunter falls in love with his wife's
stepdaughter.
CC Tonight Show
a- Hawaii Five-0
CC - Latenight America
- Thicke of the Night
•
- Police Story 'Reeg
quiem for C.Z. Smith.' A series of prostitute murders
enables a member of the Vice
Squad to make a deal on a
department transfer. (R) (60
min.)

- NHL Hockey: Buffalo
at Chicago
- CBS News
0
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord
1:15A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Porky's'

12:30 A.M.
(I)- News
(1)- CNN Headline News
Hogan's Heroes
2t)- Good News

12:45 A.M.
O- MOVIE:'The Boy from
Oklahoma'

News

Nightwatch JIP
CID - Three Stooges
0- Jim Bakker

2:30 A.M.
- News/Sign Off
2:45 A.M.
am_ MOVIE: 'The

Man
Who Loved Cat Dancing'
An ex-cavalry officer I n v olves himself with a woman
fleeing her husband

3:00A.M.
a- MOVIE: 'Still of

the
Night' A psychiatrist is
drawn into the murder mystery of one of his patients.
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider
1982 Rated PG.

4:00 A.M.
61- Varied Programs
- TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
O - Ireddy the Freeload-

er's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner.
(211 - Destined for the
Throne

1:00 AM.

4:45 A.M.

(1)- MOVIE:'Doctor X'

-

World/Large

LITTLE MISSY — I have a bet going with my bratty
brother. He says the girl on "Benson" is 16 years old and I
know he's wrong. Will you tell him so? —
Regina,
Sask.
Oh brother, are you wrong. Missy Gold, who plays Katie
Gatling, had her 13th birthday on July 14. Missy's sister,
Tracey, is on the CTV series "Goodnight Beantoitn."

11:00 P.M.
- Entertainment

Tonight Tonight's program
includes Lee Horsley of the
series 'Matt Houston.'
Police Story
O - MOVIE: 'I Saw What
You Did' Two teenagers
playing telephone pranks call
a man who has just murdered
his wife Joan Crawford,
John Ireland, Leif Erickson.
1965
- Barney Miller
O - Hitchhikers: Morning
Comes A woman changes
the weekend plans of a playboy producer
-

WNGE
WTVF
WSIL
VVTBS
WSMV
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS
WDDD

11:30 P.M.
Nightline

O ap

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL
Atlanta, GA
Nashville, TN
Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO
Marion, IL

F

YORK MEDICAL SUPPLY

7:00 P.M.
- Fall Guy Some-

body tnes to keep Colt and a
fnend out of a national car
race. (60 min.)
game - Snow White
secondChristmas
A
White
generation Snow
creates a new legend based
on the adventures of the original princess (R)(60 min.)
O- MOVIE:'Sands of Iwo
Jima' An officer's son has no
likina for the trsrlittnns of the
Marine Corps but under., the
stress of batIle, a tough sergeant makes hum see otherwise John Wayne, John
Agar, Adele Mara 1949
- Louise Mandrell:
Diamond Gold and Platinum

V - Praise the Lord

- News

O - News/Sign Off

NH

FlIF.H tin !•14.4 I ‘1.1
was

•OXYGEN SUPPLIES
•PORTABLE OXYGEN

•1PP8 RESPIRATORS
• AIR PURIFIER

— REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT AND
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS & BRACES —
•WALKERS & CANES •ORTHOPEDIC SUPPLIES
•COMMODES
•STAIRWAY LIFTS

•TRACTION SET-UPS
•EXERCISE EOUIPMENT

A- pei•
MURRAY
4th & Sycamore
759-1823

WE BILL MEDICARE
AND INSURANCE DIRECT

• ..
•

-

.
•

•
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•

•
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FUN IN MURRAY
3

COMMERCE CENTRE

1

ROY STEWART STADIUM

PlATNOUSE IN THE PARK

5

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT I JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

1
:
itrWEST KENTUCKY MUM

7

4

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
1.97 Lunches Served
Family Steak House

(

804 Coldwater Rd

Offoring—Rar.11-0 Pork, Ribs, Ham Boof,
Chickon, Potato Salad, Sakti's, Boons, Slaw
and Chios.
Only

1111-1111411"1111A1FLjA
Two Free Tokens

1 1.b. Pork or 1 Lb. Ribs
Fro*, Pint of Boons

.
599

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Dinner Nightly-Sun.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER DAY
WITH THIS COUPON
MEI

'•••

EVERY TUESDAY IS

Taco Tuesday

•
772777

.-

The MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.
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Distinguished Achievement P.'yards Wormer

By BETTY DEBN AM

If you had lived in Williamsburg

from The Mini F'age by Petty Dehn•rn C 19043 rniyersal Press Syndicate

Christmas 200 Years Ago

L-71
1

f

What was Christmas like more than 200
years ago in Colonial times? This was the
period before the Revolutionary War when
the American colonies were loyal to England.
To find out, each year thousands of
tourists visit the restored village of Colonial
Williamsburg in Virginia.
Williamsburg was the capital of the
Virginia colony and the center of its social
life.

11 11 1 11111111111I111

Visitors today see costumed actors,
craftsmen and guides recreate the age-old
holiday activities.
Christmas was a happy time, a time for
dancing, singing, parties and balls. The
season lasts now, as it did then, for several
weeks.
Join in the fun with The Mini Page gang
and relive the Christmas customs of
yesteryear.

LIALJLL2A,I I

W1111 1 1111111
•••"-------.."--'
C

1

,
,
1,./....
rt

r
,
Steal a kiss under a —
kissing ball made
with boxwood
greenery and a sprig
1. of mistletoe.

Drink wassail punch
or eggnog while you
enjoy good
fellowship.

Sing age-old
carols such
as "God Rest
Ye Merry
Gentlemen,"
"The First
Noel" and
"The Holly
and the Ivy."

Bang bang, bang! Listen to
the Christmas guns fired as
greetinfs from one
plantation to another.

......

Dance the minuet or — Decorate with
a square dance at one
freenery and fruits.
of the many balls
held during the
season.

If you are a servant,
you might be given the
day off and get a tip the
day after Christmas.

Christmas Day is a very holy day and
you would go to church. Gift-giving
was not the custom that it is today.
Santa did not deliver gifts back then.

Listen to the fife and
drum corps as it plays
the traditional tunes
and "drums" in the
holiday season.

Eat Christmas treats such as roast
goose, turkey, ham, puclaings and
plum cakes cooked on an open fire
in a huge fireplace.

P•

'

•
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The Mini Page Advice Column

Make a Pomander
Pomander balls were a popular way of making rooms
and clothes smell good in Colonial days. While there
were plenty of apples, fruits such as oranges and lemons
were scarce and highly prized.

(SNIFF
THIS
SMELLS
GOOD./

You'll need:
•an apple or an orange
• whole, long-stemmed cloves
•ground cinnamon

What to do:
1. Stick cloves into the fruit until it is
completely covered.
2. Roll pomander in cinnamon
until completely covered.
3. Place in an open place to dry fruit out. It
may take three or four weeks.
4. When dry, wrap pomander in an 8-inch
square of net and tie with a ribbon, or tie a
ribbon around it for hanging. The ribbon
can be held in place with straight pins.
from The Mani Page by Betty 1)ebniaan C 198,3 l'niversal Press Syndarate

erind
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Someone who used
to be a very. oiood
friend of mile
is spreac*
rumors obeuf me
that are not true.
How should I
handle This?
Dr. Egan says:
Very often this happens after a good
friendship breaks up. If the friendship could be
patched up, the rumors would probably stop. If
you cannot patch up the friendship, you might
ask the person to stop spreading the rumors.
And then ignore them both.
Dr. James Egan is director of the Department of Psychiatry,
Children's Hospital National Medical Center, Washington, D.C.

=MAE-a Let's Visit Ohio

For each
picture, write \s
the word in the
grid below.

Down

Across

5

2

3
I

3

4

dipuea

9'mous

pooi Paa.r1 -E 'gleam g 'aiertur

I

p.-

r

II

Facts About Ohio

IN
g 'at:gamut] I woo('
:o.ram•uy

State flower:
State bird:
The state flag is
scarlet carnation.
cardinal.
pennant-shaped,
with red and white
stripes and a blue
area on the left.
Capital: Columbus.
State name comes from the Iroquois Indian word meaning
"something great."
Nickname: The Buckeye State.
Size when compared with other states: in area, 35; in
population, 6.

from T'he Mani Pav by Betty Diebn•m
o 1983 Uneversal Prams Syndwate

00*.

„
als

A few of Williamsburg's townspeople get into the spirit of flna:
'
Christmas by singing Christmas carols. See if you can
•two fans
•ladder
•cupcake
•flute•heart
•lips '
6 ice-cream cone
•word MINI
•letter E
• bell
•envelope
• baseball bat

•Indians called Mound
Builders lived in Ohio many
years ago. They are known
for their burial mounds and
forts that can still be seen
today. La Salle explored the
area in the late 1600s, and
George Washington toured
the Ohio River 'Valley in
1752. The first settlement,
Marietta, was founded by
Revolutionary War veterans
who were offered land as
payment for serving in the
war.
•The first major league
baseball team, cash register,
school safety patrol, chewing
gum and kindergarten came
from or started in Ohio.
•Ohio is one of the leading manufacturing states. It
leads the nation in glassware, machine tools, soap,
baseballs, transportation equipment such as truck
and bus bodies, and rubber products such as tires.
The production of farm machinery, coal and paper is
also important.
•DairS, products and eggs are big in the state. Some
crops grown are soybeans, wheat, apples, corn, grapes
and tobacco. •The Ohio River forms the southern border and Lake
Erie is on the north. The land is mostly rolling hills
with lakes and rivers.
•

a.
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OINX5
from The

Mini Page by Betty Debn•m •1983 Universal Press Syndicate

The custom of the wassail bowl goes back hundreds of
years to England. The lord and master would invite all
of the people living on his land to his house to toast to
their good health. The toast was "wassail," which
means "to your health."
Here is a modern
recipe.
You'll need:
•2 cups apple cider
• 1 tablespoon whole
cloves
•grated rind of four
lemons
•3 cups orange juice
•1 1/2 cups lemon
juice
• 1 cup sugar
What to do:
1. Boil cider, cloves and lemon rind
for 6 minutes.
2. Add orange juice, lemon juice and,
sugar.
L3. Skim off cloves. Serve the punch hot.

ODIWORTSgtib.

CSNA
A KAGII

How Do You
WNY AREN'T
STRAIGHT
ELEPHANTS ALLOWED MAKE
IN SCHOOL ?
As
ON ME
BEACH

ei„......_ •4. .

.
4RIPoeT
c•go

. .
fro .."'•

or

NO
ALLELPHAENDTs
_ ialw
• *-- A

•

BECAUSE THEY 11CAN'T KEEP
-THEIR TRuNkS UP

WITH A
RULER.

.

.

The Mini Page Map of the U.S.A. is a colorful 23-by-35-inch map that
includes state capitals, state birds and state flowers. For your copy,
send $3.00 plus 75 cents (postage and handling) to: Mini Page Map,
Universal Press Syndicate, 4400 Johnson Drive, Fairway, Kan. 66205.

•

Supersport: Lynn Dickey
When Green Bay
Packers quarterback Lynn
Dickey has a football in
his hand, exciting things
can happen.
In 1982, the football
season was shortened by a
players strike. Lynn still
had an amazing year,
completing over 56 percent of his passes
for 1,790 yards and 12 touchdowns.
Before turning pro 12 years ago, Lynn
played at Kansas State. He was so good in
high school that the football field in
Osawatomie, Kan., is now called Lynn
Dickey Stadium.
Lynn is married and has three
daughters. In his free time, he likes to
watch TV and play golf.

an •11111
MIMI

21

20
•

\-1

Is

•

•
gv8vv,

• 11

•
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16

10

•
311
.35
36

1

321
31

11111, 4i
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2
•

•
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Words about a Colonial Christmas are hidden in the
block below. See if you can find: Williamsburg, Virginia,
merry, eat, drink, holiday, food, bake, carols, sing,
family, church, fellowship, holy, dance, decorations,
apples, mistletoe, pines, holly, boxwood, fruit, nuts,
music,balls.CFAWILL I AMSBURG
H APBDCAROLSVFEA
U MPAAP I NE SB I EAH
RI LKNBALLSCRLTO
CLEECDDR I NKGLHL
H YSFEJFITUIT IOOL
11111DECORATION. SII.WL
FOO_PBOXWO.0D I S I
G H 0 t'firelvt U s 1*-d'AM
HL.MERRYNNUTS 1k
IM -I STLETOEMQPY

38
.31
140
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•
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Colonial
Fun

A girl dressed
in Colonial
costume helps
a young visitor
into a sack for
the sack race.

- MI
phan g
granctfat
city to I
crippled
ammer,1
Gustav

Virginia
Virginia is
on the East
Coast of the
United
States.

0
0

_m

•
Photos courtesy Colonial Williainaburg

Games Day can be a little sticky and
messy ... but the pie-eating contest
is tasty. The boys and girls must
keep their arms behind their backs
and all the eating must be done with
the face in the pie plate.

-

Malice'
to get re
zealous
putation
Field, M
Rated )
1(
•

Colonial Games Day

o1.1
Prograrr

Games Day in Williamsburg is a
special Christmas event for young
and old alike.
Today, visitors take part in the
games that were popular over 200
years ago.
Games Day is held outdoors.
Bonfires keep people warm on the
chilly December afternoon.

- MC
Get Kil
banker, r
sion, is 5
secret U
James (
coun, Tc

Magicians were very popular
entertainers back in Colonial times...
before electricity, TV or radio!

- I
show feit
tizer dis
ger

-

Unicorn'
ters rom
searchmi
kind Ani
G.
0CIE hue exa
misuse (
power t(

0 GIE

Prograrr

1
Vic

o

1

Assignn

1
-

Eternity
survivor
headhun
America
Ryan, fic
berg 19

Men try to climb a
greased pole to reach a
purse at the top.

*OA'

(
-Th
Convertibles are the latest
fad in cars. This year, about
42,000 convertibles will be
sold. In the United States in
1984, that number is expected
to irltrease to about 65,000.

MAKE NO BONES
ABOUT 11

,"Star Trek" fans are in for a
trept—The. +bird ''Star Trek"

movie,-"The Searcn tor
Spa,'Will be released next
slimmer. Leonard'Nimoy,
who plays Spock, will be the.
director. ,

from l'he Mtn! Page by Betty Deboam•19fki Universal Press Syndicate

0 Sand' A
returns
set on s'
he was
Burt Lar
vet, Pau

Five' A
to get n
children
Mediterr
Voight,
1982 R

The long, thin thighbone is
the largest bone in your
body. The smallest bone is
the tiny stirrup bone, found
in your ear. It looks like a
tiny stirrup.

0 121)

e-

11.11Prial
0
mr.

4
'1
,

Li

Alpha Betty is juggling six balls while the judge
watches her. How many other words beginning with JU
can you find?
.aillunf 'KITT 'Nun('dun('opn('acnn('aunr '8nf 'iaduinf :examauv

pban
grandfat
city to I
crippled
ammer,
Gustav I

CID Cowley,
thor oft
his thou
later life
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THURSDAY
12/8/83
5:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Heidi' An orphan girl, living with her
grandfather. is taken to the
city to be a playmate to a
cnppled girl. Eva Mane Singhammer, Gertraud Mittermayr,
Gustav Knuth, 1968

6:30 A.M.

o CID - Business Report

0 21) - American Story
7:00 A.M.
as- MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation. Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG.

7:30 A.M.
Instructional
Programs
8:00 A.M.
ap- MOVIE:'A Man Could
Get Killed' An American
-

Atiftk

banker, on a confidential mission, is suspected of being a
secret U.S. or British agent.
James Garner, Melina Mercoun, Tony Franciosa. 1966

9:00 A.M.
- 700 Club Today's
show features Dr. Robert Spitizer discussing world hunger

O - MOVIE: 'The Last
Unicorn' A unicorn encounters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind Animated. 1982. Rated

O CL - Phil Donahue Donahue examines the use and
misuse of police using their
power to kill.

sp

- Instructional
Programs
10:30 A.M.
- Video Jukebox
11:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Final
Assignment'
12:00 P.M.
O _ MOVIE: 'Back From
Eternity' Eleven plane-crash

•

survivors are marooned in a
headhunter region of South
America's jungle. Robert
Ryan, Rod Steiger, Anita Ekberg 1956.

-

12:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Rope of

Sand' A former guide-hunter
returns to diamond country
set on stealing the diamonds
he was accused of taking
Burt Lancaster, Corinne Calvet, Paul Henreid_ 1949.

:00 P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Table
o
Five' A divorced

for

father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise John
Voight, Richard
Crenna
1982 Rated PG

2:30 P.M.
- Interaction
3:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Heidi' An orplan girl, living with her
grandfather, is taken to ,the
city to be a playmate to a
crippled girl. Eva Maria Singharnmer, Gertraud Mittermayr.
Gustav Knuth. 11;16ff

'

3:30P.M.
- Over Easy Malcolm

Cowley, the 84-year old author of thirteen books, shares
his thoughts on creativity in
later life [Closed Captioned)

4:30P.M.
Men's Gymnastics:
'83
Caesar's
Palace
Invitational
5:00 P.M.
o - Little House on the
Prairie
MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
5:30P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Last
Unicorn' A unicorn encoun-

-

21)

111

-

-

ters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind Animated. 1982. Rated

6:00 P.M.
O C:p - ABC News
0(1)(1)0 CIU0-News
- Entertainment Tonight
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Sneak Previews
O
O - Inside The NFL
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
CID - Vietnam: A
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
Television History 'Home'Vent!' and 'Amityville 3D '
front USA' After years of
I, Claudius
controversy and violence,
- Dwight Thompson
American opinion moves
Some students are injured
from general approval to
when their bus falls over a
8:30 P.M.
general dissatisfaction with
hillside and an elderly woman
IT0CC -Cheers Sam and
the Vietnam War. (60 min.)
is hurt when a gas heater in
Diane try a trial separation in
[Closed Captioned)
her building explodes (60
an attempt to understand
Scholastic
)[Closed Captioned)
why they love each other
Challenge
Simon &
(1) GS
Portfolio
All In the Family
Simon Rick and A J help an
9:00 P.M.
- Praise the lord
old War World II pilot clear
CU OD
20/20
his name after being unjustly
9:15 P.M.
0 Up 0 (12 - Knots
court-martialed (60 min )
O TBS Evening News
Landing Chip dies in an acciTI0CC- We Got It Made
dent and Karen's depend9:30 P.M.
Jay becomes unbearable afence on pills increases. (60
- 20 Minute Workout
ter he wins a 'New York's
min )
- NBA Basketball:
Most Elgible Bachelor' con- Hill Street
CAD 0
Kansas City at Los Angeles
test

Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
att - Roger McDuff
8:00 P.M.
O CZ EL - Trauma Center
-

-

Of)

-

o

0 -

o
49-

11) ap -

o

-

-

-

o

Blues

Tonight's program features
Michael Douglas and a new
movie he is producing and
starring in,
O - Carol Burnett
0 CL CI
- Business

10:00 P.M.
0CEO
CE) (14D0
cutievt- News
O - Woman Watch
o - MOVIE: 'The Boat'
Men in a marauding German
U-boat in 1941 are shadowed by death and fear
Jurgen Prochnow
1981
Rated R

o

CL -Barbershop
Jamboree
O - Jeffersons
10:30 P.M.
- MASH
O
O m- Rockford Files
- Nightline
O - Catlin,
CC - Three's Company
- Tonight Show

The Gift Th La
All Year L g

Report
C - Charlie's Angels
0 - CBS News
- TBN Today
6:30 P.M.
- Love Connection
O CI)0cc - Family Feud
- Barney Miller
gri - Hogan's Heroes
- Jeffersons
o CE) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
0CEO - People's Business
a - NHL Hockey: Chicago
at Philadelphia
_ M•A•S•H
21) - Bible Bowl
7:00 P.M.
CE CID - Ziggy's Gift
0(I)0
- Magnum,
P.I. Magnum agrees to help a

ir•
•C
.

War.y Ledge
Call
Circulation
tf=
At
753-1916

famous disc jockey who is
being plagued by threatening
phone calls. (60 min.)
O - MOVIE:'A Christmas
Without Snow' A group of
choir members struggles under the leadership of a perfectionist director Michael
Learned, John Houseman,
Ramon Bien. 1980 (2 hrs.)
EL - Gimme a Break Nell
tries to play the diplomat
when the Chief asks his
father to come and live with
the family
0- MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation. Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG.
- Billy Graham

C:71

1=3

Crusade
O - Solid Gold Christmas
Special
21) - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
'Yentl• and 'Amityville 3D.'

- MOVIE: 'The Man in
the Santa Claus Suit' A
mysterious pronetor of a
costume shop changes the
lives of three people who
come to him to rent Santa
Claus suits Fred Astaire,
Gary Burghoff, John Byner,
Nanette Fabray. 1979
- Lordship of Christ

C=3
st

C:=3

kit

7:311RK

ei up or_ Xmas Corflss

#
II

to Pac-Land
(3)- Mama's Family

Vint s
atm explodes after he wins
an 'Amateur Night' contest
ei
CL - Tennessee

(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)

Outdoorsmen

or

I.

•••••••••-
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MOVIE: Are You in
- USA vs. USSR PrePrairie
the House Alone?' A teenOlympic Hockey
0- Freddy the Freeloadage girl is marked as the tar- LaHayes on Family Life
er's Christmas Dinner Red
get for a campaign of terror
Skelton portrays the trials
7:30
P.M.
12:00 P.M.
Kathleen Beller, Blythe Danand tribulations of planning a
EVE(I)0- Webster
'Canyon
O
ner, Tony Bill. 1978
holiday
dinner_
5:30 A.M.
- Chipmunk
Passage' The hero loses his
CL 0
0 (al - MacNeil/Lehrer
1 1:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Christmas
Christmas Alvin gives away
property but wins the girl. SuNewshour
- Entertainment
Mountain' A message of
his prized harmonica to a
san Hayward, Dana AnTonight Tonight's program
love and the Christmas spirit
6:00 P.M.
poor boy whose parents
drews, Ward Bond. 1946.
includes Adrian Zmed of the
is carried by a tough cowboy
can't afford any presents for
ws0
BC
(E
Nea
C2)(-3)A
e
ss GID
12:30 P.M.
series
J Hooker.'
in the Old West.
him.
(R)
News
as - MOVIE: 'Roll, Freddy,
- Night Tracks
0
(I)
Wall
Street
Tonight
6:30 A.M.
Entertainment
CL)
Roll' A computer program(4)- Barney Miller
Week Louis Rukeyser anao - Business Report
mer lives on roller skates for-----Tonight's program includes
lyzes the '80s with a weekly
AV- Star Search
Adrian Zmed of the series
seven days to win a place in
7:00A.M.
review of economic and inT.J. Hooker.'
11:30 P.M.
the
Guinness
Book
of
World
0-Snowman David Bowie
vestment matters.
0- Carol Burnett
Records Tim Conway, Jan
- Nightline
hosts this animated story
fte - Joy of Music
Murray 1975
0- Inside The NFL
(1)- Star Search
about a snowman who
- Business
8:00 P.M.
o CC 0
- Thicke of the Night
comes to life.
1:00 P.M.
Report
O(2)CES - LotterY!
(3)0 (1) - Friday Night
a - MOVIE: 'Vanishing
7:30A.M.
▪ - Charlie's Angels
asapasa- Dallas
Videos
Wilderness' This documenO - MOVIE: 'Blinded by
as
- CBS News
tary shows the animals and
ID 0 (i) - MOVIE:
11:45 P.M.
the light' A professional cult
terrain of North America from
aft - TBN Today
'Seems Like Old Times' A
deprogrammer attempts to
Barbara Mandrell - O
the Everglades to the Arctic
lawyer jeopardizes her husfree a young man from mind
6:30 P.M.
The Lady Is a Champ Coun1974. Rated G.
band's career by helping her
control. Kristy McNichol,
try/Pop
singer
Barbara
12 - Love Connection
ex-husband
run
from
the
polJames McNichol, Jenny
Mandrell performs at the
2:30 P.M.
OM CL -Family Feud
ice.
Goldie
Hawn,
Chevy
O'Hara. 1980.
Tennessee Performing Arts
Snowman David Bowie
- Raggedy Ann/ Santa
Chase, Charles Grodin, 1980.
Center in Nashville.
0
- Instructional
hosts this animated story
Caper
0 Cip - Nova '25 Years in
Programs
about a snowman who
113 - NBA Basketball:
Space.' Tonight's program
comes to life
8:00 A.M.
Atlanta at Indiana
reviews what man has done
0
New
Shapes
in
o MOVIE: 'Angel Face'
in space and previews what
Education
A spoiled heiress is responsi--(jeffE ers°41s
MacNeil/Lehrer
Hawaii Five-0
we may expect in the future.
ble for the death of her par-3:00 P.M.
Newshour
(60 min.)[Closed Captioned]
(I)- Latenight America
ents, her boyfriend and finally " as _ MOVIE: 'Christmas
Comment on
Elizabeth R
a - Thicke of the Night
her own. Robert Mitchum,
Mountain' A message of
Kentucky
Ever
Increasing
Faith
12)
at- Trapper John. M.D.
Jean Simmons, Herbert Marlove and the Christmas spirit
• - USA Friday Night
After a social worker is hosshall 1953.
P.M.
8:45
is carried by a tough cowboy
Boxing Coverage of profespitalized, Trapper and Gonzo
in the Old West.
O - TBS Evening News
9:00A.M.
sional boxing is presented
find themselves involved in
9:00P.M.
3:30 P.M.
from Madison Square Garo - Billy Joel in Concert
the world of teenage prosti0 (I) - Phil Donahue
den, New York, NY. (4 hrs.)
CE
- Matt
tutes. (R)(60 min.)
o (I) - Over Easy PerGuests Carl Sagan and Paul
former Billy Daniels sings
Houston
0 - MASH
1 1:00 P.M.
Ehrlich present a new picture
'Mack the Knife' and then
CID
(ft - Falcon Crest
(21) - Kids Praise the Lord
(2) - Entertainment
O
of what the world will be like
talks about his years as an
Dr. Lantry commits suicicle
7:00 P.M.
Tonight Tonight's program
after a nuclear war
entertainer and the opportunand with blackmail in mind,
Benson
features Michael Douglas and
(I)
(I)
O
0
ities for minorities. [Closed
(ji) - Instructional
Richard
compromises
a
a new movie he is producing
CI)0(U) - Dukes of
Captioned)
Programs
member of the Racing Comand starring in.
Hazzard
mission.
(60
min.)
4:00P.M.
10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Sword of
O
0 0 CC - Smurf
- Billy Joel in Concert
Freddy the Freeload0 - CBS Library 'The
Lancelot' The classic love
Christmas Special The
OMWashington
12-yearWeek/
Wrong Way Kid.' A
er's Christmas Dinner Red
story of Sir Lancelot and GuiSmurfs rescue their arch neReview Paul Duke is joined
old boy tries to overcome his
Skelton portrays the trials
nevere. Cornel Wilde, Jean
mesis and two lost children
by top Washington journalown feelings that he is being
and tribulations of planning a
Wallace, Brian Aherne. 1963
when all are threatened by a
ists analyzing the week's
victimized by his own probholiday dinner.
diabolical stranger. (R)
- Barney Miller
CL
news.
lems. (R)(60 min.)
11:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Creepshow'
Praise
the Lord
4:30P.M.
Five episodes each depict dif11:30 P.M.
- Barbara Mandrell - 9:30 P.M.
ferent kinds of horror. AdThe Lady Is a Champ Couno- Fraggle Rock The FragO CE) a - Nightline
113 (I)- River of Sand
gles attempt to capture the
rienne Barbeau, Hal Holtry/Pop
singer
Barbara
- Kojak
moon.
brook, E.G Marshall 1982
Mandrell performs at the
Profiles in
- Thicke of the Night
Rated
R.
American Art [Closed Cap-Tennessee Performing Arts
5:00 P.M.
(I)0
- Late Night with
Center in Nashville
tioned]
0 - Washington Week/
- Little House on the
David Letterman
Review
10:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Girls In
ISCEOCIDGIDOO
the Office' Three young
women working in a Texas
(-10 a as
- News
department store strive for
O - All In the Family
love and success Susan
O - Jeffersons
Saint James, Barbara Eden,
10:15 P.M.
David Wayne 1979
O - MOVIE: 'A Little Sex'
12:00 A.M.
A swinging newlywed finds it
0 - MOVIE: 'Rogues of
hard to give up women. Tim
Sherwood Forest' Robin
Matheson, Kate Capshaw,
Hood's son rounds up his
Edward Herrmann
1982.
father's band to battle the
Rated R
oppression of Prince John
10:30 P.M.
John Derek, Diana Lynn, Alan
[2:) - MASH
Hale 1950
a CL - Rockford Files
- TBN Today
(j)- Nightline
12:30 A.M.
C)- Catlins
News
O
CL - Three's Company
CL) _ Health Beat
No Crec zors Checked
011) - Tonight Show
CL - CNN Headline News
No Long Term Obligation
•- Dance Fever
a - All-New ynexpur.
Delivery and Service Included
America
CID
Latenight
o
gated Benny Hill An all-new
Fient-To-Own Plan
O - Thicke of the Night
of
comedy
collection
PAGE 12
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No Credit Checks

_

RENT BY PHONE CALL
NOW FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
711 Joeffeorsort
Paducah. Ky.
64441666

Yon.,

wow...4e

•

204 S. 4th
Murray, K y.
759-4466
a

OERRY'5
753-5940

CUSTOM
KiTCNEN
CABINETS
ATOM WOODWORKING

Solid Wood Cabinets & Raised Panel Doors
Birclt • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Guncoses • Mantles• Bookcases
Kitchen Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture & Furniture Refinshing
COMPETITIVE PRICES • 1212 main
CROP BY AND Sri OUR DISPLAY

Murray KY.

PA

U - Solid Gold
0- MOVIE:'Shenandoah'
During the Civil War, a farmer
tries to remain neutral but becomes involved when his
only daughter becomes engaged to a Confederate soldier. James Stewart, Doug
McClure, Glenn Corbett.
1965.
(tt) - TBN Today

_12:30 A.M.
O OD- At The Movies

ap- America's Top Ten

- News/Sign Off
(2t - Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
O

1:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Don't
Make Waves Good looking
tourist in Southern California
loses his car and possessions when hit by a beautiful
Italian girl. When he tries to
spend the night at her house
her lover arnves and throws

O (IE) -

THURSDAYcon

0 -

O

12:00 A.M.

sketches, songs and sexy
dancers is presented
as - Hogan's Heroes
ID - NHL Hockey: Chicago
at Philadelphia
Shock
Waves/
Armageddon

1:00 A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'The
Gypsy Moths' Three free-fall
parachutests arrive in a small
Kansas town for a show. Burt
Lancaster, Deborah Kerr,
Gene Hackman. 1969.
0(1)C3)-News
- News/Sign Off
O (12 - CBS News
Nightwatch
(ft) - Praise the Lord

1:30 A.M.
0 (E) - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- Three Stooges
O - MOVIE: 'The Man I
Love' Night club singer becomes involved in an accidental death as a petty
racketeer tries to force his attentions on her. Ida Lupino,
Robert Aida, Bruce Bennett
1946.
o - MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise. John
Voight, Richard Crenna
1982 Rated PG.
a - Jim Bakker

2:30 A.M.
_

News/Sign Off

3:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

'The
Subject Was Roses' A couple tries to put aside their differences in order to welcome
their son home from World
War II Patricia Neal, Jack AlSheen
bertson,
Martin
1968

3:30 A.M.
O - Ascent of Man
- MOVIE:

'Final
Assignment' The chance
meeting of a television correspondent and a Russian
journalist leads to romantic
intrigue Michael York, Genevieve Bujold Rated PG.
O - NBA Basketball:
Kansas City at Los Angeles

4:00 A.M.
0- Varied Programs
- TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
o - Agriculture U.S.A.
- Climb That Mountain

1==•I•1
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- Understanding
CC - MOVIE: 'Pinocchio in

PAGE

mily, finds his idyllic existJohn
threatened,
ence
Wayne, Lee Marvin, Dorothy
Lamour. 1963.
GID 0 EL - Alvin & the
Chipmunks
- Another Page

'SATURDAY
1 2/10/83

Spiderman
Biskitts
Get In Shape

5:00 A.M.
0 CC C - Movie Cont'd
- TBS Morning News

o

5:30 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy
An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America. Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy. Rated PG.
MOVIE: 'Frankenstein' A scientist creates
'life' by fabricating a man
from parts of dead men,
Boris Karloff, Mae Clark,
Cohn Clive, 1932.
- Joy in the Morning

C-

6:00 A.M.
- Captain Kangaroo
GI)- Ag USA
O - Between the Lines
Perspective

C a-

6:15 A.M.
- CNN News
6:30 A.M.
13(1)- Children's

Ca-a-

10:00 A.M.

13

CI)
CIO
Monchhichis/Little
Rascals/Richie Rich
MOVIE: 'The
Jaxhawkers' Ruthless men
atifampt to seize control of an
entire state after the Civil
War. Jeff Chandler, Fess Parker, Nicole Maurey 1959.
[CI001)- Shirt Tales
63- New Zoo Revue
Saturday
0
Supercede
- Love Special

o

8:00 A.M.
Kidsworld
0
- Smurfs
00
0CC - All Creatures Great
and Small
- Hardy Boys/Nancy
Drew Mysteries

8:30 A.M.
O

Gospel

Hour

CC - New Zoo Revue
0 - Romper Room and
Friends
- U.S. Farm Report
(t) - Public Report

Cip CU 0- Pac-Man/
Rubik Cube Hour
IOCUOC2- Dungeons
and Dragons
- Practice Makes
Perfect

C

6:45 A.M.
CC - Farm Digest
O CC - Weather
7:00 A.M.
O CU CD 0 - Best

o

7:30 A.M.

of

Scooby Doo
ED GE) - Mornings on 5
0- Starcade
(4D 0 CC - Flintstone
Funnies
MOVIE: 'The Sign of
Four'

is_

9:00 A.M.
OCC062- Plasticman
O - Inside The NFL
0(10 - GED Course
- Daniel Boone
Joy Junction

ammo-

9:30 A.M.

O
O

Littles
05)0(2- Charlie
Brown & Snoopy
- MOVIE: 'Donovan's
Reef' An ex-Navy man,living
on a South Pacific island with
his Polynesian wife and fa-

o

FRIDAYCONT
him out. After many more adventures and misadventures
he ends up with the Italian
girl. Tony Curtis, Claudia Cardinale, Sharon Tate. **.
1967.
O (I) - Houghton/Worth
Show
- News
CC - CNN Headline News
- News/Sign Off
•
- Praise the Lord

Ofp

1:15 A.M.
Inside The NFL

1:30 A.M.
- News

(I)- Three Stooges

2:00 A.M.
CD -

MOVIE: 'Tarzan and
the Great River' Tarzan
goes to the Amazon country
to help capture a river tyrant
whose powerful tribe raids
innocent native communities,
then makes the captives dig
for diamonds Mike Henry,
Jan Murray, Manuel Padilla,
Jr 1967

spirited woman come of age
during the 1960's Craig
Wasson, Jodi Thelen, Jim
Metzler 1981 Rated R

4:00 A.M.
Night Tracks Cont'd
- MOVIE: 'Bowery
Boys: Loose In London'
When one of the Boys is
summoned to London as heir
to a dying Earl, the gang goes
along and finds a houseful of
relatives
The
scheming
Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey,
Huntz Hall 1953
- TBN Today
-

4:30 A.M.
-

Mike Macintosh &
Friends

4:45 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Slither' A
man, lust released from prison, tries to find the loot
stashed by his partner and is
followed by a pair of eerielooking vans James Caen
Peter Boyle, Sally Kellerman
1973

GO CE 6 - Puppy/
Scooby Doo Show
- Benji/Zax/
0 CID 0
Alien Prince
CD0
Sugar Ray's All-Stars
Sugar Ray Leonard-hosts this
show where kids get a
chance to work out with
sports superstars.
DEL- Life in the Universe
- Vietnam: A
0
Television History
Wild, Wild West
- Kids Praise the Lord
10:30A.M.
- Bugs
CC 6
Bunny/Road Runner
0 0 (I) - Amazing
Spiderman/Incredible Hulk
O - Emmet Otter's JugBand Christmas Kermit the
Frog hosts this family special
about love and self-sacrifice.
13
- Microwave
Cookery
1 1:00 A.M.
ABC
13 (2) (E) 0
Weekend Special 'The Secret World of Og.' Second of
3 parts. (13) [Closed Captioned]
OCSDOCt - NCAA
Football: Teams to be
Announced
(1)0 CC - NFL '83
CO CC - Lap Quilting
Vietnam: A
Television History
- Wrestling
att - One Way Game
11:30A.M.
O COTO- American
Bandstand
- NFL Football:
(37)0
Pittsburgh at New York
Jets
O - MOVIE: 'Final
Assignment' The chance
meeting of a television correspondent and a Russian
journalist leads to romantic
intrigue. Michael York, Genevieve Bujold. Rated PG
- Bible Bowl

0-

43-

a

-

a-

12:00 P.M.

O

-

MOVIE: 'The
Mountain' Two brothers
climb a towering Alpine peak
to reach the wreckage of a
crashed airliner. Spencer
Tracy, Robert Wagner, Claire
Trevor. 1956.
0CF -Jane Goodall & the
World of Animal Behavior
0
- Understanding
Human Behav.
- Twilight Zone
10) - Trinity Film Feature

Human Behav.
1:00 P.M.
O (2)- Raccoons and the

Lost Star
(1)- WWIE:'Florian' Astable groom marries a Countess. Robert Young, Helen
Gilbert, Lee Bowman. 1940.
O - News
0 CC - Magic of
Decorative Ptng
- American Story
- MOVIE:'The Valley Of
Gwangi' A prehistoric monster brought to a Mexican
town creates terror until it is
finally destroyed. James
Franciscus, Gila Golan, Richard Carlson. 1969
1:30P.M.
O - Video Jukebox
Public Affairs
O (1() - Woodwright's
Shop
ID
- American Story
- Arrow and the Cross

-

2:00 P.M.
- Bonanza
O - MOVIE:'The Raiders'
A group of Texans get Wild
Bill Hickock, Buffalo Bill Cody
and Calamity Jane to aid
them in extending the railroad
to Texas. Robert Culp, Brian
Keith, Judi Meredith. 1964
- Leave It to Beaver
MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America. Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy. Rated PG.
Gomer Pyle
0 Cep - All New This Old
House [Closed Captioned]
0
- Interaction
- NCAA Basketball:
Iowa at Oregon State
V - Deaf World

a-

sp-

2:30 P.M.
0CU 0 C12 - NFL Today
CC - Christmas Tree Train
CC - Lorne Greene's
Wilderness

ei- Sports Bloopers
(;) CC - World of Cooking
0
- Interaction
Venturing/Teen's
World

-

3:00 P.M.
0 CID CU 0- NCAA AllAmerican Team
NFL
O CI)
Football: Atlanta at Miami

o -

Outer Space' The good fairy
turns a wooden puppet into a
real boy. Voices of Arnold
Stang, Cliff Owens, Conrad
Jameson 1965
a
0CL - Great Bear Scare
CL - Victory Garden
- GED Series
0
- MOVIE:'The Valley of
Gwangi' A
pre-historic
monster brought to a Mexican town creates terror until
it is finally destroyed. James
Franciscus, Gila Golan, Richard Carlson. 1969
(2t - Life of Christ

o

Wrestling
5:30PM.
- News
CC - At The Movies
(I)- This Week in Country
Music
0CL - NBC News
That Nashville Music
CL - Tony Brown's
Journal
- Reports Publico

13-

o

6:00 P.M.

ccocc-

▪ CID
CID
News
- Lawrence Welk
Hee Haw
O
- Newton's Apple
- Fame
V - Gloria a Dios

ea-

3:30 P.M.

U

Sportsbeat

EL - Stableboy's Christmas
o - High Chaparral
O - Daryl Hall & John
Oates in Concert
0CC - Kentucky Afield
113 gjj - Housewarming/
Charlie Wing
GED Series
- Up on Melody
Mountain

o

a-

4:00 P.M.

es(I)(I)

- Wide World
of Sports
CC - How the West Was
Won
- Pop! Goes the
Country Club
113 CL - Motorweek
- Firing Line
O - NCAA Basketball:
New Mexico at UCLil.
rEf) - Murray Arnold Show

4:30 P.M.
0- Motorweek Illustrated
0 Cep - Austin City Lm'ts
Encore
- Magic of Oil
Painting
- Friedman and Friends

5:00 P.M.
0- Scoreboard
CC - That Nashville Music
MOVIE: 'The Sign of
Four' Sherlock Holmes tries
to unravel the mystery surrounding a stolen treasure
Ian Richardson.
0(F -Montage
Portfolio
- Matinee at the
Bijou 'The Minstrel Man
- Kung Fu
- Dottie Rambo's
Magazine

O-

Gmis_

5:15 P.M.
World Championship

6:30 P.M.
- - Ann Holt at Large
O C23
ID

-

This is Your Life

_ Point to Point

0 CC - Accent
CC - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
Snow Queen: An
Ice Ballet Olympic medalists
John Curry, Dorothy Hamill
and Janet Lynn head the cast
in this adaptation of Hans
Christian Anderson's classic
fairy tale (90 min )
7:00P.M.
OaDCU0- T. J. Hooker
Hooker is suspended for
going too far in helping out a
vice cop's investigation of a
maior drug syndicate (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
O CE)- Hee Haw
NBA Basketball:
Boston at Atlanta
(I) 0 CL - Difrrent
Strokes Arnold turns into
Dudley's enemy when he decides to run against him for
class president. [Closed Captioned]
O - Not Necessarily The
News
(11 CC - Hank
Switch
Cutter to Houston
A high school football coach
goes into a fury when Beth
wants to sideline his star pia
cekicker (60 min )
(rt - Felicidad
7:30 P.M.
CD 0 CC - Silver Spoons
Ricky's birthday party is a disaster as a result of the constant bickering of Edward,
Grandfather Stratton and
Kate.

o

o

-

/
4

•

63C a-

Are You Using

ALL OF OUR SERVICES?
YOU WILL FIND THEM USEFUL!

12:30P.M.
81 CC - Bugs Bunny
- Eyewitness Magazine
O - Dance Fever

2:15 A.M.
O-

Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red
Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner,
.3:1 5 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The
Liman Slime' Panic strikes
earth when an asteroid is d...
covered on a collision path
with the planet Robert Horton, Richard Jaeckel, Luciana
Pekin' 1973
,
go - MOVIE:'Four Friends'
Three young men end a free-

C x-

StrIltit11,
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Seas'
3:00 A.M.
- Hour of Power
- Entertainment This
7:45 P.M.
3:15A.M.

SATURDAYcoprr.

Nutcracker The
American Ballet Theatre presents a special production of
this Christmas classic (90
min )
Gt)

CO

-

8:00 P.M.
OCECE10- Love Boat A
detective seeks out a disguised woman, a famous author wants a rewrite when his
secretary shows up and Julie
is pursued by an arrogant
dolt (60 min I [Closed Captioned]
0CL - Cutter to Houston
A high school football coach
goes into a fury when Beth
wants to sideline his star piacekicker. (60 min )
(1)- Manimal Chase tries to
learn some ancient traditions
and the martial arts in order
to stop a gang of Chinese extortionists (60 min )
'The
MOVIE:
Challenge' An American
boxer gets involved in a feud
two
Japanese
between
brothers Scott Glenn Rated

o

r) - NCAA
COD
Basketball: Kentucky at
Kansas
31) - At The Oasis
- MOVIE: 'Victory'
Allied prisoners fight their
German captors on the soccer field, but their real goal is
escape Sylvester Stallone,
Michael Caine, Pele 1981
- Hour of Power

o

9:00 P.M.

Dome_

Fantasy
Island A beauty contest
promoter wants his daughter
to win the contest and a
movie star who gave up her
children for adoption wants
them back (60 min.)[Closed
Captioned]
CL MOVIE: 'Victory'
Allied prisoners fight their
German captors on the soccer field, but their real goal is
escape Sylvester Stallone,
Michael Caine, Pele 1981
CI- Yellow Rose Juliette resigns from Hollister's paper
and Hollister is shot while sitting in his limousine (60 min I
- James Robison
-

O

9:15P.M.

War
o - Unknown
1983 Drum Corps

0(1)-

ChampionInternational
ship Highlights

9:30 P.M.

(i1)- War Story A daugho
ter presents the story of her
father's heroism in a Japanese war camp during
World War II (90 min )
- Our Jewish Roots
10:00 P.M.
CE0CID Ct) GU 0
CIDINTD- News
0 - MOVIE: 'Porky's' A
group of lustful NO school
boys tries to crash the local
bawdy house Scott Colomby, Kim CatreN, Kaki Hunt4 1981 Rated R
O ABC News
NCAA Basketball.
Georgetown vs. D•Paul
Love Special

_

•

-

10:15rM.

-;"

CL - AnClibms
TBS Evening News
▪
Wrestling
-

•

so

10:30P.M.

CIO - NCAA Basketball
vs
Kentucky
Eastern
Vanderbilt
0CU - Gunsrnoke

Week This week's program
features Marlette Hartley and
a look at animated movies
made for adults (60 min )
- Saturday Night Live
01D - That Nashville
Music
Dance Fever

o
ing

_

-

MOVIE.

The

Challenge'

4:00 A.M.
(2,t -

Dr. James Kennedy

Religion

PA

4:15A.M.

CL _ MOVIE: 'Andy
Hardy Meets A

Debutante'
Bevy of young girls pursue
and are pursued by the irres'stable
Andy.
Mickey
Rooney, Lewis Stone, Judy
Garland, Diana Lewis 1940

•

Networks face do-or-die time

10:45 P.M.

work show biz for you.
By FRANK BLODGETT
For some unexplained
Well, it's do-or-die time
reason, "Manimal" is
at the networks for the
- Music City, U.S.A.
still alive after being put
series that haven't been
- MOVIE: 'You're in
out to pasture for
the Navy Now' A Navy crew
faring too well in the
November. It's the seis assigned to test-run a new
ratings this season. As I
steam engine in a tiny patrol
cond worst new show I've
most
recently,
mentioned
craft during World War II
seen this fal, and I've
of the low-rated shows —
Gary Cooper, Jane Greer,
seen them all ("We've
NBC
especially those on
Jack Webb 1951
Got It Made" takes top
— were pulled during the
- This Week in
honors). Nevertheless,
ratings sweep month of
Country Music
NBC will try it out in
November (when all the
V - Zola Levitt
Rousters" old slot
"The
stations in the country
11:15 P.M.
p.m. Saturday. If
8
at
Runaway
time
Now
it's
are
The
rated).
-MOVIE:
0
"The Love Boat" doesn't
Barge Three men try to earn
to reschedule the ones
bury this turkey, I may
a living as modern-day boatexnetwork
the
that
men aboard a riverboat on
have to give up making
ecutives think might
the Mississippi River Bo
predictions about televimake it in better time
Hopkins, Tim Matheson, Jim
sion.
losses
the
of
take
slots
Davis 1975
So far ABC and CBS are
that go with unbraadcast
11:30P.M.
standing pat but I don't
big
It's
a
programs.
Solid Gold
look for that to last long.
game of chess but, of
CL - MOVIE: 'Slightly
like "Lottery,"
Shows
are
a
the
stakes
course,
Dangerous' Soda-fountain
Center,"
"Trauma
lot higher than a chess
girl, fired by boss, fakes amand
Family"
"Mama's
nesia Lana Turner, Robert
tournament.
Brennan
"Goodnight, Beantown"
Young, Walter
NBC will try to save
1943
aren't doing well in the
that fine new dramatic
CO (I) - Saturday Night
ratings either. Since each
series "For Love and
Live
rating point means a lot
MOVIE: 'The Man
Honor" by putting it on
of money to the network,
in the Santa Claus Suit' A
Tuesday night at 9 p.m.
will have to
something
mysterious pronetor of a
replacing another good
been done sooner or later.
costume shop changes the
dramatic series "Bay CiThis year it appears to be
lives of three people who
Blues" which got lower
ty
sooner in most cases.
come to him to rent Santa
ratings each of the four
Claus suits Fred Astaire,
Oddly enough, the botweeks it was on. "Bay CiGary Burghoff, John Byner,
tom eight programs in
Nanette Fabray 1979
ty" will stay in producthe most recently
(V)- Answer
tion and be "reworked"
published prime time
11:45P.M.
as the network puts it.
rating belonged to NBC
(Since it wasn't given
O - Daryl Hall & John
(although one was a
Oates in Concert
much of a chance to work
movie). I have a hard
12:00 A.M.
in the first place, I don't
time explaining that
- Miscellania/ Music
see how it can be reworksince I think "St.
- Music City, U.S.A.
ed.) The problem "Bay
Elsewhere" is a fine
&
Macintosh
(2t - Mike
City Blues" had is it was
hospital drama and, of
Friends
given a very high lead-in
course, I also like "Bay
12:30 A.M.
rating by "The A-Team"
City Blues," which was
af) - MOVIE: 'Wife
and "Remington Steele"
dead last. Even "The
Versus Secretary'
and yet consistently
Yellow Rose" isn't all
Bobby Jones'
finished last in its time
World
that bad for what it is — a
slot. NBC hopes that"For
- Pop! Goes the Country
west Texas verson of
Love and Honor" can do
Club
"Dallas." An besides, the
better against "Hart to
1:00 A.M.
television audience is
Hart" and the CBS Tuessupposed to like nightday movies. But there is a
S
MOVIE:ree
Gavini
e)
ap'Th
time soaps.
"Catch 22" coming up
Musketeers'
NBC's hard times of reDec. 20 and 27 when NBC
O - Austin City Lm'ts
cent years are even more
Encore
will replace "Remington
of a puzzle to me because
- Treasures Out of
Steele" at 8 p.m. Tuesday
they have been the one
Darkness
with another troubled
network to try to broad1:15A.M.
series,'The Rousters."
cast some high quality
0- MOVIE:'Diva'
shows along with the orIf it can't hold the audinary stuff. Maybe the
dience from "The A1:30A.M.
real problem is that once
(I) CD - News
Team" against the
people develop the habit
0ID - News/Sign Off
popular "Three's Com- On Campus
of watching "Hart to
pany," the "For Love and
Hart" or "Falcon Crest"
1:45 A.M.
Honor" may also suffer
or "Fantasy Island" over
- Three Stooges
in what program people
a period of several years,
call "audience flow"
2:00 A.M.
it's almost impossible to
Gu
s
Accmt
ac News
from one program to the
e
.d
them away to a new
lure
next.(Since it did not sink
program at the saine
TiLD - Heritage Singers
"The-Love Boat," I don't
time no matter how good
see any reason to assume•
2:15A.M.
it is. CBS doesn't even try
that "The Roq,sters" will
New,
•
to compete directly with
fare any better against an
2:30A.M.
the Harts or Mr. Rourke.
equally mindless — and
Reason to Sing
They start a movie an
—
popular
equally
show.)
2:45A.M.
hour earlier.
TV
netOh
well,
that's
0 CU - MOVIE

0

0- Night Tracks
11:00 P.M.

Chi

0
0
CL
0•

C)

Cl]O -

Fon

C)

Gft -

(33
DI

ED (

CD ID
GI Mali
to gc
zealc
puta•
Field
Ratei
0
0-

4.6

C)

C)(12) _

GEO

Serv

@D
ID C

Claw
-

Shoy
00
El

(
Stree
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0(1

C
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CI)MI GU -1
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0 CI
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g
-
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SUNDAY

12/1 1/83

5:00 A.M.
News
- TBN Today
5:15A.M.
- Week/Review
5:30 A.M.
O - TBS Morning News
Rich Little's 'A
O
Christmas Carol'
- Life of Christ
6:00 A.M.
611(E)- It's Your Business
a cij - Mornings on 5
- Cartoons
- World Tomorrow
9 - America's Black
Forum
- Perspective
fit) - Ever Increasing Faith
6:15 A.M.
Gip
- Farm Digest
0(I) - Weather
6:30 A.M.
CE - Face to Face
JD - Newscenter Weekly
0- It Is Written
CL - Community Worship
a - MOVl.g: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an over
zealous reporter ruins his reputation Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG
0 CL - Accent
- Spiritual Uplift
Old Time Religion
Lutheran Church
Serv.

o

-

o

-

o

o

-

a-

7:00 A.M.
CE - World Tomorrow
0
- Jerry Falwell
- Amazing Grace Bible
Class
C)- Cartoon Carnival
(1) - Nashville Gospel
Show
0 CL - Montage
O Dawn of a New Day

o

-

0 CU 0 tit - Sesame
Street [Closed Captioned]
- Tony & Susan Alamo
cf2 - Robert Schuller
2t) - Roger McDuff
7:30 A.M.
Amazing
•icr
Grace
ap - Day of Discovery
O - Starcade
- Silhouettes of The City
- James Robison
- Three Stooges
•
- UoYd OgiMe
8:00 A.M.
a co _ Jimmy Swagger/
gi CF - It Is Written
CE) - James Robison
a - Leave It to Beaver
CL - At Home With the
Bible
0
- Young at Heart
- Trinity Tabernacle
0 CL - Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
0 21) -...Sesame Street
(Closed Mptioned]
- Grace United Church
(12 - Sunday Morning
- Crossroads Cathedral
8:30 AM
James Robison
- kerifieth Copeland
▪ _ Andy Griffith
•
aAIP - Day of Discovery
•- MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise
0

•

nn -

Cej

-

- Paducah Devotion
0 CU - Bobby Jones
Gospel Show
O - Ernest Angley
9:00 A.M.
- Kenneth Copeland
O CF - Oral Roberts
- Good News
CL - Robert Schuller
O - Rev. David Paul
(31) - Great Railway
Journeys
0 (ED - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
(V) - James Robison
9:15 A.M.
- Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
0 CL - Two Rivers Hour
- World Tomorrow
▪ - MOVIE: 'Battle of the
Bulge' During WWII, a colonel realizes the German
weakness is a lack of gasoline and suggests his men
play a game to delete their
gas supply. Henry Fonda,
Robert Shaw, Robert Ryan
1966
3D0(1() - Herald of Truth
O - Oral Roberts and You
Ci 21)- Electric Company
CD - Lone Ranger
(fil - Jerry Falwell
- Father John Bertolucci
10;00 A.M.
(2)- Rex Humbard
CF - Oral Roberts
- Jim Whittington
Religion
0 CE - Kingdom Living
Today
0 CE - Matinee at the
Bijou 'The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes'
Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
(1) - Rat Patrol
- All American
Wrestling
- Morning Worship
10:30 A.M.
C2)- Baptist Church
O CU - Newsmakers
- This Week with David
Brinkley
GO 0
- First Baptist
Church
ei- Fraggle Rock The Froggles attempt to capture the
moon.
9-Way of Life
a _ MOVIE: 'The Bowery
Boys Meet The Monsters'
C12 - Jim Whittington
Religion

o

o

(4)0

o

-

11:00 AM.
▪ (1) - 1983 Kodak AllAmerican Team
CL - Meet the Press
Men's Gymnastics
'83
Caesar's
Palace
Invitational
O - First Baptist Church
- Working Women
0
- NFL Week in
Review
- Dr. James Kennedy
Religion
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GU 0 CL - NFL Football:
with their surrender. (60
in this adaptation of Hans
Teams to be Announced
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Christian Anderson's classic
0- MOVIE:'Right of Way'
- Today in Bible
fairy tale. (90 min.)
An aging couple makes a deProphecy
0 211 - All New This Old
cision to control its own desHouse [Closed Captioned]
2:30 P.M.
tiny. Bette Davis, James
(2i) - Power Unlimited
0 CE - At The Movies
Stewart, Melinda Dillon
a - Gomer Pyle
4:30 P.M.
O _ Dawn of a New Day
I'll Fly Away: A
O
Jacques
Cousteau
Washington Week/
Gospel Celebration Some of
[43 - Bear Who Slept
Review Paul Duke is Joined
the biggest names in gospel
Through Christmas
by top Washington journalmusic present an evening of
0
- Woodwright's
ists analyzing the week's
special entertainment. (90
Shop
news
min.)
2t) - Jimmy Swaggart
0aft) - Capitol Connection
gp - MOVIE: 'Thoroughly
Cl - MOVIE: 'Captain
5:00 P.M.
Modern Millie' Two young
Newman, MD' An Air Force
af)- Salute!
girls come to New York to
psychiatrist receives a new
(T)0- ABC News
realize their ambitions: one to
orderly untrained in the medibe an actress, the other to be
a)0(1)- News
cal arts. Gregory Peck, Tony
a stenographer and marry the
(21) - Dinner at Julia's
Curtis, Angie Dickinson
boss. Julie Andrews, Mary
- Wonder Woman
1963.
Tyler Moore, Carol Charming.
5:30 P.M.
(ttl - John Osteen
1967.
- Wild Kingdom
12:30 P.M.
- Dwight Thompson
- Nice People
cp _ Vanderbilt
3:00 P.M.
11)0 CE) - NBC News
Coaches
Oco - MOVIE:'Girl Crazy'
- Rich Little's 'A
OD - At The Movies
A rich playboy falls for a
Christmas Carol'
O - Search the Scriptures
Western girl on a dude ranch.
0- Hogan's Heroes
0CU - Wall Street Week
Mickey Rooney, Judy Gar- Vietnam: A
Louis Rukeyser analyzes the
land, June Allyson. 1943
Television History 'Home'80s with a weekly review of
- NFL Football:
front USA.' After years of
economic and investment
Washington at Dallas
controversy and violence,
matters
CU - 1983 Hollywood
American opinion moves
Comment on
Christmas Parade
from general approval to
Kentucky
O - Little House on the general dissatisfaction with
2t) - Kenny Foreman
Prairie Special
the Vietnam War. (60 min.)
1:00 P.M.
O Video Jukebox
[Closed Captioned]
- MOVIE: 'Pinocchio in
CE - Carter Country
Wild America 'The
Outer Space' The good fairy
- Championship WresMan Who Loved Bears 'Contums a wooden puppet into a
ding
clusion. After providing for
real boy. Voices of Arnold
the bear cub for several
O - MOVIE: 'Summer
Stang,
Cliff Owens, Conrad
months, Marty Stouffer finWishes, Winter Dreams' A
Jameson, 1965.
ally teaches the cub its' final
middle-aged New York cou0
- Vietnam: A
lesson. [Closed Captioned]
ple take a trip to rekindle their
Television History
flagging marriage_ Joanne
Serve The Lord
Woodward, Martin Balsam,
NFL Football: St.
6:00 P.M.
Sylvia Sidney 1973
Louis at Los Angeles
CE(I)- Ripley's Believe
O - This Week with David
Raiders
It Or Not! Tonight's program
Brinkley
features strange death rites,
3:30 P.M.
CeD - Nutcracker The
the futunstic world of robots
0- MOVIE: 'Absence of
American Ballet Theatre preand some amazing ShakesMalice'
A
labor
leader
vows
sents a special production of
peare forgeries. (60 min.)
to get revenge when an overthis Christmas classic. (90
60 Minutes
zealous
reporter
ruins
his
remin.)
0 - Best of World
putation Paul Newman, Sally
Stream
Black
CO ati)
Championship Wrestling
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Christ Church
Rated PG.
CL 0CL - First Camera
1:30 P.M.
0CL - Stress Test
O - Solid Gold
O clo - Little House on the
Shock
Waves/
Leo Buscaglia
Prairie
Armageddon
O Dance Fever
2:00 P.M.
- Good News
4:00 P.M.
CI)- Santa Claus Is Coming
0CE - Return to Freedom
6:30 P.M.
to Town
Today's program looks at the
0- Fraggle Rock The FragEP - Freddy the Freeloadjourney of black guitarist
gles attempt to capture the
er's Christmas Dinner Red
Tom Whitfield and his wife to
moon.
Skelton portrays the trials
an Israeli cult community. (R)
0(I)- Wild America 'The
and tribulations of planning a
(60 min.)
Man Who Loved Bears.' Conholiday dinner
Ripley's
Believe It Or
clusion After providing for
Children's
Christian
aNot! Tonight's program feathe bear cub for several
Fund
tures strange death rites, the
months, Marty Stouffer finfutunstic world of robots and
Vietnam: A
ally teaches the cub its' final
Television History 'The End
some amazing Shakespeare
lesson [Closed Captioned]
forgeries (6) min.)
of the Tunnel (1973-1975)'
- Pop'n'Rodter
•
While believing that Amenca
- Snow Queen: An
would never let them go
Ice Ballet Olympic medalists
down to defeat, the South
John Curry, Dorothy Hamill
Vienamese ends the long war
and Janet Lynn head the cast

o

CE)

o

-

CC -

o

o

o

-

-

o

0 -

-

a-

o

o

0(1)9(121-

-

-

0 -

o

-

7:00 P.M.
OCEJDIEN- Hardcastle
& McCormick Hardcastle
and Mark Join a 70-year-old
man in looking for a longhidden robbery haul (60
min.)
O a) ID (Efi - All Star
Party for Frank Sinatra Over
100 of Hollywood's brightest
stars turn out to honor Frank
Sinatra. (60 min.)
0
Nobel
Prize
Ceremonies Exclusive, dayafter coverage of the prestigious awards from Sweden
and Norway is hosted by British news personality Angela
Rippon_
(1)03)- Knight Rider As
the result of an explosion, Michael Knight resumes his
former identity and begins to
fight against KITT. (60 min.)
a - MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise John
Voight, Richard
Crenna
1982 Rated PG.
0CU - Nature 'Amate. The
Great Fig Tree ' Tonight's
program focuses on the giant
tropical fig tree found in the
forests of Belize. (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
Leo Buscaglia
- Ernest Angley
22) - Reason to Sing
7:30 P.M.
(21) - Eagles' Nest
8:00 P.M.
a CECE0- MOVIE:
'Through Naked Eyes' A
musician and a woman begin
a game of watching each
other in their high-rise apartments only to discover that
someone else is watching
them. David Soul, Pam Dawber 1983
- Hesston Rodeo
(/) - MOVIE: 'Coast to
Coast' A Beverly Hills housewife escapes from a mental
institution and takes up with
a trucker Dyan Cannon, Robert Blake 1980
0 CID - 1983 National
Finals Rodeo
O (I) - Luciano Pavarotti
in Concert Pavarotti sings an
all-Italian program before a
capacity crowd at the Opera
A i2 tw
from
s San Francisco
CA
21)
Masterpiece
Theatre 'The Citadel ' Andrew discovers his fellow
doctors indulging in some
unethical methods (60 min

o -

13

-

o-

11:30 A.M.
CI) - This Week with
David Brinkley
0 GU
(12 NFL Today
- Jerry Falwell
CL0a)- NFL '83
- Sneak previews
0
0 trp - Into-national
Edition

a

0

-

12:00 P.M.
Football: Detroit at Cincinnati

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Send the finest
holiday greetings this year on
personalized Chiistmas cards,
and stationery by Stylart—
.t0r41ikeand 5eC OPI-eCTIP-IiIC selection, including the new
color photo Christmas cards.

We[ls Studio
Mayfield, Ky, 216E. North

1 With
49
Garlic Bread

e.
-

Salad S9 Extra
•••

Inside Denire Only

;rnf. R,hils On 1),.ni%

99 Special For Kids
di

Wednesday 11 AM I OPM

•et.

.gw.-rwer

#

4
•
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SUNDAY CONT.
()- Black Pulse
- Jeffersons
- Father Manning

8:30 P.M.
-

Bryant Productions
- Goodnight,
ID
Beantown
27 - Uoyd Ogilvie

9:00 P.M.
O - TBS Weekend News

_ Freddy the Freeloader's Christmas Dinner Red

Skelton portrays the trials
and tribulations of planning a
holiday dinner
0 - Debono's Thinking
Course
Falwell
C
Trapper John, M.D.
A new woman surgeon
clashes with Nurse Brancusi
when she uses her advanced
cardiac training to save a patient's life (60 min I

•r•

-Jerry
-

- Believers Voice of
Victory

9:30 P.M.

o - Sports Page
o 2i - New Tech Times
10:00 P.M.
CSD C3D JD 0
CI)
News
17)
- Jerry Falwell

".

o

is -

a- MOVIE:'Right of Way'
An aging couple makes a decision to control its own destiny Bette Davis, James

Stewart, Melinda Dillon
- ABC News
Wrap Around
- Praise the Lord

o

_

10:15 P.M.
CI) - ABC News
O - Jim Bakker
10:30 P.M.
0CL - Uve Tonight
O CL - Rockford Files
C331 - 700 Club
CL - Miller and Co.
- Ron Greene Show
(;) CU - Masterpiece
Theatre The Citadel ' Andrew discovers his fellow
doctors indulging in some
unethical methods (60 min I
[Closed Captioned]
Jack Van Impe
Presents
CBS News

C at 10:45 P.M.
C - Taking Advantage

11:00 P.M.
CE- Entertainment This

ting so he'll be discovered by
a famous producer Dick
Blondell,
Joan
Powell,
Adolphe Menjou 1935
- Praise the Lord

2:15 A.M.
0- Video Jukebox

0-

- Varied Programs
V - TBN Today

Reg. $9900
AUTOMATIC

368

11:30P.M.

CE) - Kojak
CL

'The
MOVIE:
Optimists' Two poor and
affection-starved
children
find happiness when they befriend a London busker and
his dog Peter Sellers, Donna
John
Mullane,
Chaffey
1973

Dryer
Reg. $349

298

11:45P.M.

Textured
Steel
Beers

O -

MOVIE: 'The Boat'
Men in a marauding German
U-boat in 1941 are shadowed by death and fear
1981
Jurgen Prochnow
Rated R
Andy Griffith
Face the Nation

CE) - Directions
- MOVIE: 'She's Back
On Broadway' A fading Hol
lyvvood star returns to Broadway and finds dealing with
the director her biggest challenge Virginia Mayo, Gene
Lovejoy
Frank
Nelson,
1953
- Sanford and Son
- Love Special

o

12:30 A.M.

•

Whirlpool Model LA5300XK Washer

THELMA & SELMA — Are O GE1
CL - Christian
Thelma Ritter and Selma Dia- Children's Fund
mond the seme person"!
410 - News/Sign Off
No, they are two complete1:00 A.M.
character
different
ly
actresses. Miss Ritter passed 0 C5) CL - News
away in 1969, but Miss Dia- Ift - Jerry Barnard
mond is still tarrying on the
1:15A.M.
wisecracking tradition Her
Three Stooges
CID
"All
in
was
most recent work
.(12 - CBS News
of Me," opposite Steve Martin
and Lily Tomlin. Look for it. in NightwatcfrJIP
the theaters in mid-1914.
- CBS News
Cl)•
(Send your letters to Pepper Nightwatch JIP
O'Brien, United Feature
(I)- CNN Headline News
Syndicate, 200 Park Avenue,
N.Y.
York,
2:00 A.M.
New
602,
Room
MOVIE: 'The
10166. Due to the large vol-• ume of mail, personal replies Broadway Gondolier' A
young singer goes globetrof
cannot be given.)

Whirlpool Model4
LE5700XK Electric Dryer V

•4 Automatic Cycles Including Perma •3 Temp Belongs 4h Low
nen, Press
•5 Timad Drying Cycles
•Water Temp Control - Helps conserve
• Specsal Cool-Down Care ertenin
Peernarlen! Press Fabocs
•MANN level Control - Only use as much
• TUMBLE PRESS' Control
*Mel as you need
•

Whitl 01

& Air

UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
Reg $398
NOW

Model EHT171TK

Plated-steel
Shelves•Adjustable Rollers log easy moving
•Juice Can Rack •3 Super Storage Door
Shelves

$298
4-COLOR
PANEL
PACK

•Three Adiustagle Fuil-width

Whirlpool Model DU3000XL
Undercounter Dishwasher
•3 Automatic Cycles
• Energy-Saving Air Dry Option
Ekminates heat dunng drying
•Plus More,

aPe•

•

•

FRIDAY- SATURDAY ONLY

(

753-1713

•

.
I, N
.

- It's Your Business
V - Treasures Out of
Darkness

Washer
Reg. $429

12:00 A.M.
- ABC News

Sam Elliott

4:30A.M.

4:00 A.M.

AUTOMATIC
WASHERS AND
MATCHING
DRYERS

11:15 P.M.
Griffith
- Star Trek

tio_
n_

,•0A'

at- World/Large

American

could you find a value like this on a

O - Andy

FROG FOOD — Didn't Sam
Elliott of "The Yellow Rose"
once get eaten by giant frogs
in a movie? My sister doesn't
believe me.
''Frogs" was Elliott's first
starring role, after a small
part in "The Games" in 1970.
But it was bayou. baddie Ray
Milland who got ingested in
the 1972 cheapie

All
C
Wrestling

4:15A.M.

Where else but

Week This week's program
features Marlette Hartley and
a look at animated movies
made for adults (60 min )
Open Up
CL - Taking Advantage
O (16 - Waltons
- 700 Club Today's
show features a story of
healthful longevity and piano
duo Nielson and Young
- Transamerica Tennis

Questions

3:00 A.M.

2:45 A.M.
- :55 MOVIE: 'Sharky's
Machine' A recently demoted detective and a highclass prostitute team up to
get a corrupt politician Burt
Reynolds, Rachel Ward, Vittorio Gassman 1981

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

$5980303

4 •.;
,
41.

1Ifik

et'

. 71
.77
.17

•

WA1:MART

Mon.-Sat. 9-10
Sun. Noon-6
Hwy 641 N. Central Center

Prices Good thru Fri. Dec. 9

White
Tissue
Paper

4
_

I

4
4

61
/
2 Ft.
1 Deluxe
i Balsam Tree

1

•125 Squore feet
030 Sheets
•Reg. 74C

$1
FOR

10.14.'

•V
l.
e

•
"

0
It

CP. 014111 •e

•

!4,

a•;14!„..

Glass
Ornaments

•Reg 29 00

2

0

$240°

,

•Reg 1 17

,4.
1

78'

0.4004 Miii* *4
0".'•7
.6.40
0.
4"gei"
.
"
lrPOP444110.4
"
'
''4'''
"
11
.4.r
.4101411
4 '''':.:3•R
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.1
vesale1.111111111.111=11t410..
•••#.111
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Clip Clop
The Wonder
Horse

Cheval
Mirror

•Reg 64.83

*24x63
*Doti Oak •Reg.69.83

$5488

Sunbeam Electric
Fry Pan
•Reg-1787
Model T446
Limit 1

‹.1

1 344

for

•41#04**0

.4144•4•444.11411111114444.

$
S

Lams

•

.

Low• WeWillet.S,114 e.(aø• VA1144101,SsOis

_

jidoroom'
,......4000
71 •
;i

„

• 4",
(,
t1

$5988
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• veal- man Sells for

ss • se

Sells tor Lass •Well-Mort Sella fog Loss • WisWgiart Sells fr* Less • Wisfaiort Sells be Lass •

en1.96S
Nayvio
Mens Long Sleeve
Oxford Dress Shirt

3

Fashion Pajamas

.60% Cotton 40%
polyester •Button down
collar and long sleeves
•Assorted solids
*Sizes 141
/
2-17,

•100% Nylon •Short sleeve
V. and long sleeve styles
•Pastels and brite tashion
colors 'Sizes SAA-L
•Reg 996

Cre

THE CREATIVE FIBER

Save Up TO 3 94

•Mens 100%
Creslae Acrylic.
zipper jacket with
solid color body and
sleeve, contrast
triple stripes on
sleeves and pants
Red, royal, navy.
wine
Sizes S-M-L-XL
•Reg 18 97-19 94

3
•

Your Choice
Mens
Dress Slacks '
.100% Polyester

a

•Super stretch woven
•4 Pockets *Black
tan brown navy
•Waisla80-42
•Assorted lengths

.r.

3

3
a

a

Special Purchase
Engravable Razor
•Encravec tree woh papchase •Heavy
'nem w.rr goo pLefinc •Gat
n:•ect
23-*

3
3
Sem 2.10
Ladles Drees Wedge
•trert acme. cuarioned mow
•Tncos sf10, folOso Varna
'Earl care wows
•Choice or Tan or navy
*tacos saes 51
/
4-10
0:1•so. 892

3
a

3
a

Save 5.03
Borg Pile.Robes
•100% Acrylic borg pile
•Roll sDawi wrap notch collar
wrap or wing collar with loose
sell belt 'Variety of colors "
'Sizes S-M-L •Reg 24 97

few Less • We‘alterre Saks for Less • Wai•Mart Sells for Less • eiai-Prlari Sells
kir Less • *Se% Om Use •111,0144se Ws•

2•94

Spectal
Purchase
Mons ingriiivabie Business Card Holder
HMOs ha
,sew Mew
otecnase 0.,le 225!
•ErKravec fire
Less•wisi.mase

fe•bs .11061
"
1011 Isliseat lass

'ai-Mort Soils km Lass •Wal-Asort Salts fey Lass • Wol-mawl Sails to• less 0061-Astan Soils kw Last • wal-Mort Sails be Loss • my sb.-Mai Sail +of Lass .sv,

• =

Deluxe Portable
Electric Air
Compressor

Camper
Trail
Tent

*Operates from a 12 volt
cigarette lighter socket
'Complete with 10 feet of
electrical cord 'No. GEC-175
'Reg. 23.96

Zebco Spincast
Rod & Reel Combo

*4,000 Pound capacity
'Many uses •For all lifting needs
'No 614 •Reg 14.90

•2 Piece rod, 4 feet 8 inches *Medium to light action
•Pistol grip handle 'Ceramic guides'No. 2492
'Reg. 12.96

Dallas
Barbie's Horse
'Golden palomino horse

*Removable western saddle,
stirrups, bridle, reins, brush,
comb, ribbon and instructions

*Game of hide &
seek 'For 2 players
*Ages 8 to adult

Reg. 9.78

Scrabble
By Selchow
And Richter

0 ci 11111*1111111i 111.1111111111
t;';
•*1•11111 OWE MOO .
A II

'The world's most
popular word game
'No. 17

Ie. es. •
sca
s%
e
_

Daisy
Bike
For 2
*Reg. 56.84

$4988

Pressman
Tri Ominos
•For 2-6 players •Age 8 to adult
*Score points by matching the
numbers on the triangular
shaped pieces'No.4420
'Reg 597

44 bigwo Sells

Snoopy
Table & Chair
Set

set Less• W 21-Me0 WI.fee Larl• Wip‘mars Sons Ng Loss *W44-Ismors Sells ler Lees• WeiAllest SAP few Lees • Waimea UN,tee less •Weikkm. Seas see Lags • et

his Lass • Vir 011•11010.1 Si"

Lase • W

Soils for Leo i•

Chaps
Cologne
$594
'''.1911CAMirrre',ctrIM)747'..

Ladies Suede
Purse
Accessories

Wind Song
Gift Set
By Prince Matchabelli

'Personalized suede leather clutch
purse accessories 'Four styles
*Assorted colors

•65 Ounce spray cologne
and one dram perfume

$300
Household
Extension
Cord

Ladies Gift
Boxed
Cosmetic Sets

INS ft.'White or Brown

•Five styles include cosmetic bogs, combs,
mirrors, or lighted mirrors in acetate gift boxes.

Tree Stand
'Holds up to 3118 inch
diameter tree'No. 33RG
*Reg. 3.33

hoto Finishing
12 Exposure

-mem, —

•.,,

---w

-..—

—....lift"."....,

.Developing and printing
color print film
(Process C-41 film only)
24 Exposure

1.97

3.27

15 Exposure

36 Exposure

... P•• n t_

,
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Profiled
Illusions Collection from Fieldcrest
,r every Classicist
A ,•iassic apparel look redefined for the bed
lied elegance is achieved through
-t; a striking shadow dot print accent: " t evnite attached hem and piped insert
:•nheii led and azure blue. in luxury percale
,:iteets & 1.-.ases
Sheets Flat gr F Itted
Twin leg 1i00
1 9399
.99
Full. reg 18 00
17.99
00
22
leg
t)lieen
22.99
:1(1 ot) 26 00
9.99 pr.
! Cases fed 1 4 Ju
11.99 pr.
tog 16 00
,mtottets and shams pillows iSee
: lt• 4
Not at Lexington or India- Trail

4

•

CitizeniTsines,
Glasgow Daily Times, Russelville News Democrat.ranklin FaVorite: The
AdverlosinrSupPlement to Louisville Courier Jout nal, Lexington Herald-Leader, Park City Daily News,
Press
Courier
Evansville
Courier,
Benton
Tribune
Planet.
Ledger.
Metropolis
Murray
Paducah Sun. Mayfield Messenger,

The

lb

.411
,

1,4

•

•
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pure luxury . .
"SEDUISANT" SATIN SHEETS
BY WHISPER SOFT!!

1

Affordable luxury in rich satin sheets with
VISA. Seamless woven fabric, in 1000/0 Dacron polyester. Machine washable, little or
no-iron. Flat or fitted. Alabaster, taupe, blue.
Full, reg. 29.99
24.99
Queen. reg. 39.99
34.99
King. reg. 49.99
39.99
Std. Cases, reg. 24.99
19.99 pr.
King Cases. reg. 29.99
24.99 pr.
Matching Comforter
Seduisant satin comforter with maple leaf
design. Alabaster, taupe, blue.
Full. reg. $100
89.99
Queen, reg. $140
119.99
•King, reg. $150
129.99/
Standard Sham, reg $40
19.99
Linens
Bashford, Evansville, Paducah Only!

"CORAL BERRY" SHEETS
BY BURLINGTON HOUSE®
IN 200 COUNT PERCALE
Luxurious feel, longer lasting quality. Save
now on these beautiful sheets that blend the
pastel of iris, celadon and coral pink to a
creamy background. Celanese Fortrel polyester/combed cotton. Flat and fitted.
Twin., reg. $10
7.99
Full,_ reg. $13
10.99
Queen, reg. $18
15.99
King, reg. $25
21.99
Standard Cases, reg. $11
8.99 pr.
King Cases, reg. $13
10.99 pr.
Linens Not at Lexington or Indian Trail

-411,
I.
;
,

200 count percale means finer sheets with
luxurious feel and longer lasting quality.

SPRINGMAID® "SERENA"
FROM THE BASSETT! COLLECTION

.4fro!.

From the Italian Designer collection. Styled for the
new contemporary architecture and interior design.
Sharply defined yet luxuriously rounded corners.
Stripes in an intricate counterpoint of three distinct
patterns on buttercup ground. No-iron percale by
Springmaidot.
Flat or fitted.
Twin, reg. $16
. .11.99
Full, reg. $20 ..
15.99
Queen. reg. $25
20.99
King, reg. $29 .
24.99
Std. Cases, reg. $17
11.99 pr.
King Cased, reg. $20
14.99 Pr.
MATCHING BEDSPREAD
Twin, $106 .....,.
'7 79.99
Full, $140 ,
119.99
Oueen„r_eg. $169
139.99
King, reg. $180 •
159.99
Linens
Bashford. Evarrsygle, Paducah Only,
- •
Z
it'11=1100•111F1
%den

Page 3

• designer collection!
SPRINGMAID' "ARLINGTON"
DESIGNED BY BILL BLASS
The perfect pattern to mix and match with
Springmaid solids. Lovely floral pattern in
soft tones of blue. No-iron-percale.
Twin, reg. $15
6.99
Full, reg. $18
9.99
Queen, reg. $23
14.99
King, reg. $28
20.99
Std Cases, reg. $16
8.99 pr.
King Cases, reg. $18
9.99 pr.

.

•

MATCHING ARLINGTON COMFORTERS
Twin
69.99
Full/Queen
89.99
King
99.99
Std. Sham
14.99
Not at Lexington or Indian Trail
Linens

J.G. HOOK COLLECTION
FOR FIELDCREST'

'•1 f, .cil 11 II
.IIditiiii-#1
li l'plil'x
1 i 10 , ' 1 1,
1 • i *I
1

1,
"......c.

.t

4

34...atal, ....t....SL a

Drop your anchor and sail into the fashionable world of fashion in these sheets from
Fieldcrest.
'
. Smart stripes of grey on white
no-iron percale. Flat or fitted.
Twin. reg. $15
.............. 6.99
Full, reg. $18
9.99
Queen, reg. $23
14.99
King, reg. $28
20.99
Std. Cases, reg. $16 ..
8.99 pr.
King Cases, reg. $18
9.99 pr.
MATCHING ANCHOR STRIPE
COMFORTERS
69.99
Twin
99.99
Full/Queen
119.99
King
29.99
Std. Sham
Not at Indian Trail or Lexington
Linens
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VERA'S- NEW PATTERN
"POPPY BREEZE"

-' •

The sheets that reflect Vera's genius for
color. A bright splash of orange and pink
poppies scattered across a cool white background, guaranteed to brighten any bedroom!
6.99
Twin, reg. $15
Full, reg. $18
9.99
14.99
Queen, reg. $23
20.99
King, reg. $28
7.99 pr.
Std. Cases, reg. $16
9.99 pr.
King Cases, reg. $18
MATCHING POPPY BREEZE
COMFORTERS
49.99
Twin
74.99
\
11
Full/Queen
99.99
King
24.99
Std. Sham
,1...> Not at Indian Trail or Lexington
\ VI Linens

'
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•
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King, reg $27
Std Cases, reg $11
King Cases, reg $12

MEMOIRS PERCALE
Sleep in the classic elegance of these dainty
floral prints. Light blue on a crisp white
ground. Percale sheets of Fortrel polyester/
cotton.

CANNON® BELLISIMA
A beautiful floral sheet of elegant flowers in
gold and rose gracefully place on a bone
background. No-iron percale cotton/poly.

CANNON® ROYAL FAMILY®
.MAIDENLANE
Save on these lovely sheets with soft pale
blue ground, delicate flowers sprinkled
throughout. Ruffled hem on pillow cases
and flat sheets. Sheets flat or fitted.
Linens
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ILLUSIONS (From

Front Cover)
MATCHING COMFORTER
Twin. reg $90
69.99
Full/Queen, reg $110
89.99
King, reg $140
119.99
pillow sham, reg $40
29.99
Neck roll, reg $40
29.99
113reakiast pillow. reg $40
29.99
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the twin is only 4.99!

Twin, reg. $10
Full. reg. $13
Queen, reg. $18
King, reg. $22
Std. Cases, reg. $10
King Cases, reg: $11.00

4.99
7.99
11.99
14.99
5.99 pr.
8.99 pr.

SPRINGMAID® PINAFORE
SOLID COLOR PERCALE
Handsome solid color sheets to mix and
match with any of your favorite Springmaid
patterns. All no-iron percale for easy care.
Magnolia, Rosewine, English Rose, Jade,
Seapine, Coral Blush, Graphite, French lilac,
Cafe, Navy, Porcelain blue, Buttercup,
white, Ricepaper.
MATCHING REVERSIBLE COMFORTER
Twin, reg. $40
29.99
Full/Queen, reg $60
49.99
King, reg. $75
64.99
Std. Shams, reg $1.2
9.99

FIELDCREST®
TATTERSALL
Geometric tattersall blocks of burgundy on
bone ground in perfection no-iron percale
Sheets flat or fitted.

FIELDCREST®
PUSSY WILLOW
Like a breath of freshness, sprigs of Pussy
Willows on soft bone background. Perfect
no-iron percale. Sheets flat or fitted.
MATCHING COMFORTERS
Twin, reg. $50
.......... 34.99
Full/Queen, reg. $60
49.99
King, reg. $70
64.99
Standard Sham, reg. $25
19.99

NEW
COMFORTER COLOR SYSTEM
We now have a fantAtic dolor, coordinating system.
Now you can select from over 22 colors combinaL,ur special order system. You can really
put ybur bedroom together with comforters, dust
ruffles and pillow shams.
'
•
_
•
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dining in style with
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14.99

20% Off
COLOR SETTING SOLID COLOR
TABLECLOTH BY SPRINGMAIDt''
Save now on this perma-press, soil release
solid color tablecloth Choose from tan,
bone, sky blue, yellow, brown & peach
7.99
52x52", reg $10
12.79
52x70" oval & oblong, reg. $16
19.99
60x84" oval & oblong, reg $25
22.39
60x104" oval & oblong, reg $28
19.99
70" round, reg. $25
1.99
Napkin, reg. 2.50
Not at Lexington
Linens

any size
GARLAND LACE TABLECLOTH
BY TABLE CHARM*
Beautiful 100% cotton lace tablecloths in
your choice of white or ivory Vtnyl storage
bag
14.99
60x80" oval & oblong, reg. $20
14.99
60x92" oval & oblong, reg. $25
14.99
60x108" oblong. reg. $30
14.99
70" round, reg. $25
Not at Lexington or Indian Trail.
Linens

Sale!
COUNTRY COTTON TABLECLOTH BY KEMP & BEATLEY
The natural country look in a 100% cotton
tablecloth that brings charm to your table
Machine washable, no-iron.
15.99
52x52" reg $22
21.99
52x70" oblong & oval, reg. $28
29.99
62x84" oblong,& oval reg. $38
37.99
62x104" oblong & oval. reg. $48
29.99
68" round. reg $38
2.79
17x17" napkin, reg 350
9.99
14x72" runner, reg. $18
Linens

Sale

••.•

20°

NE
Bei
Co
Ch
Ch

9.99

ENTIRE STOCK
REED PLACEMATS
AND NAPKINS
Just in time for the holidays, our entire stock of
these smart place mats
and napkins are sale
priced to save' Solids.
florals & geometrics in the
group.
Place Mats. reg 3 50-$5,
2.99-3.99
Napkins. reg 2 50-3.50,
1.79-1.99
Linens

,

JOI
An
wit'
pla

12 PC. PLACE MAT
SETS
Neatly presented in vinyl
storage bag. Select from
solid, print, straw and
wicker place mats. A $26
value if purchased separately 4 place mats. 4
napkins and 4 napkin
rings.
Linens

OP
Bu
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Pr,
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re!
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4111•1• _

2
14.99
•

REED HANDCRAFTS
72" TABLE ROUNDS
Reg $25
Round tablecloths in wide
assortment of solid colors
Many. -ruffled hern.'
Wooden table, reg $15
now 9.99 '
Linens
di

for $5
CHRISTMAS
POT HOLDERS
BY W.C. IMPORTS
Charming novelty Christsnow
mas reminders
man. Santa, bell, tree.
ornament, angel in assorted colors Reg 3 49
Linens

Sale
PROTECT YOUR TABLE WITH
FOAM PADDIRG BY HYGIENE
Protect your table with this foam back vinyl covered
padding
50x50". reg. $9 ... 4.99 50x90", reg. $13 . 6.99
.0";reg $11
5.99 50x1,08", reg.• $15 7.99 -50x7
- "
Linens
•

•

cum.1

'

4

.

20%-33% Off

ENTIRE STOCK NOR1TAKE FINE CHINA - 5 PC. PLACE SETTINGS
GROUP A - Windham, Misty, Blue Hill, Carolyn, Holbrook, Marywood,
30.82
Melissa, reg. $46
38.25
GROUP B - Ranier, Brookfield, Colburn, Cumberland, reg. $51
39.75
GROUP C - Affection, Veranda. reg. $53
40.00
$56
reg.
Ivory,
Ebony,
Entienne,
GROUP D - Adagio, Cervantes,
43.50
GROUP E - Night Song, reg. $58
52.50
Bone 2 Buenavista, Randolph, Shenandoah, Reg. $70
20% OFF IN STOCK ACCESSORY PIECES
No special orders. Not at Indian Trail or Lexington.
China
DURAND VILLEANEAVE FRENCH CRYSTAL STEMWARE
Beautifully cut crystal stemware in water, wine or fluted champagne. Perfect
Reg. 4.99 3.88 stem
for all your holiday entertaining.

JOHNSON BROTHERS REGENCY OLD ENGLISH IRONSTONE
An outstanding buy for your own use and for gift giving! Old English ironstone
with swirl pattern rim in gleaming white. Buy a place setting: dinner plate, salad
2 for 17.50
plate, cereal bowl, cup, saucer and get a place setting FREE!
20% OFF ENTIRE STOCK OF MATCHING ACCESSORIES
NEW DURAND VERSAILLES FRENCH CRYSTAL STEMWARE
Beautiful flame cut-crystal stemware imported from France now priced to save.
Complete a holiday table with the sparkle of full lead crystal at super prices!
2.99 stem
Choose from water, wine or fluted champagne
China

Buy 1 - Get 1 FREE!
ONEIDA 5 PC. PLACE SETTINGS
Buy one five piece place setting of famous Oneida flatware and get the second place setting free.
2320 Deluxe, reg. $25.... 2325
Profile, reg. $20
Heirloom, reg. $45...2/$45
Community,
2365
2332 LTD, reg. $65
reg. $32
China

16 PC. DINNER SET
Reg. 19.99
Save now on this lovely
French clear or rose tint
dinnerware; service for 4.*
Tempered for extra durability.- -Matching'rosetint stemz
ware, reg. 2.991:88 ea.

PFALTZGRAFF
YORKTOWNE
5 Pc. Place Setting
Save now on one of the
most popular patterns in
this famous dinnerware.
Matching accessories
also available.
China

SEMI-PORCELAIN
OR STONEWARE
20 PC. SETS
BY NIKKO
Choose from 2 styles of
this versatile dinnerware.
White semi-borcelain with
taitedge:br _peach
• " Ca'M
banded 'stoneware Service for four.
China

ea.
99°
BEVERAGE OR ENGLISH
HI BALL MONOGRAMMED
15 oz; cooler, 1.29
15 oz. beer mug. 1.99
10 oz -s4emmed goblet. 1.9960 oz beer pitcher. 3.99
Monogramming at Bashford
.owling Green, •
Manor. B
Evansville & Paducah
Others - 1 week delivery.
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8.99
orig $15
SOFT TOILET SEATS
COORDINATE OR MIX & MATCH YOUR BATH
WITH PLUSH NYLON BATH RUGS
BY COLLINS & AIKMAN BATH FASHIONS
21x36", reg. 11.00
24x42", reg. 16.00
Tank Set, reg. 10.50
WALL TO WALL
5x6', reg. 32.00 .
Linens

8.99
12.99
8.99

BY GINSEY
Save now on these leather-look
grained vinyl seats in your
choice of white, blue, champagne, brown, blush pink,
peach, jade, navy, smoke &
pineapple.
Linens

Contour, reg. 11.00
Lid Cover, reg. 4.75

JIM)

30%
Off
ENTIRE STOCK KIRSCH
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES
Reg. 4.10-38.25 Now 2.87-26.77
Bring added touches of beauty
to your bath with these decorative brass accessories and
save! Large selection of items
to choose.
Linens

1.

•

4

'.,
'^'•
.keic
.
404t#00-4'111'.1::"t
• s

.

30%
Off
ENTIRE STOCK
RANSBURG "FLAIR"
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES
Smart "Flair" line features scalloped borders providing a decorative touch to a variety of accessories. White, pale lemon,
pink, vanilla, peach, cerulean
blue, navy & sable:
Linens

aidos.

20%
Off
ENTIRE STOCK

OF
WICKER WARE
Reg. 7.50-$36 Now $6-$28
•
Save now on this entire collection of
smart wicker accessories. Many varied
items to choose from in this group.
White or natural.
Linens

so.
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6.90

Bath, reg. $10
FIELDCREST EXCELLENCE TOWELS
100% COTTON IN 8 COLORS
Special softness and absorbency in a
big 25x50" bath towel. Choose from
white, champagne; peach, pink, cerelean blue, buttercup, thistle,,sable.
Hand, reg. $7
4 90
Wash Cloth, reg. 3.50
2 50
Not at Indian Trail or Lexington.

COLUMBIA SHOWER CURTAINS
MATCHING VALANCE
Truly elegant shower curtain with ruffled valance in DuPont Teflon water repellant fabric. Choose from blue, white
or ecru. Double swag models available,
$25
Linens

8.99

Bath

FIELDCREST® "LUSTRE" TOWELS
IN 14 COLORS!.
Save now on these
luxurious towels with
sheared elegance that
sparkles as it's name
implies. Velour on
one side, super absorbent terry on the
other. Navy, black,
cerulean blue, pink,
champagne, mimosa,
sable, peach glow,
sagebrush, silver,
smoke, malachite,
paprika, scarlet.
Hand, 5.99
Wash Cloth, 2.49
Not at Lexington.
Linens

14.99

Set, reg. $25
INITIAL TOWEL SETS
The personal touch" by Abouchar. Set
consists of 1 bath towel, 1 hand towel, 1
wash cloth with handsome initial on
satin background. Luscious bone
color, blends with any decor.
Linens
Not at Indian Trail or Lexington.

3.25

ea. Reg. $4
EMBELLISHED.,
FINGER TIP TOWELS
Save now on our best assortment of
embellished finger tip towels, perfect
to give your bath a special decorative
look. Assorted colors. By Tom Rae.
Linens

FIELDCREST R COTTON-UP TOWELS
IN 12 COLORS!
Super absorbent towels
in hi-loft terry, so thick
and thirsty' Choose from
a wide variety of colors
. white, cerulean blue.
pink, champagne, mimosa.
sable, peach, sage, silver,
smoke blue, red, green.
Hand, 4.99
Wash Cloth, 2.49
Linens

Page 1C

save on bedding!
Good

Better

Best

PREMIER MATTRESS PADS
BY LOUISVILLE BEDDING
Protect your mattress and add to your sleep7
ing comfort with this 50% cotton/50% polyester top cover mattress pad of 100% polyester. Machine wash and tumble dry.
Twin, reg. $15
12.99
Full, reg. $18
14.99
Queen. reg. $22
17.99
Linens

ESMOND MATTRESS PADS
BY CHATHAM
Fiberwoven mattress pad that's made to last.
100% polyester protected by Scotchguard
will not shrink, pull or pill. Machine wash
and dry.
Twin, reg. $17
14.99
Full, reg. $19
16.99
Queen, reg. $25
22.99
Linens

SUPREME MATTRESS PADS
BY LOUISVILLE BEDDING
Save on these wrap quilted mattress pads or
box spring covers in 50% cotton/50% polyester top and sides.
Twin, reg. $18
14.99
Full, reg. $22
18.99
Queen, reg. $25
21.99
King, reg. $30
25.99
Linens

:\
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.99 Standard Reg. $12
OUALLOFIL THE LUXURY PILLOW

a

rcr

_

12.99

t;111
•4

BY WHITING
Cradle your head in comfort and save!
Plump white goose down pillows with feather-proof covering.
Std., reg. $35
24.99
Queen, reg. $45
29.99
King, reg. $55
34.99
Linens

_

,-_-----....

--- .:.....

::•-,

.
I
I

Standard
24.99
WHITE GOOSE DOWN PILLOW

Standard, reg. $15
LATEX 7TH HEVEN FOAM PILLOW
BY WHITING
Save on these latex foam pillows in your
choice of sizes.
Queen, reg. $20
16.99
King, reg. $25
19.99
Linens

BY WHITING
DuPont's most down-like fiber filling. Microscopic air shafts in each fiber trap and hold
countless tiny pockets of air. The result is
luxurious plumpness without weight.
Queen, reg. 15.00
12.99
King, reg. $18
15.99
Linens

, ...-..--

Cr:,.----

z.;••• _,...
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1
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1

I

_

QVALLOFIL

.

I 'HI-

tuxuar
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PILLOW
• ..P.'
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>
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—

29.99

Off
20%
BATES SPECIAL ORDER BEDSPREADS

any size
TWIN, FULL, QUEEN & KING SIZE BEDSPREADS
BY WHITING & BATES
Values to $80
Choose from quilted or woven styles in a wide assortment of patterns. Group includes florals, prints and solids. All first quality.
Linens

Save now on Bates woven bedspreads and coverlets. Order yours
now, please allow 8 weeks for delivery. Sale ends Jan. 31, '84.
Linens
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energy savings!
SPRING MAID® FLANNEL SHEETS
Sleep in the luxury of these cotton flannel
sheets this winter and be cozy & warm'
60% polyester/40% cotton weave in bone.
light blue, or candy stripe or floral or
bone background
Twin, reg. $12
8.99
Full. reg. $16 ..
10.99
,Queen, reg $20
15.99
King. reg. $24
18.99
Std cases. reg. $11
7.99 pr.
King cases, reg. $13
8.99 pr.
Linens
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sale!
IDUALLOFIL... COMFORTER

sale!
FIELDCREST* REGENCY ELECTRIC

Sale!
FIELDCREST* CORSAIR ELECTRIC

THE MODERN ALTERNATIVE TO DOWN
A beauty of a buy! These luxurious Quallofil
comforters in your choice of light blue or
bone. So very lightweight, yet so toasty
warm! Machine wash and dry.

Save on this 100% acrylic electric blanket.
boxed by Fieldcrest*. Choose from champagne, ice blue or coffee. 5 yr. warranty
Twin, single control. reg $50
39.99
Full, single control, reg. $60 ....
49.99
Full, dual control, reg. $70
59.99
Queen, dual control, reg. $80
69.99
King, dual control, reg. $120 .
99.99
Linens Not at Lexington.

Save now on this popular electric blanket
that keeps you toasty warm on the coldest
nights' Choose from champagne. ice blue or
coffee. 2 year warranty.
Twin, single control, reg $40
34.99
Full, single control. reg $50
44.99
Full, dual control. reg $60
54.99
Queen. dual control. reg $70
64.99
Linens

TWIN
Ong
Sale
Mfg Rebate

49.99
22.91
-3.00

19.99

FULL
Ong
Sale
Mfg Rebate

34."
-3.00

QUEEN KING
Ong
79.99
Sale
39.99
Mfg Rebate
-3.00

31.99

36.99

49.20

QUALLORL
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from pretty to practical • •

'4444.

9•99

1/3 Off

J.G. DURAND CRYSTAL GIFTS
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE
Choose from Diamont ashtray, Lude ashtray. Soliflor 8'4" vase. Chatalet 6" vase.
Arnenone .vase. Ellypse candy jar.
.
Also at 19.99 choose from center piece bowl,
12 . '' flat plate, set of 6-7'.." party plates or
12 :" footed cake plate all in Soleil pattern.
Gifts

ENTIRE STOCK
BRASS GIFTWARE
choose from bookends, executive gifts, figurines, large pieces and more at this holiday
savings.(Group does not include furniture.)
Gifts
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PFALTZGRAFF
HURRICANES
Reg. $15
Save now on these
attractive hurricane
lanterns in your
choice of patterns
from Pfaltzgraff.
Choose Yorktowne
or Village.
China
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PYREX HURRICANDLES
Ideal decoration for your
home, or perfect for gift
giving! Solid glass base
and globe. 11'6" tall. So
very attractive with colorful candle burning inside.
Housewares

.1 _
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--______. -
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Off Entire Stock
MUSICAL FIGURINES 8 BOXES
O R COLLECTOR DOLLS
Save now on wooden boxes, Beatrix Potter
musical figurines and many more. Porcelain
head dolls, small collector dolls. Betty dolls,
Perrot dolls perfect gift for the collector or
for that special little girl.
Irl
Gifts
.
4 -

20%
400
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Off
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ENTIRE STOCK
SILK-LIKE
:,(
FLOWERS
Choose from a wide
'
,‘
v
assortment of flow- ,
V
• .
ers . Man y different
types and colors to
A 1 .
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; e.
fit any decor. Pick a
• -Atek--.,
bouquet to brighten
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Gifts
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BAMBOO TRUNKS & BASKETS
So very practical and pretty! Bamboo trunks
in 4 sizes with so many uses
Small, orig. 14.99
Medium, reg. 29.99
- 15.88
748
X-Large, reg 49.99
Large, orig. 39.99
24.88
. 29.88
Housewares
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LEONARD CERAMIC HURRICANES
A true classic for any home. 9" hurricane
with candle in a variety of shapes & designs
in pretty blue, rose, tan or floral designs.
i
Housewares
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16" size, 5.99
Gifts

i * 41/4

Save to 50%

,

3.9912" tall
GLASS
HURRICANE
SHADES
A perfect accent to
your holiday centerpiece or mantel perfect with candles or
dry arrangements.

Choice
CHRISTMAS HURRICANES OR
SET OF 4 CHRISTMAS MUGS
Pretty ceramic base hurricanes with gfass
globe, red candle included. Or set of 4
Christmas mugs, each with it's own attractive design.
t
Housewares
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• • your gift is here!
20% Off
ENTIRE STOCK
CERAMIC
MOLDS
Reg. 4.99-12.99
Group includes small
painted animal head
towel holder, clay
molds and a variety of
jello molds in any style
you could wish for!
Housewares

20% Off

*ENTIRE STOCK COPPER
Choose from measuring sets, hanging utensil sets, tea kettles, molds and much, much
more!
*Revere cookware not included.
Housewares

19.88

CORNINGWARE 6 PC. TRIO SET
The versatile 6 pc. set includes: 1 & 1'2 qt.
casseroles with one interchangeable plastic
& 1 glass cover & 2 qt. glass cover casserole
in cornflower pattern. Spice'0 Life or Wildflower, 23.88
Housewares

9

.99 your choice
"ESSENTIALS" FROM TOSCANY
Great quality and very functional at a delicate price. Choose from a set of 4 salad nappies, 3 pc. salad set, 2 pc. cheese/cracker
set, 2 pc. chip 'n dip set, and more.

0

9.99
4 PC. GLASS STORAGE
JAR SET
IMPORTED
FROM FRANCE
Great low price on this
useful glass storage jar
set with attractive
"strawberry" design.
Boxed for easy giving.
Housewares

24.88
NORTHLAND 70 PC. FLATWARE SET
IMPORTED BY ONEIDA
Gleaming stainless flatware in a 48 pc. service for 8, plus 8 seafood forks, 8 tall drink
spoons, 4 pc. hostess set, butter knife,sugar
spoon.
Housewares

49.99

orig. 69.99
CARVEL HALL 10 PC. CUTLERY SET
Save now on this very useful set in it's own
hardwood black.
Matching 6 pc. Steak Knife Set, 19.99
Housewares

"—Int=mixt
'k
g
=

----- -- .I

12.88

14.88

20 PC."COLOR BRIGHTS"
FLATWARE SET
BY LIFETIME
Handsome set of stainless flatvoare with colorf u I handle of dishwasher safe plastic.
Choose, from red, yellow, blue, white or
ton. Service for 4
includes dinner knives
dinner forks, salad
forks, soup spoons
teaspbons. ,
Housewares

QUALITY PIZZA SET BY ATLAS
High quality 20 gauge carbon steel 14" pizza
pan with these accessories. Stainless steel
pizza cutter:pan gripper, pizza slice lifter &
recipe book. Gift boxed.
Housewares

9.99
ETRON ONE PIECE
ELECTRONIC
TELEPHONE
This great phone has
outpulse touch-dial
with wall bracket
• FCC approved
• I ast number auto- .-matic,redial
• On-off ring switch
• Mute button
•
. Automatic shutof4 button

•

Page 14

entertaining gifts
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9.99
DURAND 18 PC. GLASSWARE SET
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE
Handsome barware set, boxed ready to give,
6 each 11'.. oz beverage,10 oz on-therocks. 5'i. oz. juice.
Housewares

----)

9.99
CHEESE SLICERS BY TOWLE

Off
25%
ENTIRE STOCK WINE SERVICES

Choose from marble or teak styles. Both
functional and beautiful, smartly gift box
and ready for giving,
Housewares
wise

Reg. 13.99-26.99 Now 14.88-19.88
Choose from 6 pc. serving sets, 5 pc. wine
caddies or 6 pc. cheese and wine sets.
Shown: wine service, solid wood with cheese,
tile, carafe, 4 glasses. Reg. 26.99
Housewares

your choice
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14.88

Your Choice

Handsome glass pedestal cake stand with
keep-fresh dome cover. 11" diameter. Gift
boxed. Solid wool pedestal cake stand with
clear plastic dome/wood knob. Gift boxed.
Housewares
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SELECT GROUP CRYSTAL DECANTERS
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18 PC. CRYSTAL PUNCH BOWL SET

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

Special value! 13" glass holiday platters imported from France. "Wiper Scene" design
ideal for variety of occations. Attractive gift
box.
Housewares

Set of 6 oversized wine glasses in several
styles.
9.88
ARTIC SET OF 8 GOBLETS
6.88
SET OF 6 ON-THE-ROCKS
Housewares

Perfect for your holiday entertaining! Set
2quart punch bowl,8 matching
/
contains 1-81
cups, 8 hooks, 1 plastic ladle.
Housewares
r
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6 GRAND VIN STEMWARE
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HOLIDAY PLATTER

LI
""
.
.stie

A great gift idea for Christmas! Handsome
cut lead crystal decanters in assorted styles.
Gifts

Choose from wood, ceramic, glass platters
from Cornwall, Towle and Mikasa. So very
.
useful during the holidays and after.
Housewares
r ....r. 3- -..1—_,..1),
..• --tc--1
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19.99

9.99
HOLIDAY SERVING PLATTERS

Your Choice

PEDESTAL CAKE STANDS
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Reg: 24.99
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BARWARE
DURAND 9 PIECE BOWL SET ,
Hanbsome Villandry pattern lead crystal
Veotaile glass'bowl set attractively gift
• imported from France. Chooseirom double
2 oz.:to 3y2 qt.
1
boxed. Sizes range from 3/
'
old fashion and hi-ball.
.
Super value!
.
19.99
.
Matching
Decanter
Housewares
,,
Gifts
..
• _
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19.99
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4 DOUBLE OLD Fa.5.411ONS__

a. •
Smart gold grid gimesfscimSheltoW a division of Towle.Shown with this set of tilassei,
, a 3 qt:. ice bucket with gleaming brass ac•
7
cents and clear acrylic top.
Matching Ice Bucket, reg. 34.99 .... 14.99
Gifts -
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cooking with savings!
Save
to 66%
REVERE OPEN STOCK
Stainless or Copper Bottoms.
Double boiler insert, reg. $12
7" Fry Pan, reg. $20
10" Fry Pan, reg. $34
1 qt. cov'd saucepan, reg. $22
3 pc. Mixing Bowl set, reg. $24
6 qt. Dutch Oven, reg. $51
8 Cit. Dutch Oven, reg. $58
7" Fry Pan/SilverStone, reg. 29.99
Steamer/colander, reg. $15
1 1./2 qt. cov'd saucepan, reg. $27
10" Fry Pan/SilverStone, reg. 34.99
2 qt. cov'd saucepan, reg. $30
3 qt. cov'd -saucepan. reg. $32
. 10 qt. Stock Pot. reg. $65
*12 qt. Stock Pot. reg. $72
'Available in copper bottom only.

Save to 65%
CLUB OPEN STOCK
SUNRAY OR SILVERSTONE" INTERIORS
1 qt. Sunray sauce pan, reg. $28 . . 16.99
1 qt. SilverStone, reg. $33
17.99
qt. Sunray sauce pan, reg. 29.50 19.99
1'qt. SilverStone. reg. 34.50
20.99
2 qt. Sunray sauce pan. reg. 30.50 . . 22.99
2 qt. SilverStone, reg. 36.50
.
24.99
3 qt. cov'd sauce pan. reg. $34
24.99
3 qt. cov'd sauce pan.
SilverStone, reg. $42
26.99
9" Sunray, saute, reg. 23.50
8.99
9" SilverStone saute, reg.'$29
9.99
10" covered Fry, reg. $37 ..
19.99
10" SilverStone, reg. 43.50
24.99
12" cov'd Fryer, reg. 47.50
22.99
12" SilverStone, reg. $54
reg. 27.99
41
/
2 qt. Sunray Dutch oven. reg 46.50 29.99
5'../2 qt. SilverStone, reg. $53
30.99
8"qt. Sunray Dutch oven. reg $57
33.99
8 qt. SilverStone, reg. $64 .
34.99

4.99
6.99
11.99
13.99
10.99
24.99
29.99
11.99
12.99
14.99
16.99
19.99
22.99
49.99
54.99

BOI

WHEN YOU PU CHASE
THE 7 PC. CLUb SET

COOKWARE SET

69.99 $184 open stock value

89.99 Stainless bottom
99.99 Copper bottom

This popular set includes: 1 and 1"2 qt. cov'd
saucepans, 10" fry pan and 41
/
2 qt. cov'd
Dutch oven. Choose almond or chocolate.
When you buy this versatile set, you get a
9" saute pan FREE!
Housewares

This handsome set includes: 1, 2 and 3 quart
covered saucepans,6 quart Dutch Oven,9"
covered skilletand steamer/colander insert.
Crpen stock value, $184

KETTLES
Reg. 9.99-29.99 Now 7.99-23.99
Several beautiful styles, shapes and sizes
to choose from. Copper, enamel and porcelain-on-steel in the group.

-12e

free!
9" SAUTE PAN

Save
to 51%
REVERE 11 PC.

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK TEA

RLINIftinaliertl-ANNV

29.99
WEST BEND

9.88
12 PC. WOK SET

ELECTRIC WOK
Reg. 34.99
Fully automatic wok,
dishwasher safswith
heat control -removed. So very
popular for use
in your own
home, great
to give for
Christmas!
Housewte;.

SUPER VALUE
14" steel wok with
wood handles & aluminum dome cover,
stainless ring. 7 useful utensils, steam
rack. 2 cooking
chopsticks, rice paddle and more
Housewares

25% OFF CHICAGO CUTLERY OPEN STOCK & 20% OFF GIFT SETS
3 PIECE
KITCHEN
FAVORITES
Reg 44 00
35.20
GOURMET
SAMPLER
Reg 21 50
17.20
3 PJECt
KITCHEN
STARTER
SET
Beg 36.00
28.80

•

Pa.e 16

Snyder's
CHRISTMAS TIME BY NIKKO
1..,.
tmas Time Jnnei -,
Dine in the holiday spirit with Class..
ware from Nikko 12-pc ServiLe for four Set includes 4 each
dinner plate tea cup. saucer
49.99
Matching Accessories
"Pc Completer includes '1 oval plate round vegetable sugar
creamer
19.99
Tier Tray
23.99 Salad Bowl set of 4
14
1.9
99
9
14.99 Salt & Pepper
Napkin rings set of 4
21.99 Dinner Bell
Candle Holder
33.99 Pedestal Cake
Tea Pot
Not all accessories available at Indian Trail or Lexington 24.99

ENTIRE STOCK "CHRISTMAS SHOPPE.
prices
25%onOff
(—Indies. bells, ornaments and much more from our
0

ig,riai

save now

Christmas
::iid
fjtdse
Shoppe of gift items Christmas dinnerware not in -

Buy one - get one Free!
FRIENDLY VILLAGE BY JOHNSON BROTHERS
Save now on this beautiful year round dinnerware, great for
Holiday entertaining
5 pc place setting reg 27 50
Now 2/27.50
Matching accessories also available
BRASS CANDLESTICKS - 3 SIZES - 3 STYLES
Save no on tnebe gleaming brass carrileticks and light your
home beautifully AI sizes & styles one low price
3.99

BRASS CANDLESTICKS IN 5 SIZES
Take advantage of this low, low price and buy for your home and
for gifts' 5 graduated sizes
1.99
ALL OTHER BRASS CANDLESTICKS - 1/3 OFF
A big reduction on all the other brass candlesticks in our stock
(Group does not include 1 99 or 399 candlesticks)
1/3 OFF

CHRISTMAS HERITAGE BY PFALTZGRAFF 999 pl setting
ininridsome
A very special price n
pattern
cludes dinner plate. tea cup. saucer in
Also choose from these beautiful accessories

250/0 Off

ACCESSORIES

Mug Si ,t ,1 4

35.00

• Cookie Jar 18.00 • Bread Tray 19.00 • Platter 30.00
• Salt & Pepper 17.50 • Candy Jar 16.50 rod more'
Housewares

GLASS HURRICANE SHADES
A pr 'toct accent to your r 'day centerpiece or mantel With
(aridIes or dry arrangements
12"
5.99
3.99 14"
. 4.99 16"
(lifts

'
r•k•

a

